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Oli! the red ripe lips, and bonnie brown hair
a dear little lass both blithesome ana fair;
ong may she be with us so artless and gay,
And win all hearts by using Dorman’s Boquet
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

—

DELICIOUS FLOWER PERFUMES
“Iris Flower,” IVilf Iiily.”<‘June Hoses.’

Washington, Oct. 12.
The indications for New England to-day are
partly cloudy weather and local rains, easterly

the admiration of the Ladies by theii
richness and permanence of odor.
Perfumes and Colognes sol« by the ounce.

which

are

winds, falling barometer, stationary or.slight

Clmmpnguc Cologne, (caution!—Registered,
said by judges to be the best Perfume ever offered a

rise in temperature.

Cautionary signals from Jacksonville to
Block
The special bulletin says there has been no
decided change in the storm mentioned last
night as being some distance off South Carolina coast, excepting that rain has fallen and
winds on the coast have increased to 30 miles
and upwards from the north. The temperature
has risen in the southern portion of the Middle Atlantic States and lower Lake region,
South Atlantic and Gulf States, Tennessee and
Ohio valley. It has fallen in New England,
West Gulf States, lower Lake region, upper
Mississippi and Missouri valleys. Northeasterly winds prevail in New England, Middle and
Sonin Atlantic States and lower Lake region;
northerly winds in upper Mississippi and Missouri valley.
Elsewhere winds are variable.
Local rams have fallen in Middle and South
Atlantic States and northern portion of the
West Gulf States, Ohio, upper Missisippi and
Missouri valleys.
Local rains indicated on Saturday in New
England, Friday night in the Middle Atlantic
States and on Friday in Tennessee, Ohio valley
Itnd Lake region, with decided fall of temperature in the last named districts.

Cosmetics, Soaps and other Toilet Goods

the price.

Island.

WILL B. DORMAN, PERFUMER,
6W Congrm Nln’tl, Juki above High
sn2w*
eop29
EOUTIjANE, ME.

RARE OLD ENGLISH

BOOKS.

118 Middle Street newly opened for eak
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

STORE

purchased.

10,000 Old Books Wanted Immediately.
sndtf

aug20

Cure Your Corns
BY

USING

SC HLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Soiieat.
Entirely harmless;
It

is not

a

caustic.

Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callow

removes

wlthout.leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
5aW~A CURE IS Q UARaNTEEB.jS^
Price !i5 cents.
For sale by all Druggist*.
Trvitandyou will bo convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.

MAINE.
congressman Uingley’s Work.
■Washington, Oct. 11.—Congressman Dingley has had consultations with President

A*k for Schlotterbeck’* Corn and Wan
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
gsdtf

Secretary Folger, resulting in their
call the atteution of Congress to
needed changes ia the shipping law. Mr.
Dingley is especially anxious to have compulsory pilotage fees reduced, and will move in
that direction this winter.
Arthur and

IKSVK/HiE.

agreeing

W. D. LITTLE & 00.,
^

31 Exchange Street.

The

Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
sepl8 TELEPHONE 701. snly

session of Congress: Brunswick,
Portland, Waldoboro’.

Pratt’s Astral Oil.
for Pratt’s Astral Oil and

P.

see

swyou
other inferior oils
oct6sneod2m

make about forty columns of very small type.
Altogether the story which the committee will
tell will make perhaps the most interesting

Musical Associations in search of music topractict
will do well to examine the following, by emineni
composers, not too difficult:

NOB!

DillllJ

very

Mllg

the Maine Pedagogical Society was held this
afternoon in the High school hall, and was
celled to order by Supt. N. A. Luce. Rev. Mr.
Lane was chosen secretary pro tem. A discussion took place regarding the time for hold*
ing the meetings, and the matter was finally
referred to a committee of three to consider.
Superintendent Luce presented a paper on
“Shall this Society ask the Legislature for
authority to certificate teachers?” and it was
discussed at length by Prof. C. C. Rounds,
Superintendents Tasb, Phipps and Snow, and

3

Cantata

by Berlioz
Short but impressive cantata
C.
D.
Parker.
by J.
Panoral

Ruth and Boaz

Redemption Hymn (30 cts).

^

chapter of New England financial history
ever printed.
Maine Pedagogical Society.
Lewiston, Oct. 11.—The annual meeting of

($1). St. Saens’ CliriBtmaB Oratorio.

Prodigal Son Sullivan.into Egypt (38 cents).
Flight
Dlinrl l/inrr (30 cts.)

By

D. Parker.

0. C.

Shaw A Bros.’ Creditor*.

reliable information about the affairs of the
firm. The report which will be preseated will

For Choral Societies
Light of the World SS’Srand

Farmington,,

Boston, Oct. 11.—The investigating committee have called a meeting of the creditors
of F. Shaw & Bros., to be held at the Shoe
and Leather Exchange on Thursday, the 18th
inst., at 2 o’clock. As the result of their long
ami laborious investigation, the committee will
doubtless be able to give the creditors much

yeur grocer
ASICthat
you get tbe genuine. If you inquire for
if at A. 1^. MiLLETT A C O’*
will be

palmed off

to

Maine Post-offices.
following is the list of postmasters in
Mainedrawing a salary of more than 91,000,
whose terms expire during the approaching

ESTAB1JHHED IN 1843.

ot it, as there is being
for genuine Pkatt’s.

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 12,

23, 1862—VOL. 21.

gPEClAli NOTICES.

The Deluge g?£2K-Doscriptive CM,tato-by
Christmas (80 cents). Cantata by Outterson.
Damnation of Faust ttbfSo“dbr“Ua”t
3
The Conspirators Opera try Schubert!
Forty-Sixrh Psalm (80 cents). By Dudley Buck,

Prof. W. J. Corthel). A resolve to appoint a
committee to consider the subject was passed,
said committee to report at the uext annual

meeting.

sep24TuTS&wtf
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There is

BLAZING BUILDINGS.

SWANVILLE.

As Samuel Tripp, of Swanville, was returning home from Belfast Wednesday afternoon,
his horse became frightened at an approaching
train and ran across the track. The engine
struck the wagon, throwing Mr. Tripp on to !
the pilot, and bruising him about the head and
shoulders. Although he is 72 years old, no serious results are expected. The horse was un- I
injured. No blame is attached to the railroad
company, as the flagman was at his post.
WINTHROP.

This has been a great season for building at
New houses, barns and stables
have gone np by the dozen.
Baileyville has
been changed into a veritable village and new
on every band.
are
met
with
to be
buildings
The new Friends’ meeting house is a very
handsome structure.

a

large attendance.
AUGUSTA.

One day this week, while a six year old sen
of Richard Norcrosa was playing out of doors,
a companion, another boy about the same age,
threw a brick-bat which struck the Norcross
boy on the right temple, inflicting a very dangerous and ugly wouud. Wednesday Dr. Martin was summoned, who said the little fellow
must needs receive extra care or he would lose
bis life. His temple is swollen and presents a
bad appearance.

IN GENERAL.

Wardens Hill and Parker arrested Virgil
Richards and Daniel DuDbar, both of Canton
Mass,, for hunting and killing woodcock, on
Sunday, at Whitueyville. The Grand Jury at
Machias found indictments agaiDBt the same
parties for hunting and killing one deer, with
dogs, in October last.
Wednesday forenoon Judge Artemus Libbey
passed through the city from Ellsworth, where
he has been holding court, hastening to the
bedside of his dying daughter, Mrs. Emma
At Bangor the
Ellis, in Cambridge, Mass.
Judge received a dispatch stating there was no
for
her
hopes
recovery.
Barret Potter ’78 of Brunswick, has been
tendered the position of instructor in rhetoric
in Bowdoin College, made vacant by Rev. Mr.
Hawes. Prof. Robinson has just published
for use in the college a ‘‘Chemical Note Book”
containing his lectures on the subject of chemistry. The book has sixty-iive pages of printed
matter, and as many blank pages for notes. It
will be used id'the Portland High school.

OHIO AND IOWA.

Give your orders
time ahead.

early,

as we are

always engagei

some

GHARLCS CUSTtS & GO..
493
*

myl 4

CARIBOU.

Last Saturday night the jewelry store ef A.
A. Barrett was entered, and several watches,
chains and jewelry to the amount of about
$900 was taken from the show cases. The
burglars made their entry through a side window, by cutting the sash "and removing the
fastening. There is no clue to the perpetrators

St.

Congress

eodtf

PIANO-FORTE
Repairing,

Remodeling, Regulating,
Toning and Tuning.

as

Mr. John Parsons’ two story dwelling house
was destroyed
by fire Sept. 26th, a defect in
the chimney was the cause. Mr. and Mrs.
Parsons lost a largo amount of clothing also
Mrs. Parsons’ geld watch and chain.
Considerable furniture was saved. There was a
small insurance cn the building.

scientifically;

beginning

GAKDlNER.
The annual meeting of the Kennebec &
Steamboat
Boothbay
Company was held iu
Gardiner Saturday afternoon last, and the
following list of directors were chosen for the
following year: P. O. Vickery, H. H. Hill, 8.
B. Glazier, Jason CollinB, S. N. Maxcy, Chas
Swift, W. W. Bradstreet. 8. B. Glazier was
elected treasurer, and Weston Lewis clerk.
The 4>oard of directors organized by choosing
P. O. Vickery president. A (dividend of six
per cent was declared, after laying aside a
surplus for all contingencies.
IIARTLAND.

Mr. Geqrge L. Fuller of Hartland, a well
known merchant of that place, had a paralytic
shock Saturday and died before night. He
was buried Sunday.

BONNETS & HATS
Now open for

HOULTON.

Iu Houlton SI.05 per barrel is offered for
potatoes, bat farmers are not inclined to sell at
that price.

Inspection.

Mrs. I. P. Johnson invites vour attention to he
stock of Fall and Winter Millinery, which was nei
er larger or more attractive than at present.
The most ele ant assortment of Birds’ Breast
A is
and Ostrich Plumes to bo found in Portland.
co
a line line of Velvet Kibbons in all widths and

Hon. Neal Dow of Portland addressed a
large audience at the Opera House, Saturday

night.
MT.
s
0

ors.

MRS. i. P. JOHNSON (

DESERT.

Rev. J. H. Mooers, of the Methodist church,
left here with his family on Monday of last
week, for Huron, Dak., where he intends to
locate. The Bar Harbor church is to be supplied by Rev. H. H. Clark of the U. S. Navy.
It is understood that Mr. Mooers goes weBt
with the hopes of improving his health.

dlw

NORTHrORT.

Photographer,
Fine

1

Portraits a'Bpecially,5

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEi J
Portland Mo.

janti

^

._doodtf

FLOORING,
thicknesses,
&c., of all

width*, and

qualities.

James & Abbot,
58 Kilby St.,
BOSTON.
•odlyrnrm

Thursday forenoon Joseph C. Townsend and
Frank Wood of Northport met with an acciinstant death
j dent, in which their escape fromwere
was almost miraculous.
removing
They
of the grand stand
a large sail from the top
building at the fair ground, when the stroDg
wind which was blowing at the time blew a

portion of the canvas from the roof. Mr.
Townsend was thrown over thu edge and fell
to the ground, a distance of over thirty feet.
Two ribs were started, one wrist sprained, and
he was somewhat shaken up, but was upon the
grounds again iu the afternoon. Mr. Wood
remained uoon the roof, though he was blown
within a foot of the corner of the buildiDg.
RICHMOND.

The new depot voted by the directors of the
Maine Central Railroad is to be put up immediately. Workmen commenced blocking up
the old building Wednesday preparatory to
moving it. The new depot will occupy the
site of the old one.
SOLON.

The house, ell and stable of Willie Jewett,
in South Solon, were burned Monday morning
of last week. Insured for 5700.

Burned this

Loss About

Old? Orchard

Horse Burned.

$6000—One

u

Columbus, Oct. 21.—More complete retutns
from Tuesday’s election' indicate an increase
in the Democratic majority, which will probably be considerably over 12,000.
Later returns on the Legislative ticket indicate that
the Democratic majority on a joint ballot will
not be more than 24.
The second amendment
will receive about 300,000 votes and will probbe
unless
the cities go strongly
ably
adopted
against. The judicial amendment is carried
beyond doubt. The first amendment will not
get over 100,000 votes. The Prohibition vote is
estimated at from 5000 to 10,000, and the
Greenback vote at 2000. Hcadly’s majority in
Hamilton county is 1866.
A Republican senator, two Republican representatives and Recommissioner
are elected.
publican county
Des Moines, Oot. 11.—Tho Democrats now
concede 20,000 majority to Gov. Sherman.
Chicago, Oot. 11.—A special to the Journal
from Des Moines, Iowa, says:
Sherman’s
majority will reach 30,000. Complete returns
from 69 counties which includes heavy Democratic districts give 13,3000, and partial returns
from the remaining counties give him 27,000
His plurality will not be less than 12,000. The
house is close. The Republicans now have 54
aud the opposition 41; of the remaining five
the Republicans will got 3.
The Senate now
stands: Republicans 37, opposition 8, indoubt
5. Judge Cooke is elected in the tith distriot
by a small majority.
Des Moines, la,, Oct. 11—Full and com
plete returns from^fifty counties give Sherman
19,424 majority over Kinne. Quite definite returns from the other 49 counties make Sherman’s majority over Kinne 20,000.
OTHER ELECTIONS.
Citizens’

Reform

Ticket

Successful iu

Nnshrille, Tcun.
Nashville, Oct. 11.—The municipal election here today resulted in au overwhelming
victory for the citizens’ reform ticket over the
candidates for re-election of the old municipal
regime. The reform ticket was composed of
blacks and whites, and Republicans and DemIt is the
ocrats, party lines being obliterated.
first time in the history of city government
since tho negro was invested with citizenship
that the whites and blacks have united.

THE

Heeling

BANKERS,

of the Association

at

Louisville,

Kentucky.

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 11.—The Bankers’
Association met this morning.
George M.
Davis, of Louisville, submitted a paper on
bankruptcy.
A resolution was adopted favoring a national act, and the officers elec, ed for the ensuing
year were: President, L. J. Gage, of Chicago,
Among the vice presidents are Win. W.
of Maine, J. E. Fernald of New
Hampshire, Hon. L. P. Bollard of Vermont,
and one from overy other State and Territory.
3£Wm. E. Gould, cashier of the First National
Bank, of Portland, Me., is one of the execu-

Thomas

tive committee.
After the election of officers, Henry Watterwas introduced, and addressed the association and took up the South, which was the
special order of the day, and, in an eloquent
address, spoke for that great section. He was
listened to with the closest attention, and the
association generally applauded.
A paper by John Thompson was presented
and referred to the executive council.
Mr. Lindenberger's resolutions, presented
yesterday, were adopted, with the following
additiou:
Resolved, That it is the sense of the American Bankers’ Association
that compulsory
coinage of standard silver dollars of 412 1-2
grains, is against the welfare of the nation, and
that they recommend to Congress the discontinuance of such coinage only in such amounts
as the demands of the business of the country
may

require.

The convention then adjourned.

NEW YORK.
The Northern Pacific Railroad.
New York, Oct. 11.—It is officially announced that a syndicate headed Dy Drexel,
Morgan & Co., Winslow, Lanier & Co., and
August Belmont & Co. have made a proposition to the Northern Pacific Railroad for the
purchase of the 818,000,000 second mortgage
bonds recently authorized to he negotiated.
The proposition is for §15.000.000 of 4s with
the option for six months of 83,000 000 more,
the price being 874, le>s 5 per cent, commission.

WASHfNGTON.
A Host

Snsultiug

Fraud.

Washington, Oct. 11.—The curious information comes from Richmond that a Confederate two-cent stamp was passed through the
mails yesterday without being detected by the
Post Office officials. The stamp was sent as an
The
experiment to see whether it could pass.
Confederate stamp ressembles the new twocent stamp somewhat in oolor hut is very inferior in workmauship.
Still there are some
apprehensions, in view of the success of the
experiment yesterday, that attempts may be
made to practice thi3 fraud.
Tito

(Special Dispatch to

the Press.)
Old Orchard, Oot. 12, (2 a. m.)
About 12.30 o’clock this moruiog the handsome new cottage on Union Avenue built the
season and owned by Mrs. Susan Wadsworth of Biddeford was discovered to be on fire
and when assistance reached the spot the
flames had made such headway it was impossible to check them, and the building was eoou
in ruins.

past

From this cottage the fire extended to two
cottages and a stable in the rear, whioh were
also consumed. One of them was the old cot
tage owned by Mrs. Wadsworth aud recently
vacated by her: She alsoowned the stable; the
Wm. R. Godwin of Bethel.
other, belonged
A horse was in the Btable and perished in
the flames.
The cause of the fire is a mystery.
Loss will
to

to about $5,000; probably insured,
but amount not known.
The new steam fire engine did good work in
saving adjoining property.
amount

Heeling of

Annual

Horrible Accident.

Oshkosh, Wis., Oct, 11.—As Mr. Trougert.a

section boss

the Milwaukee

and St. Paul
road, was riding yestesday on a hand car with
his wife and bahy, daughter-in-law her' husband and child, the hat of the elder Mrs. Trougert blew off and in attempting to grasp it her
baby slipped out of her hands in front of the
car. The child was caught iu the gear of the
wheels and instantly killed.
The car was
tnrown from the track and hnrled some disBoth women were probably fatally intance.
jured and the other child will die.
on

Charged

with

Bribery.

Ottawa, Ont., Oct. ill.—Sir John A. McDonald has been unseated for-tho county of
Lennox, on account of bribery by his agents at
the last election.
A Mill Owner Abscond*.
St. John, N. B,, Oct. 11.—John McBran, a
mill owner of Nushwnak, has absconded.
He
raised $10,000 before leaving, mostly on forged
paper.

the

Railway

Time

Table Convention—Proposed Change of
Great Convenience to the Public.

Chicago Oct.ll.—The annual Railway Time
began this morning and
by Representatives from
nearly every important railway in the conntry. In addition to arranging winter time
tables, it is proposed to take definite action on
the adoption by railroads (throughout the
country, of a proposed plan for uniform time
standards. The new plan has been termed the
“Hour” System.
It provides for standards
differing from each other by exactly one hour,
leaving out the Eastern and Western extremes
Tahle Convention
is being attended

of the Continent.
There are the

“Eastern," “Central” and

“Mountain” lines.

The first will be employed
from Brunswick to the meridian of Detroit;
far
the second as
west as the boundary between
Kansas and Colorado; the third to the line between Utah and Nevada. It is proposed that
all railroads now using Boston, Newport,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Toronto, Hamilton
or Washington time as the standard
shall be
governed by Eastern or Seventy-fifth Meridian
time which is four minutes slower than New
York.
By this plan the minute-hand of the traveler’s watch will never have to be changed,
however far, or in whatever direction he travels. His watch will be just one hour slow
when he crosses the imaginary line into the
next division to the east, or one hour fast
when he crosses the line into the next division
to the west,
Over 80,080 miles of road are
now pledged to adopt it and to make the necessary changes when their next time-schedule is
issued.
The railroads centering in Boston
have not considered it desirable to make the
change which has already gone into effect on
the Concord Railroad, till the general adoption
of the plan, and with the co-operation of the
Harvard observatory. Prof. Piokering’s assent
being necessary to the latter condition, the formal assent of the observatory people bad to be
delayed till his return from Europe. When he
reached New York last Sunday he was met by
Mr. Edmands of the observatory, and the matter met with his hearty approval. Accordingingly the following note was sent to the secretary of the time convention on Monday:
New York, Oct 8,1883.
W. F. Allen, Esq., Secretary General
of
Southern Railway Time Convention:
Dear Sir—I am requested by Prof E. C
Pickering, director of Harvard College observatory,' to inform you that he is strongly in
favor of the system of standard time, which
has been recommended by your convention,
and that he desires to do what may bo in his
power to aid the scheme.
Accordingly, If the
convention adopts the system, the observatory
will be ready to furnish telegraphic signals
conforming to the minute and second of the
proposed standards. Respectfully,
J. Rayneu Edmands,
Assistant in charge of time service, Harvard

College observatory.

interview between Mr. Edmands and tne
Boston fire commissioners on Tuesday, resulted
in the adoption of a letter to the observatory
by the commissioners, in which they say that
they consider the time furnished by the Harvard observatory as the standard time lor Boston, and that if the time be changed by the
observatory the change will be accepted by the
commission, and that they will havo the
meridian bells struck and the city clocks, in
schools, etc., set to correspond. The adoption
of the same standard in New York and other
An
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SPORTING.
_

A Prize Fight Near the Maine Line.
Farmington, N. H., Oct 11.—A prize fight
occurred this morning between Dennis Delaney of Biddeford and Denny Cannon of Dover, both well known athletes and pedestrians.
Three hundred spectators were present.
Forty-nine rounds were fought in one hour and
forty minutes, when the crowd were frightened away by the police and a draw was declared. Both men were badly punished and were
carried away by friends.
Nnrraganset Park Races.
At Narragansett
Providence, Oct. 11.
Driving Park to-day the 2.17 class, pacing race,
for a purse of $400, was won.by J. Tren’ts b.m.
Princess, No time given.
The 2.38 class was won by Winnie. Time,
—

2.28 1-2.
The 2.29 class was unfinished,
mare Earl taking two heats.

the chestnut

WEST INDIES.

_

$1.1,000 Bestroyed at Pittsfield, Mans.
Pittsfield, let. 11.—A tire this morning

burned toe barn of Edwin Learned and destroyed a block owned by Mrs. Burbank, and
occupied by several firms, at Pittsfield.
Learned’s loss is $4000, uninsured. The other
losses amount to 11,000, partly insured.

Ke»e:>

Pillage

lowna anil

After the rejection of several amendments
'he Bev. Dr. Hanson of Albany stated that

there was great diversity of use in giving out
the psalms for the day.
He objected to be
confined to a defined, fixed form of words.
The Rev. Dr. Huntington called attention to
the fact that the whole thing is optional. The
language is, “when he announces the proper
psalms,” but then he may not announce them.
Renlying to a question, the Rev. Dr. Morgen Dix of New York stated that

Tinnier

l ili-

zena.

rebel
Port ao Prince, Oct. 11.—Three
bauds entered the city recently, pillaging
stores, setting fire to houses and murdering all
who resisted them. Among those killed were
two generals.
The government troops finally
dispersed them.
Unauccesaful Attempt to Asaaasinatr the
President of Shinto

Domingo.
Santo Domingo, Sept. 28.—On the 13th
inst. a man attempted to assassinate the President of Santo Domingo at Neyba, Hayti, and
the President shot his assailant dead.

THE DOMINION.

oue

of the

objects of the committee in not printing the
selection of psalms separteiy was that the
prayer book should not be encumbered, and
that the psalms should not be mutilated.

The committee then rose.
Ou motion of the Rev. Dr.
Huntington the
residue of the report of the joint committee on
prayer book was referred to the committee of
the whole. The convention then went into
committee, and the amendment of Mr. Hayes
of Pittsburg, allowing the minister to use one
of thq selections of psalms after the table for
the proper day, was discussed and
finally lost.
The Key. Dr. Harrison of Albany moved an
•amendment to the second clause, page 10, of
the book annexed by striking out the words
“feasts aud fasts,” in the third line of the
order how the rest of the Holy Scriptures is
appointed to be read, and substituting the
words “holy day.”
Agreed to—yeas HO, nays
75.
The Rev. Dr. W. B. Huntington spoke of
the restriction that only such hymns shall be
used as are authorized by the churoh, and contended that there was no more potent means
of reliotft instruction than the hymn.
The Rev. Dr. Thrall of Springfield, said the
restriction was more severe than the privilege
was gracions.
He moved to amend by striking
oat the following words:
“Bat only such
hymns shall be used in this church as have
been duly set forth and authorized by the authority of the same.”
Dr. Thrall was sorry that he would be forbidden to Bing some hymns he was wont to
hear.
The Rev. Samuel Ringgold, D. D., of Iowa,
considered it vastly important that false doctrines should not be sung in the Sunday school
or the service of the church.
The Rev. Dr. Fulton, of Missouri, held that
nrliiln it

nr na

fviin

l.nwaen had

Uaa..

_: .1

—

promoted by hymns that led men astray, yet
He did not bereligion comes by the heart.
lieve that the church had been wise in denying
to her clergymen the use of extemporaneous
prayer.

Henry Meigs, of northern New Jersey, said
the restrictions of the report of the committee
would be virtually opeuing the flood-gate for
false doctrine.
The Rev. Frederick N. Taylor, of the diocese of Springfield, moved, as a further amend“But only such hymns
ment, the following:
shall be used in the church as are or may be
forth
set
and
allowed
duly
by the authority o’
thejsame.’’

A vote was taken, which resulted in the defeat of both amendments.
Section C, in the first resolution in the report of the committee, was then considered, as
follows: “Add to the calendar a feast, to be
entitled the Transfiguration of Christ, and assign the same to the 18th day of January.”
The Rev. Dr. Cyrus F. Knight of central
Pennsylvania moved to amend by striking out
January 18th and i: serting August tl.
An interesting discussion followed as to the
One speaker
appropriate date of thiB feast.
advocated its celebration during the season of
as
established
Epiphany,
by Pope Oalixtus,
and another deprecating
any imitation of
Rome.
Mr. James McConnell of Louisville stated
that he would vote for August 6, and moved
that the further consideration of the matter be
postponed until tomorrow.
The Rev. Dr. Huntington moved to amend
by postponing the consideration of so much of
the section as assigns the fea3t to the 18th of

This was agreed to, and on Dr. Huntington’s motion the first part of section C, which
adds to the calendar a feast to be called the
“Feast of the Transfiguration,” was adopted.
The committee then rose, and the house ad-

journed.

hinge Robbery in Arizona.
Prescott, Ariz., Oct. 11.—Highwaymen
stopped the Wickenburg stage last night, three
miles from here, robbed the passengers and
carried off Wells Fargo’s express box and mail
The Sheriff’s posse, with an Indian,have started in pursnit.
Rousing Republican Rally,
Hew Bedford, Mass., Oct. 11.—The Republican rally to-night was one of the largest ever
known here. Speeches were made by W. W,
Crapo, Geo. D. Robinson, Henry Cabot Lodge
and N. P. Banks.
Yellow Fever.
Washington, Oct. 11.—The number of yellow fever patients at Mazatlan, Mexico, is so
great that they cannot all be attended to by
tbe local physicians.
of Dr. Arnold.
Providence, Oct. 11.—Rev. Dr. Albert
Arnold
Nicholas
died in Cranston this morning. He bad an honorable record as a missionary and clergyman.
Death

blocks of wood. They are followed to the station by crowds of women and children raising
loud lamentations. Although the attention of
the Minister of War has been called to the matter, nothing has been done to alleviate the sufferings of the recruits.
Flood* in (Spain.
Heavy rains here have flooded the provinces
of Castellon de La Plana, causing the entire
suspension of traffic. Five villages are partially submerged and several lives have been
lost.
Foreign Note*.
A Cairo despatch says the Khedive has issued a decree granting amnesty to all persons
implicated in the late rebellion except those
convicted of murder and outrage.
The schooner Germania, carrying the German section of the Polar meteorological expedition, has arrived in Pentland Firth from the
Gulf of Cumberland, where the party have
spent a year in successful observation and research.
At a meeting of Anarchists in Lyons yesterday a bucket of petroleum was poured on a policeman and set on Are.
The man was horribly burned. The mob afterward attempted to
set fire to the stables of the municipality.
The Swiss State Council has issued a decree
expelling Miss Booth and all foreigners suspected of an intention to organize Salvation
Armv meetings.
■The Uaited States frigate Kearsarge has arrived at Gibraltar.
A London despatch says Stephen Moore,
third Earl of Mount Caskell is dead.

GENERAL

The house of bishops today considered the
rision of the Pray er-Book in committee of
the whole. The Right Rev. John Medley,
bishop of Fredericton and Metropolitan of Canada, addressed the house. Consent was giv
en to change tiie name of the diocese of IlliDois to that of Chicago.

NEWS.

oars.

Forgers are operating on Newport Bank
and Newport firms. The latest evidence of it
was received venter,ley morning by
the Newport National Bank whioh received a bogus
check. Several others have also been received
here.
Edward Bissell of New York, lumber dealer, haB assigned with $39,000 preferences.
The 250th anniversary of the organization
of the First, or Center Congregational chnrch
of Hartford, Conn., was appropriately celebrated yesierday and will be continued today.
At the meeting of the trustees of the New
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic arts, yesterday, Joseph Kidder of
Manchester
was
elected president of the
board.
John A.

Ferguson,

who shot and

killed

policeman Parks of Danville, Va., while the
latter was trying to arrest him, was acquitted
yesterday on the ground there was no legal

for his arrest.
A dog supposed to be mad has bitten the
wife and son of Mr. Joel Robinson of Centre
Bartlett, N. H., Mr. Deering, Mrs. Robinson’s father, and Mrs. Wentworth, a neighbor.
Several dogs have been bitten; these, as well
as air. ttooinson s
aog, are cnatnea up to
await further developments.
California’s wine crop this year will be 40
per cent, less than was supposed, the total
yield not exceed 10,000,000 gallons. The immediate cause is a disease of the vines, known
in France as “canlerne,” which manifested itself for the first time this year.
The annual mesting of the American Woman’s Suffrage Association, in New Jforh, adjourned yesterday.
Mary B. Clay of Kentucky was elected president.
A reception was given in the Academy of
Musid, New York, last evening, to Lord Coler*
idge by the New York State Bar Association.
A large and fashionable assemblage was prewarrant
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Breigstock, rector of Trinity charch, St. John,
James A. Henderson, chancellor of the diocese
of Ontario, and Mr. R. W. Henneker of the
diocese of Quebec.
The convention then went into secret session on consecration of bishops.
The House of Deputies remained in secret
session this
afternoon until very nearly the
hour of adjournment. Considering the report
of the committee on consecration of Rev.’ D.
B. Knickerbocker, D. D., as Bishop|of Indiana;
Rev. A. M. Randolph, D. D. as assistant Bishop of Virginia, and H. C. Potter, D. D., as
assistant Bishop of New York.
A minority report refusing consent to the
consecration of Rev. Dr. Randolf was also
before the House. The election of Dr. Randolph was confirmed. The elections of Rev.
Dr. Knickerbacker and Rev. Dr. Potter were
confirmed by acclamation.
A message was received from the House of
Bishops stating they do not concur in the
action giving consent to the erection of a new
diocese in North Carolina and a committee of
conference was ordered.
The House then adjourned until to-morrow
mcrning'

The House of Bishops this morning in committee of the whole renewed consideration of
the report of the committee on the revision of
the prayer book.
The fifth general meeting of the woman’s
auxiliary to the board of missions of the
Protestant Episcopal church was held to-day.
The triennial report stated that the amount
raised by the ladies during the paBt three
years was upwards of $4fi5,000.
1 he

Cangrcgatianalists—Fifth Tricuuint
Council at Concord, .>. II.

Concord, Oct. 11—The fifth triennial

ses-

sion of the National Council of the Congregationalists of the United States met today at
the South chnrch.
Hon. A. C. Barstow of Providence delivered
a brief congratulatory address on the
prosperous condition of the denomination.
Rev. George S. Dickermau of Maine was appointed one of the tellers.
The roles of the council were read by the
registrar, Rev. W. H. Moore of Connecticut,
alter which devotional exercises were held,
participated in by President Magoon of Iowa,
Rev. Dr. Noble of Chicago, and Rev. A. C.
Small of Williamstown, Mass.
Owing to a delay in the arrival of delegates
on account of a railroad accident, it was voted
to postpone the election of moderator till afternoon.
me council at its afternoon session elected
Rev. Dr. Arthur Little of Chicago permanent
chairman, with Rev. Dr. Bells of San Francisco and Hon. Frederick Billings assistants.
Governor Hale, Rev. Dr. Ayer and Mayor
Woodman of Concord made addresses of welcome.

A paper on “Christian Giving, or the Consecrated Use of Money," was read by ex-Mayor
Hall of Cambridge.
Two assistant registrars were chosen and
committees on credentials,ibusiness and nomination were appointed.
The evening session was devoted to religious
exercises, Rev. Mr. Noble of Chicago preaoh-

ing

a

sermon.

Insult to Alfonso.
The Ministry was uuable
to agree upon what^course should be pursued
by the Government in view of the refusal of
France to make further reparation for the
treatment of King Alfonso in Paris.
Gen.
Martenam Campos, Minister of War, also renewed his resolution to resign. For these and
other reasons the entire Ministry tendered
their resignation, to the King leaving the
task of settling the pending difficulty with
France to a new Ministry.
The

Madrid, Oct. 11.

London, Oct. 11.—The Standard’s Paris correspondent says: In case of a rupture between
Spain and Frace all Spanish subjects in franco
will be placed under the protection of a friendly power, probably Belgium. It is a significant fact that the doors of the Spanish Embas-

usually open to all comers, were elosed toeven to diplomatic visitors.
Forty-eight
hours will decide whether France yields or the
leave
Paris.
Spanish Embassy
Paris, Oct. 11.—It is expected that owing to
the resignation of the Spanish cabinet that the
ambassador to France will resign.
Outrageous Recruiting in Egypt.
London, Oct 11.—The Standard’s Cairo correspondent says: Recruits from upper Egypt
for the Soudan are being brought here in
batches of twenty or thirty, chained together
by their necks. Many of them, including old
gray bearded men, are handcuffed to huge

sy,

day

Taylor, snperinteudent ol the works.
P. McCarthy, flourlst, has brightened one
corner of the hall With a large and varied collection of flowers and plants from bis nursery,
while another corner ia rendered attractive by
R.

a

liberally

equipped

booth,

confectionery

owned by Geo. W. Bickford.
The young lady
in charge, Miss Mattie Emery, is kept busy
supplying customers with the goodies. The
other large exhibitors are O. P. Greene, boots
and shoes; Mrs. L. A. Foss, millinery; F. B.

Ross, boots, slippers, etc

and F. J.

Smith

crockery.
The exhibition in the hall has been favored
with a large attendance, far ahead of previous
years.
Last evening Gov. Rohie was present and
made an address.
This evening there will be a baby show at
the hall.
At the Park.
A large crowd witnessed the contest between
the Saco and Kennebunk base ball clubs yesterday afternoon. The Sacos were again victorious by a score of 18 to 6, winning a second
purse of $25.
The Races.
Those who anticipated an interesting race in
the 2.50 class were not disappointed; it was on
the whole handsomely trotted.

There were three started, la position named:
Little Fred, pole; Lady C., second; William
F., third.
First Heat.—Lady C. held the lead strongly
from the beginning to the finish. The two

other horses, however, got in some very handsome work.
Little Free came In a good second, William F. third.
Second Heat.—An excellent start was obtained. The heat was bat a repetition of the
first, Lady C, getting in first by a considerable
lead, and showing handsome, sqnare trotting
throughout. Little Fred wasfsecoud, William
F. third.
Third Heat.—This was an exciting one, and
the struggle at times was pretty sharp. William F. got the lead at the finish, comiDg in a
few lengths ahead, with Lady 0. second and
Little Fred third.
Fourth Heat.—This proved another interesting heat, the resalt towards the end being
djubtful. Lady C. won the heat and first
money, William F. getting second money,
Little Fred third.
Below is the summary:
SUMMARY TWO-HFTY

Steamer Salier, which sailed Wednesday
from New York for Bremen, returned yesterday and reports that about 10 o’clock Wednesday night, 10 miles off Shinnecook, ran into
the bark Sarah M Smith of St. John, N. B.,
and sunk her.
Her captain and crew of 14
were lescued.
The Salier was somewhat damaged and compelled to return.

Yesterday morning a special train passed
through Pittsburg en route from Portland,
Oregon, to New York, containing 200 Oregon
pioneers, not one of the party having settled
in

Oregon

later than 1854. This is the first
on the Northern Pacific road.

through train

FARMERS’ FESTIVALS.

CLASS.

Little Fred
2
Lady C.1
William F.
3
'rim«
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2
1
3

3
2
1

3
1
2
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race

was won

by Harry J.
SUMMARY

OF RACE.

Lady Lightfoot.3 3
.,.l 1
Harry J.,\,

New

Brook.•. 4
Gold Dust.2

4
2

SOCIETY TROT.

This race was open only to horses owned and
raised in ¥ork county, for a purse of $16, best
two in three. The race was won by Spangled
Jnnior.
SUMMARY SOCIETY TROT.

...2 2
Lady Lightfoot
Spangled Junior..1 1
Daring the races a small boy ventured upon
the track and was knocked down and run over.
He did not appear to have been eeriously hurt,

however.
The

Premiuma Awarded.
are the principal premiums thus

following

far awarded:
DRAFT

Savings Banks and their Management.
At tbo anuu»l meeting of the Bankers' Association last year, a committee ]of three was
appointed on motion of Mr. W. E. Gonld "to
take Into consideration the laws of the various
States regulating Savings Banks, and to prepare for the next annual session of this associa-

tion

plan for organizing and maintaining
institutions, whereby certain essential
featnres may be incorporated into the several
a

such

State laws so that banks of ibis class may be
controlled by a more nniform legislation."
This committee presented its report at the
annual meeting of the Bunkers’ Association in

OXEN.

the 2,800 to 3,200 class, Arthur N. Deering,
Waterboro, was awarded 1st premium, Stephen
Smith of Dayton, 2d; and Morris Fenderson of Saco
In

on Wednesday.
They
synopsis of all the general

Louisville, Ky„

first
laws
regulating savings banks in those states where
there are such laws, that is in all the New England States, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin and
Minnesota. They then present a summary of
the conditions which appear to be generally
recognized by these laws as essential and makv
the following suggestions:
Every sound and healthy savings bank law
should provide as its first great governing element, that all savings institutions organizing
under its provisions, shall be strioti; mutual.
Only those savings banks that are carried on
in this way can be ti nly said to answer the requisitions of their definition, "that they are
purely benevolent or quasi charitable institn
tions.”
They alone are calculated to attract the
earnings of the poorer and industrial classes.
Many dangers present themselves to our view
in that plan, where savings banks are organized with a capital stock, and, after paying a
percentage to depoaitora, divide the surplus
profits among the stockholders.
Each bans is run only iu tbe interest of the
stockholders, aud it is possible for some de-

presented

signing

a

man, alter

buying

up

a

coulroUng

in-

of the stock, to subvert the entire fund
own nse or benefit.
In place of the system prevailing in Maine
and Massachusetts of a large number of corporators who elect from their number a designated number of directors the committee approve of the New York system in which the
trustees themselves are tbe corporators, renewing their numbers as vacancies occur.
They think also that the limitation of the
amount to be deposited by any one depositor
should be strict.
The sum they' maintain aa
a wise limit is $3000.
With regard to investments the committee recommend that such
institutions be confined to the following,
1. Securities for the payment of which tbe
faith of the United States is pledged.
2. The stocks and bonds of any State in tbe
Union, which has not for the period often
years prior to investment defaulted In the
payment of either principal or interest of any
debt authorized by the Legislature thereof.
terest
to his

«->.

GENT.’S DRIVING HORSES.
There were four starters, in position as follows:
Lady Lightfoot pole, Harry J. second, New Brook third, Gold Dust fourth. The

sent.
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cities ard towns, issued for municipal purposes where the net indebtedness does not exceed five per cent, of the assessed valuation, regard also being had to population.
4. First mortgages
on
real estate, the
amount of tbn loan not to exceed two.thirds of
the actual valce of such real estate, but not
over fifty per cent, of the deposits should be
loaned in investments of this class.
5. First mortgage bonds of railroads that for
five consecutive years preceding such investment have not defaulted in -he payment of
interest upon their obligations, and in addition
have annually paid dividends, amounting to at
least five per cent.
6. Stock of any national or State bank, provided no savings bank shall hold more than
five per ceot. of the stock of any such national
or State bank.
Oue of the committee, Mr. Hepburn of New
York, objects to the sixth of these recommendations. The conditions upon which the institutions should be allowed to hold real estate are
set forth, and at some length the general principles which should govern their financial

management.
The report shows that the committee, consisting of Mr. Gould, (chairman) Mr. A. D.
Lvnch of Indiana, and Mr. A. £.
Hepburn of
New York, have given much thought to the
sabject, and their recommendations will command wide attention and prove of great usefulness.

third.
In the 3,2ro to 3,600 class, Oscar F. Deering received 1st premium; Deering Bros, 2d, and John
Seavey, of Biddeford, 3d.
In the 3,60o to 4,600 class, Deering Bros, were

_

RAILWAY

NOTES.

The South Eastern Road.

awarded 1st premium.

SWEEPSTAKES.

York County

Fair

Another

has

Good Day.

Oscar F. Deering. Button, 1st, $10; Arthur W.
Deering, Waterboro. 2d, $6.
There

great interest taken in these contests,
and the cattle showed better action and discipline
was

than at any othor fair in the
were admirably driven.
FOR

Good Races—Awards

Made—Big
Programme for To-Day.

Philadeplhia,

Oct. 11,
At this morning’s session of the convention
Rev. Dr. Benedict reported from the committee on constitution that it is not deemed expedient at present to reduce the representation from different dioceses to three clergymen
and three laymen instead of four as at present.
Rev. Dr, Payne from the committee on
prayer book reported that I hey could not recommend at this time restoration of the prayer
of humble access between the consecration and
the distribution.
The delegation from the Provincial Synod oi
Canada were presented and Rt. Rev. John
Medley, D. D., Lord Bishop of Fredericton and
Metropolitan of Canada, addressed the convention.

shewn, also a handsome design (or a soldier’s
monament, ^designed and drawn by Mr. Oeo.

2 50 CLASS.
The Street Railway Association at Chicago
yesterday discussed the question of heating

re

FOREIGN.
Escaped Convict Shot.
Port Hope, Ont., Oct. 11.—Jack McCabe,
an escaped
convict from Kingston penitentiary, was shot dead by Constable Rankin last
night, who attempted to effect his arreBt.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

January.

jjiuuaoiy

follow. The Western Union Telegraph
in New York has already asked
the Naval observatory to drop the lime ball
the
new
by
standard, and if the principal cities
thus adopt it the smaller cities and town will
The
speedily conform to the new standard.
time now furnished by the Harvard observatofcr
is
the
mean
solar
time
the
Bostou
State
ry
House. The new time will be 10 minutes,
44.5 seconds—practically 15 3-4 minutes—slower, and will be the average time for this division, which includes the Hew England States,
New York and Pennsylvania, and the greater
part of Canada. North of Like Erie, the division extends west to Detroit, while south of
Lake Erie, Pittsburg is practically on the
western boundary of this division. Thus in
the region north of the lake the standard time
will be five hours slow of Greenwich, and
south of Lake Erie and west of Pittsburg it
will be six hours slow of Greenwich.
The
time fcr this division is thus very near Philadelphia time. The new standard will doubtless go into effect on some.Sunoay noon, after
due notice to the public, aud from that hour
all the railroad trains will be run by the new
time.
soon

Tronarnnllusnlnl

Ottawa, Ont., Oct, 11.—The Manitoba
Southwestern road has been transferred to the
Canadian Pacific. The constrnction will be
commenced at once, and will be carried on
with the utmost vigor. An effort will be made
to construct 100 miles this fall, and the remainder will be bniit early next season. The line
is located to its destination in the Souris coal
fields. The road will no longer be a rival of
the Canadian Pacific, but when constructed,
will be a most important feeder.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 11.—The Northern Pacific has finally decided to bnild the long talked
of bridge across the St Louis river between
Rice’s Point, Duluth and Connor’s Point, Superior, this winter. The bridge is to coBt about
$275,000. This is a token to indicate that the
Northern Pacific will look to a winter ontlet at
the Sault Ste. Marie another season.

“Substitute for the order
how the psalter is to ha read, and for the
er how the rest of the
Holy Scripture is to
read, the general order concerning the service of the church, including an enlarged table
of proper psalms and a table of selection of

psalms.”

The IVlnid of the

Hist Goes Through the
Whirlpool.
Niagara Falls, N Y., Oct. 10.—Ten thou'
sand people witnessed the second successful
passage through the Whirlpool Rapids of the
Maid of the Mist today.

Convention.

10.—Revision of the
Philadelphia,
prayer book was discussed, and Section B, as
Oct.

follows, considered,

Morning.

STANDARD TIME.
Farmer Undoubtedly Democratic
The Latter
Surely Republican by
Substantial majority.

NORTH BERWICK.

Rev. A. D. F. Palmer, pgstor of the Baptist
church in North Berwick, has accepted a call
to the pastorate of the Baptist church in Middlebury, Vt.

7 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

octlO

yet.
EASTBROOK.

GROVE IS. of Boston, Practical Piano
Forte-Maker; who for a perio-t of 16 years
with close application, gave his personal attentioi
directly to the manufacture of the Piano-Forte
in every depart
mechanically and
ment; through every phase of their construction
t
its nature and conception; from the
tbeir finil completion; and in fact, made it hi
study in all that pertains to them as a musical in
strument; but during the past thirteen years, h<
has beeu giving his attention to the wants of th
musical portion of the community, by introducing
class of Piano-Forte-Work (in connection wit!
bis former experience) which has been, and is at th
present day, very much needed in every town, cit
and State iu the Union. In this, the undersigned
having had that experience as a maker, with a prat
tical know ledge in the various departments, both o
their mechanism and design, which operate to con
stitute the merits of a musical instrument, is there
fore prepared to offer advantages which he regard
Mr. Grc
an opportunity for special consideration.
ver announces to the citizens of Portland that h
has made arrangements to visit their city month!
and all orders for tuning or other branches include*
as may be required, left at W. P. Hastings* Muei
Kooins, 14
Exchange street, will receive due at
tention.
STEPHEN GROVER.
octBeodlm
S.

Three Cottages at

The

BELFAST.

Miles Staples, Esq, died on Friday of last
week, in the eightieth year of his age. He
wag born in Swanville, March 11th, 1804, was
a sou of Miles Staples, who
was
lost at sea
with his two sons. Iu early life Mr. Staples
settled upon a farm in his native town and resided upon it until five years ago, when be
removed to Belfast. He was a prominent man
iu his town, having held many positions of
trust.

Protestant Epilenpnl

PRESS.

1883.

THE CHURCHES.

Winthrop.

sou

At the evening service the annual address
was given by President L. G. Jordan on the
“Demands of Future Education.” There was
also an address by Prof W. .T. Ccrthell of
Gorham Normal School on “The Educational
Outlook ia Maine.”

OLIVER DIT80S & 00., Boston

DAILY

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Biddekjkd, Oct. 11.
Yesterday proved another excellent day for
the York County Fair, in all respects. The attendance was as large as on the preceding day,
or increased, and visitors both to the hall and
naelr
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lent for time and money expended.
The races in the afternoon were very interesting, as was also the game of base ball. The
Bridgton Cornet Band rendered their usual
pleasing selections.
The Hall Exhibition.

Among prominent exhibitors in the main
hall are West & Calderwood, baker’s goods
and confectionery, Cheney & Garland, large
lot of assorted canned goods, W. J. Bradford,
choice cigars of his own manufacture. The
Davis Sewing Machine Company have a pavil'
ion in the hall.
Leaving the main hall the visitor enters several ante-rooms, where large exhibits
are
made. One of the largest is occupied by A. B.
Seavey of Saco, representative of the Estey
organs and “Domestic” sewing machines. An
expert operator is constantly in attendance to
demonstrate the excellence of the Domestic,
To show the
particularly for fancy work.
capabilities of the Estey organ Mr. B. F. El-

dridge of Portland, played during

the day and

Mr.
favorite pieces.
Seavey’s advertising cards, distributed at fairs,
are a great source of
pleasure to children.

evening

a

They are

number of

spirited colored pictures of horses, cattle, dogs, etc.,
whioh have
been awarded premiums at fairs.
The Pope Manufacturing Company occupy
adorned with

with an exhibit of their highly
finished bicycles and tricycles, with E. A.
Fairfield in charge.
In another ante room Thomas Goodali has a
one

small

room

large and handsome lot of carriage robes, from
the Sanford Mills, Sanford. This exhibit is in
addition to that previously noted ip the main
hall.
We get some idea of the delightful possibilities of peach oulture in York county, from examining Abner Staples’ exhibit of Early Crawfords from his orchard of 11U trees in Eliot.

peaches have a bright, luscious appearand plainly show the advantage of assiduous culture, particularly by the process of
The

ance

“budding.” Henry Gordon has two handsome
baskets of peaches from his Lyman orchard.
A nuu

variety

01

peacn,

tuo

jvariy

rubier,

is

exhibited by Mrs. M. A. Stuart, who also shows
a
basket of strikingly handsome squashes,
hardly larger than a Pippin apple, known as
the Little Gem.
It is undeniably a splendid exhibit of apples
comprising nearly all the more favorably
known of the large varieties, Pippins, Willow

Twig, King Tompkins, etc., with many varieties of smaller favorites. There are also creditable displays of grapes and pears, with dairy
products and canned fruits.
The Biddeford Times after noting the exhibits of apples, justly says: "It is evident
from the results produced that our farmers are
entering more into scientific farming every
year. The wisdom of this application of advanced ideas in agricultural art is exhibited in
the better quality of the products grown.”
of
The department
fancy articles and
woman’s work in the main hall merits the
highest praise. It is not only very full and

complete, but nearly every separate article is
finished elegantly. There is a dazzling profusion of lambrequins, tidies, screens, lamp
mats, in crimson and
gold, and bearing
elaborate devices. The general excellence of
the exhibits
in
this section justifies the
frequently heard feminine exclamation of

jjralse—"How lovely.”

One of the most conspicuous features is an elaborate work box the
exterior of which is composed of fine mineral
specimens from Colorado and other parts of
the Kocky Mountains.

•Among the numerous counterpanes displayed in an ante-room are two made by Jas.
Libby of Saco, who is eighty years old.
Agents for Pearline and Flourine stand near
the doors and present visitors with samples of
those well
established
favorites of households
A couple of specimens of the celebrated
granite from the Biddeford Granite Works is
f

State this year, and

BEST HERDS.

Moses S Milliken, Biddeford, first premium; D A
Burnham, Kannebunkp_»rt, second.
SHEEP AND

SWINE.

Milliken, Biddeford. first premium for
breeding sow. first for boars; Edw S Haynes, Kennebunkport, second for boars.
Jesse I Wadlin, Biddeford, first premium for flock
Moses S

of sheep.
J A Hooper, Kennebunkport, first premium for
buck.
Daniel Mclntire, Kennebunkport, special mention
for two large, nice grade Leicester bucks.

There were
sulkv nlmva

plowing matches,
worn

nmnlnvarf.

in which two
.T. .T_ FrvA

nf

Portland had his steel plows, and Ofborn
showed a fine plow. We were unable to obtain the official figures of the contest.
programme for to-day.

The programme for to-day includes a base
ball contest for purse between Biddeford and
Kennebunk clubs.
The free for all race, purse of $300, comes off
this afternoon. The following horses will contest for this purse:
Ira Woodbury, Portland..blk. m. Nell
Wm. H. Snell, Portland.b.g. JackSpratt
Frank Hastings, Damariscotta, blk. s. Watchmaker
Fred Tilton, Gardiner.blk. m. Grey Nose
There will also be a race for three-minute
horses, in which a good field of horses will
start.

Music by band.
The Pryeburgr Pair.

Fuyeburg, Oct. 11.
The last day of the fair has been favored
with the same charming weather that has
made the preceding days of this festival so en-

joyable.

The atteudance has exceeded the
usual last day’s record by many hundreds.
The morning was devoted to reports of the
committees, and the 2.50 race. The sweepstake occnpied the afternoon.
THE RACES.

In the 2.50 class Miller’s Maid won in three
straight heats; best time 2.50.
E. N. Fox’s Miller’s Maid won the sweepstakes race in
2 45.

three straight heats; best time

EXHIBITION RACES.

Between heats a handsome white horse,
Crillis, owned by Wm. Morton, Conway, N,
H., trotted a mile in a road baggy in 3.05. The
horse was fat and so was his driver (215 lbs.)
A 5 yoar old Hambletonian colt, owned by
J. I. Greenlow, Fiyebnrg, trotted a third of a
mile in 55 seconds.
A Patohen colt, 5 years old, owned by Daua
Charles, Chatham, N. II., trotted a mile in
3.03.
The annual meeting was adjourned to 10
a. m.

the last

meeting held

Friday
the

same

in October.
day.

Trnstees’

McIntyre,

a director of the Canadian Pacific.
The South Eastern road was passed over to
these trustees and is being operated by them
under the provisions of a deed of trust or mort-

by

---—

—-“J

of defanlt

having

are

w'hPi’A tho W. C. T. TT. had

a

tnhta til tail with

literaturo for sale and distribution. Though
the sales have not been large, the free reading
matter circulated this year may lead to a demaud for more of the same sort next time,
This table was in charge of Miss Sarah Hvans,
assisted by several young girls.

[Texas Siftings.]

stranger stepped into Moses Schaumberg’s ready made clothing emporium, a few
days ago. “Vant to see some bants—geneA

vine Scotch tweeds?” said Mnse.ashe ruhhed

smiled, when he noticed the
stranger opening a large pocket book. The
stranger took a long list out of the pocket
book, and alter consulting It, said: “Let
us begin on summer overcoats.”
Dot stock
of summer overgoats was so goot as vas not
his bauds aud

I sells dose goots sheap.
halaf a tollar brolits on dose
overgoats.” The stranger allowed Moses to
show him about 45 overcoats. Then he said
he would look at shirts. Theu it was hats
he seemed to want—straw hats and felt hats,
high bats and low hats, were exhibited, and
all offered at “thirty her cent, below cost,”
but the stranger without buying anything
passed on to a shelf full of linen and flannel
underwear. Mose scattered everything off
the shelf on to the counter, and the stranger made a close examination of every arti“Mine vrient,”
cle, but ordered nothing.
said Mose, “vat you pelieve you vants? Do
vants
or
do
you
you dake me
nodings,
for
a
lunatic asylums? I shows yon
all dote goots vat vas genevine, nnd

in dis State
Knees at Farmington.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Farmington, Oct. 11.—The fair and the
races have been attended
tc-day by more
people than in any previous year. The races
were very good, the track being In fine condi-

tion.
In the free for all race four horses started.
Following is the summary:
1
1
Gray Nose.1
Nero

.■.

2

Scissors.4

2
3

2
3

4
4
Plow Boy...3
Time-2.52Va, 2.4714, 2.47%
Iu the three minute class five horses started,

and the summary is:

KateM...1
Nellie
Dau

Uray.

2

.4

Mazeppa ...
Jimmy ..2
Time—2.50'4, 2.51V-!, 2.49%.

Close of Ibc

Nngadnlioc Conuly

1
2
3

1
2
3

4

5

Fair.

Brunswick, Oct. 11.—The Sagadahoc counIF has been unusually
ty fair closed today.
successful and the weather tine throughout
and the attendance large. The receipts for the
three days were $2400, which is larger than
before.
Io the races the 2.50 class was won
Time, 2 41.
ever

The 2.31

Time, 2.31i

class was wou

»um

been

made for
more than ninety days in the payment of four
semi-annual interest coupons on the $2,000,000
of first mortgage bonds of the compauy
The
Canadian Pacific Company ho’.d 81,750,000 of
these bonds. The interest in arrears amounts
to 8210,000, and must be paid before aDy Other
claims are liquidated. The greater portion ot
the rolling stock of the South Eastern is practically owned by the Canadian Pacific and the
Passumpsic roads, the claims of the Wason Car
Compauy on the passenger coaches having
been paid by the Canadian Pacific Company.
The possession by the parties named of the
Sooth Eastern in no wise affects the Btatns ot
the Montreal, Portland and Boston railway,
which is a separate corporation and is controlled by holders of stock and bonds in that
company. A majority of both classes of securities are held by Bradley Barlow and the Vermont National Bank of St. Albans, and Receiver Hendee says that the legal title of thia
road is in the stock and bonds. For this reason
be believes the bonds held by the bank,
amounting to 8531.000 out of a total issue of
8901,000, are valuable security, and that they
will bring at least 3300,000 for tbe benefit of
the Vermont National Bauk. It is necessary
for the Canadian Pacific to own the Montreal,
Portland and Boston railway, which is the important link in the Soutneastern line between
Montreal and Newport, in order to operate
successfully and advantageously the South
Eastern system. The road is iu possession of
the preseot trustees of the South Eastern only
by the tacit consent of ihe holders of the stock
and bonds—Bradley Barlow and Receiver
Hendee—in whom the right and title of the
property is vested. For prudential and wise
reasons Receiver Hendee does not assert hia
right on behalf of tbe Vermont National
Bank for the possession of the Montreal, PortIt will be to the
land and Boston railway.
greater advantage ot the depositors in the
bank if the bonds can be sold at a reasonable
figure to tbe Cauadian Pacific. In addition to
the bonds in question Receiver Hendee states
that he has assets of the bauk in bis possession
amounting to 8125 000, which can be converted
into cash, and also the Washington property ot
Bradley Barlow, which is valued above all
incumbrances at nearly 8125,000, and which
assets it is believed cannot be affected by any
insolvency proceedings in Vermont. If these
assets can be realized on at the figures given
abo-e— 8550,000— there will be sufficient funds
to pay depositors in full as well as all tM debts
of the bank, the expenses of liquidation and
leave a small margin lor the stockholders.
reason

No Trouble to Show Goods.

dne to the officers of the society
and the judges for courtesies extended the
representative of the Press.
A new departnre in the right direction was
seen at the head of the stairs in the upper hall*
Thanks

The St. Albans correspondent of the Boston
Journal sends the following in reference to the
South Eastern road:
As indicated in a Montreal despatch to the
Journal nearly a month since, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company is now virtually in
possession of the South Eastern Railway. In
accordance with a vote of the directors of the
latter company, the Sooth Eastern has been
transferred to the trustees of the bondholders,
Hon. T. P. Redfield of Montpelier, Mr. William Farwell of Farnham and Mr. Duncan

by Dana.

by Watchmaker.

pefore.

1 makes not

a

nodings puy. Maby you

vants some umyou looks to have not
sense to come out of the rain already.
Vot
is dot racket you got mit you, any-how?”
The stranger allowed Mose the list he held
in his hand and asked: “Is that your advertisement?”
“Yes; dot vas so.” “Got all
the goods described there, have you?” “All

you

brellas to Took at,

as

dose goots

vas genevine imported, so hellup
gracious!” “Don’t you say at the bottom
of that advertisement, ‘No trouble to show
goods, call and examine our stock and prices
before purchasing elsewhere* ?” “Yes I say
dot.” “Well, I always purchase elsewhere,
I thought
but, as 1 was waiting for the train,
I’d kill time by accepting your invitation to
me

call aud examine yonr stock and prices. You
have not shown me your stock of iinen dust-

ers

yet.”

six shooter

“Yacob!

Yabobl bring

right avay!”

mo

dot

...

Cilizen John Swinton proposes to publish

PRESS.

THE

newspaper of hia own, beginning
Sunday, and issued thereafter
a

FEIDAY MORMNG, OCT. 12.
We do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

cations.
all

cases

indispensable,

not

necessarily

for

publica-

tion but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that

are

com-

not used.

Question and Answer.
We asked

tbe Arcus, a

our

contemporary,
day or two ago, a few pertinent questions
concerning tbe Massachusetts campaign,
which, yesterday, it made a pretense of answering. We discover, from its answers,
first, that it is densely ignorant of the facts
in tbe case; second, that it assumes to be
true certain statements by General Butler,
although they were definitely proved to be
that it has

investigation; third,

untrn6 upon

remarkable facility for dodging the question asked, and replying to sametbing else;
fourth, that it quite understands the attorney’s art of covering up an avoidance of the
a

according to
At present he says his procircumstances.
ject is inchoate, but he intends having his
paper find out what the “Something” is

which is agitating his own mind and the
alleged minds of hi supposed admirers. On
this head he says: “I have found within the
past years a significant growth of a thing,
which I will call—as I have called it before
the Blair Committee—a growth of Something.
It has beeD taking to itself various vulnerable names, such as Constitutionalism, Free

Soilism, Fourierism, Social Democracies,
Workers Unions, Anti-Monopolies, Amalgamations, and what not, and even that pallid ghost calle I Greenbackery. But these
things, some of which are apparently inconsequential, may contain in themselves the
germ of Something.”
A few

days ago numerous placards were
posted in St. Petersburg announcing that
the death of the Czar had been decreed
by
the Nihilists.

of some-

saw a

example: We mentioned the fact that the Argus described the
campaign of Massachusetts Republicans as
one of personal abuse and vulgar blackguardl8m,and asked it to tell its readers what
it thought of the Democratic campaign.
Does the Argus answer, that it is free from
abuse and vulgarity, is decent, high-minded,
just, or in any manner describe the character of that campaigu? O, no! It says that
it is “a campaign against a party which is”
doing certain things that the party is not doing and never has thought of doing; but
which, if it were doing, would not be essentially different from the action of the Democratic party in defending and excusing the
Ku Klux crimes. We asked what it thought
of a certain Democratic campaign docu-

seven

by sweeping

issue

thing

or

other.

which

ment

denunciation

For

the Democratic

Boston Post

condemns as

“coarse, nasty'and disgusting.”
It replies that it “has not read it, but if”
it'contains certain of Gen. Butler’s disproved
slanders, it ought to be read by everybody.
W* asked whether it had changed its
opinion about Butler’s character since he
was a Republican, and it vindicates its consistency by a paraphrase of the convincing
retort, “You’re another.”
The Argus having thus dodged
ilnno

nrn/ioarlfi

tn rmf

coma

to

our
Tfo

mo

quesmmc

tions, of course, are unfair in what they assume.
We shall not, on that account, avhid
them, but will
and explicitly.

answer

them with frankness

Does the Press think it'right to keep men in ofBce who have plundered the people of millions of
dollars, who have conducted the government on the
most extravagant scale, who have corrupted the
ballot boxes in many States with money wrung
from the officeholders and from great corporations to which they have granted bounties, who
have need the civil service for their own and their
party’s interests, and who have resorted to bribery, fraud and corruption in almost ©very conceivable form?

it,

That is a long question, but our
in whole and in detail, is No.

ing

in

to

And beshould, if liv-

is

No, we
Massachusetts, vote

cause our answer

answer

for

George

D.

Robinson instead of General Butler for
Governor. There is no man running for
office anywhere in America whose record is
worse in respect of the wrongs specified
than that of General Butler.
In the army
and in

Congress

he was a notorious

supportan adept

next.

Now there

comes

from War-

story that the Lady Superioress

and

ladies attached to an institute under
the direct patronage of the Czarian have been
arrested on

of Nihilism.

It is also

charge
reported that a revolt has recently taken
place at St. Petersburg against the authorities which the government chose to suppress
without making further inquiry into its
cause. Evidently the hope of the Czar
that the Nihilistic spirit was dying is unfounded.
Charles S. O’Brion of St. Louis, at a remeeting of the Irish Land League In
that city, suggested that the way to get
O’Donnell, who is about to be tried for the
murder of Carey, clear, is for a party of
“skirmisheis” to proceed to Canada and
kidnap little Prince George, and hold him a
cent

prisoner to bo exchanged for O'Donnell.
The convention of mice which voted to bell
the cat, got along swimmingly until they
asked for volunteers to do the job. Mr.
O’Brion will find the “skirmishers” as backward in coming forward as were the mice.
President Coe of the American Bankers

Association, which is now in session at Louisville, took strong grouhds in favor of the
be repealed, the reBult, as President Coe
points out, will be a silver standard. President Coe’s opinion is undoubtedly that of
all experienced financiers. Unfortunately the recent canvass of the Democratic
members of the next House renders it
doubtful whether it will be the opinion of
that body.
The Rev. Mr. Houghton of New Haven,
to whose curious pulpit performances attention was

recently called,

by
his church that his services are no longer
required. Unfortunately for Mr. Houghton
the majority'of his congregation was possessed of

has been notified

common sense.

Governor Butler recently “examined” the
Worcester Insane Asylum. When asked if
he would not visit the inmates, he replied:
“No; one insane person is just like another.
If they have got any complaints to make let
them put them in writing.”

Again at the Helm.
—

and defender of jobs and he is
in all corrupt arts. For this reason he never had the confidence of the Republican

How the Gardiner Journal’s

party of Massachusetts, was repudiated by
two Congressional districts,both strongly Republican, and denied the party nomination
for Governor again and again. But when
he took his blasted character and his impu-

[Gardter Journal.]
On Wednesday morning last the Senior
took his seat at the desk, which he has not
before occupied since January ninth—nearly nine months. Never before, since his

er

dent claims to
the
Democratic
for a market he was embraced as
lost brother.

party
a

long

Does the Press think a State institution well conducted where nine-tenths of the infants committed to its care die of starvation, neglect or
abase?

do not, and the Aigus knows there
has never been such an institution in Mas-

No,

we

time, years ago,
when the mortally sick and dying infants
from a Boston charity station were sent to

MwWsous.

There

was

a

the State almshouse to die and be buried.
They did not die of starvation, neglect or
abuse, but of inherited disease and weakness which could not be cured, or
they
would not have been sent to Tewksbury.
.nniA_
*“v

were

•'jmvvu*

sent to

__J__1.!.i
uuuvi
uivu

Tewksbury

was

il
tuuou

n

miauto

changed by

the

Republicans years before General Butler

became Governor.
uphold the officers of such institution in
surreptitiously digging up in the night time the
bodies of people who die therein and carting them
off to a dissecting room, to bo sold for $10
each,
Does it

where their skins are tanned and converted into
Slippers and the like.

No, we do not, and nothing of that kind
proved againt the officers of any Massachusetts institution. Bodies destined, in accordance with a wise and reasonable provision of law, for the medical schools were removed at night, but not “surreptitiously”
any more than vaults are emptied or the
The bodies
Argus edited surreptitously.
was

were not sold.
Does it comport with honesty and justice, and is
it in the line of reform to defend men who perpetrate suoh horrors upon the Innocent, the poor and
the defenceless as those perpetrated at the Tewks
bury alms bouse?

It would not comport with honesty and
justice, nor would it be in he line of reform
to defend men who do such things as are
falsely alleged to have been done at Tewksbury. But the assuption that such things
were done there is
contrary to the evidence
taken in the

investigation, unless the evidence on one side only, is considered (as
it seems to be by the Argus) the whole testimony, and that of reputable persons contradicting it is ignored.
Is it

wrong to expose and correct such hellish
work, and should a man be condemned for doing it?
If so, for what reason?

No, it is not wrong to expose and correct
such work, and a man should be praised for
doing it; but it is wrong and monstrons to
charge

untrustworthy evidence that
such crimes have been committed, and it is
worse #hen the charges are bruited abroad to
make political capital, and it is worse still

business it is the conduct of newspapwhich support the slanderer and defend
him.
Is it honest for a man who professes to be a reformer to defend and apologize for iraud, for extravagance. for corruption, for bribery, for forgery,
for thieving, and the long list of crimes of which
the Republican party is proven guilty and also for
the starvation of helpless infaats, for the abuse of
paupers, for the stealing of panpers’ bodies and
peddling their bones and for taking off and tanning
mean a
ers

the skins of men and of fair women who were hastened out of the world while resting under the care
of the commonwealth'.’
it is not honest for

anybody

to defend

the proven crimes of either party or any
wrongs done to the poor and weak; nor is it
honest for a newspaper which professes to
be decent to treat as proven crimes the accusations of a demagogue after they have been

dlsproven.
The Democratic rally in Boston Wednesday night was attended by a big crowd and
nothing in the way of noise was lacking to
render it a success. The great
attraction,
of course, was Butler himself, and to
satisfy
the crowd he had to make three speeches.
Bis speeches were made up, for the most
part, ot laudation of himself and coarse vituperation of the liepublicans, and of course
were highly pleasing to the
“boys,” who
hurrahed lustily. Mayor Palmer made a
lame defence of bis performance in regard
to the appointment of election officers in
Boston. There were lots of other speeches
made and a letter was read from Wendell
Phillips, in which Butler was ranked with
Sumner, Wilson and Andrew. The burden
of the speeches was Tewksbury.
A stenographic report of the remarks of
Judge Dauforth In the Eaton case shows
that the report telegraphed did him no injustice.

connection with

^noa

nPflsnnt

for it is that

it,

had he been absent over

nnl

thn

to

only way we can
friends, thinking

The
our

lm

nan.

account
we were

die, have held back what they
owed us, so that the Judge of Probate might
give it to our widow. It was kind in them
but we prefer they should pay up all the
going

Good fiction is truly

legitimate, healthful and improving means of
pleasure and
profit. By the perusal of clever novels, of
real and idealizing pictures of human life,
our mental
range of vision is extended, the
focus of our intellectual
glasses is truly adjusted, our sympathies enlarged, our prejudices drivea away, our
knowledge of and
due regard for the just value of life increased and verified; wo are amused, improved, touched, warmed, helped and urged
to help others.
There is no better rneaus
of impressing on our minds the facts of
history or the qualities and values of human
nature than by the historical or critical
a

But such are not the results which
follow from a perusal of “the light
literature of the day,” which library people
prove young girls devour yearly in unlimitnovel.

usually

ed quantities.

to

same, for our widow will have instructions
to pay all our debts as far as she is able,
even if she has to go on the town. We would
consider that vastly more honorable than
living on money that honestly belonged to

creditors.
So, without further notice, we wish everyone who owes us to send
along the amount
with as much more in advance as
they
please. All who owe us two years or more,
may settle their bills -at advance rates, by
paying as many years ahead as they owe
our

for.
There have been some changes since we
were here.
The Shoe Factory has reared
its stately front, Richards & Co. have made
and
other improvements have
big changes,
taken place. We feel glad to find out that
the town can get along without us. We
have hesitated to die lest it might prove disastrous to our native village, but now that
the city has shown its ability to
wag along
without us, it has lifted a great load from
our mind.
We shall die happier—especially
if our readers will heed this article and
pay
up.
If there are any scores which we owe our
“reptile contemporaries” we will pay them
as we think of
them, and occasion offets.
The debt of gratitude which we owe them
for the many kind things
they have said, we
shall continue to owe. Every
year our editorial brethren seem nearer and dearer to
us, for we find them at heart good fellows,

though th'eir tongues\wag viciously
sometimes, and their pens drop gall. We
to
be able to shake hands with them
hope
all again sometime, and that
they will call
when they are round.
even

Your Daughters.

To the Readers of the Press.
Larrabee, Hev. E. D. Hopkins, Dr. Dio Lewprominent men that have appeared in these colMrs, Oliphant’s Life of Sheridan is one of the
umns in the past, have not
much
attention but awakened doubts in the minds
attracted
only
series of “English Men of Letters,” a distinot and
of some as to their genuineness. They were, however, correct in every particular as the
interesting account of the career of one of the most following local statements
amply confirm:
brilliant men who ever wrote or spoke in the English
Portland, Me.—I am 71 years of age, and for the past twenty years have suffered exlanguage. Poet, dramatist, orator and politician,
cruciating pains in my back from my kidneys. My water had a very heavy brick dust deSheridan was, above everything else, the typical
posit m it, and when I would catch cold it would be as red as blood, I have taken hunadventurer. He had nothing in his mind that was
dreds of bottles of
and spent much money, having consulted the best doctors in
small, or mean, or meroenary. His every act and Boston, but all was medicine,
of no avail until I was prevailed upon to try a bottle of Warner’s Safe
thought was brilliant and dramatic. The author Cure. I was
skeptical, but from the first it benefitted me. The pains in my back ceased
describes him truly when she says: “He acted on
and the deposit disappeared from my urine.
Matthew Mastebson, 39 Tyng St.
tne great stage of public life, on a
large scale, the
Portland, Me.—My wife was seriously afflicted with kidney disease. Her back pained
part of the Horatlos—nay, let ns say the Mereutlos
her very much and she was often compelled to arise at
night. She commenced using Warof the theatre—sometimes by stress of circumstanner’s Safe Cure, and from the first it helped her. The pain ceased, the water assumed its
ces coming to the front with a noble fiece of rhetonatural color, and now she is well. I cannot too highly recommend Warner’s Safe Cure.
ric, or even of Jure poetry, to deliver once in u way,
Charles L Thomas, 240 Oxford St.
always giving a brilliancy of fine costume and dazPortland, Me. In the last war, on the 14th day of August, 1864,1 was hurt in the
zle and glitter, on the second level. If the motives
small of my back, which troubled me for years. In November, 1881, I fount a brick dust
which led him to that greatest of arenas were not
sediment in my urine, and the same on settling was covered with a thick scum. My
solely the adours of patriotism, they were not the
physician s medicine did me no perceptible good. I at last purchased Warner’s Safe
meaner stimulants of self-interest.
He had no
Cure and received great benefit from it. It also cured me of heart
difficulty. I am over 60
thought of making his fortune out of his country.”
i years of age. and I have not been in better bodily health for years.
Am willing to answer
The book is a fair and
suggestive analysis of Sheri- questions and letters. I can
cordially recommend to any suffering from kidney, liver or
dan’s character, and shows a true appreciation of
heart troubles, Warner’s Safe Cure and Warner’s Safe Pills.
N. C. Way.
his geniUB as well of of his weakness.
Brattlebobo, Yt.—My health has been quite poor for a numbed of years and my troubles were many.
1 suffered more than tongue or
pen could tell, because so many were my
troubles. My liver and kidneys were very bad, and catarrh I had suffered from for
"His Sombre Rivals.” A Novel by Edward P.
twenty
I
had lacerated tonsils all the time, and
Roe. Naw'York: Dodd, Moad & Co,
years,
(Loring,
my back was simply terrible. My limbs
Short & Harmon.) #1.50.
were swollen and I had
neuralgia most of the time and my heart was much affected from
Mr. Roe’s new novel His Sombre Rivals,” has
the other troubles. I had doctored a great
deal, but nothing seemed to do much good until
a bristling and aggressive plot.
I commenced using Warner’s Safe Cure. Now I am well of all my troubles. I can nev
The situations are
striking and perhaps rather forced, and the interest er say enough in its praise, for I had given up all hopes of eve** being well.
of the romance is kept up all through. The stories
Mrs. W. H. Fisher.
of battles in our late war are well told.
A vivid,
of
Bull
Run
is
Tne
novel
suggestive picture
given.
is markedly in the well known style of Mr. Roe,
which is not only readable but exciting, and he always has some purpose in telling a story.
“Richard Brinsley Sheridan."
12 mo. 190 pages. New York:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

The Press

[Boston Advertiser.]
Whether Ohio has elected the Republican
ticket by a slight majority, or by a Bmall majority has given the Demoorats a further lease
of power, does not seriously affect the standing
of the State on national questions. As was
safely predicted would be the case during the
canvass, the temperance Issue imported into
the contest an element of uncertainty. AntiProhibitionist Republicans voted for a Democratic legislative-ticket, and Prohibition Democrats, while holding to their regular ticket,
joined with Republicans in supporting the
nanhlkitinn

,1

H'l

Si

a.

A

iu behalf of that amendment, and the fear
that it might succeed, co6t the Republicans, as
was auticipated, many votes.
It is idle to
assert that Ohio is other than a Republican
State on general issues. The activity, courage
and ardor which have brought forth such fiue
results will give the Republican canvass next
year a hopeful aspect from the start; whereaB
in this campaign the outlook at first was not

BUSINESS CARDS.

SIGN PAINTING
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Bazar.]

It is very unusual to find a mother who is
indifferent to her daughter’s clothes. Even
when that daughter is but a wee tot the petty details of costume are scrupulously
looked after, and the maternal mind allows
itself to be painfully disturbed over incongruousness of tint between the ribbons serving as fillet and necktie, and by meagerness
of garniture on frock and apron. Practicalminded women will even, in spite of girlish
remonstrance, insist on low heels, loose
clothes and warm wraps, and with wise saws
and hygienic maxims crush the fashionable
yearnings of budding womanhood for French
heels, a genteel waist and sleeveless jackets.
But what can be said
about the endeavor
to provide for our daughters’ mental nourishment and intellectual adornments? To develop in them a taste for great and noble
thoughts, and the capacity to enjoy compan-

ionship with

pure and elevating writers, and
association in ideal worlds filled with honest
To arouse that inmen and pure women?
stinct for pure knowledge which is indeed
of
the main purpose
education, certainly of
that kind of education which is “the leading
of human souls to what is best, and making
what is best out of them?”
There is no more amazing phase of Nineteenth century feminine development than
its passionate and enervating indulgence in
nauseous mental pabulum,
and the appalling extent to which an unlimited supply of
such stuff is furnished to the young. The
same woman who is conscientiously careful
of the school companionship of her daughter of 12 or 13 years is apparently criminally
indifferent to the character of her associates
in the world of books. She will watch what
boy carries her girl’s books home from
school, but forgets to look below the cover of
the new novel that same daughter has
brought back from the circulating library,
stopping there for it on the way home.'
Now this apathy or ignorance in regard to
what young girls read is responsible for the
destruction of the finer tone of character of
many of our children developing into wo-

manhood, and explains

a

good deal of the

50

in

AT

STREET,

AUSTIN.

NO.

Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
first-class manner, and at short notice. Repair-

ing old frescoing a specialty.

my30eoatf

TELEPUOWE 11 &.

Win.

RURROWRS,

THE

No

I,
2,
3,
4,

ing,

Short & Harmon.

Mr. Cooke’s history of the people of Virginia is
one of the most interesting historical narratives
which has been published during the past few years
The first part relating to the planting of the Colony
is based upon such works as ‘Smiths* “True Relation of Virginia,” 1608,the first work written by an
Eng1 ishman in America; Percys’ “A Discourse of
the Plantation of the Southern Colony of Virginia;” “The General Histories of Virginia, Newe

England

and the

Somer Isles”

others of equal authority.

Colony
Revolution,

the

reign

from the
have

for

The

1624,

and many
period of

second

of

Charles I

basis such w'orks

a

to the

as

Hew-

Beginning, Progress and
Conclusion of Bacon*s Rebellion,” 1675 6 “A narrative of the Indian and Civil wars in Virginia.”
ing’s “Collection.”

one can

BUILDER,

Account of

our

late

of special occurrences. Tbe book from
beginning to end is full of picturesque descriptions
memoirs
and

striking incidents which cannot fail to interest
..

,4

1.1

__iv.

fact that truth, and especially historical truth, is indeed stranger tbaD fiction. Particularly interesting
is the chapter on Virginia since the War, “the last
great event,” as the author styles it, in the history
of Virginia. “The result of the war,” he says, “was
to leave the State prostrate. The hardest fighting

place on her soil; and it seemed that it
would require generations for the Commonwealth
had taken

effects. The whole face of the
country betrayed the ravages of war, and confront*
by this gloomy spectacle, utter depression might
have been looked for in the people.
There
was
little then* or thereafter.
The people
refused
to
and
looked
to
the
repine,
future with that obstinate confidence, which is the
mainspring of success in human affairs. The now
to

recover

order of

from its

things

was

accepted withjphilosophy, and it
was no disposi-

maj be added, with dignity. There
tion to prolong the struggle, or

grudges. Northern

men

who

came

old
to the State

to

nurse

treated with courtesy if not cordially, and
General Ordway of the Federal Army, described
the feelings of the inhabitants in a few words, in
Richmond he said, the people behaved with becoming reserve and dignity. I found them reasonable,
courteous and desirous^of submitting to and ooopera
ting with, every measure necessary to good government. I rode through the State for several weeks,
accompanied only by a mounted orderly and never
failed to receive the traditional hospitality of Virginia.” This is a pleasant picture an I wc hope it
were

is

a

true

supply

NO.

Miller.

A

Harmon.)

comedy.” By Henry James,
(Lorlng, Short &

transformed

a very light tragedy into a very
heavy
the two works are alike, except that
in the former there is nothing to suggest a serious
thought, unless it he that people should be careful
about going out evenings in a malarial region;
while in the latter there is nothing to provoke a
smile unlsss it be the ridiculous manner in which
poor Daisy iB dumped into—of all things for the
stage—an easy chair, with Winterbourne hanging
over one arm begging her to live for his sake, and
Madame Katkoff, to whom he has been making desperate love for three years and up to within ten

comedy.

$1.00

afford

$1.17
1.25

6
7

1.37 1-2

1.50

8;

neglect this opportunity

to

a mere

to obtain an excellent

nominal price.

BROS.,

tse other arm—seconding her

fickle lover in his

efforts to revive the drooping
flower. The books arc, we presume, (for they seem
to have no special point or moral) written to
present
a character sketch of a
pretty, thoughtless, uneducated American girl of wealthy parents on her tour
of continental travel; but, in fact, they offer
only a
weak, diluted travestio upon the sayings and doiDgs
of our sprightly maidens which would scarcely be
recognized unplacarded, and which, when tediously
explained, falls—to use an inelegant expression—
•‘as flat as dishwater. Did Mr. James really write
his comedy with the expectation that it could be
put upon the stage? Did he suppose, for an instant
that an audience looking to be amused, would sit
through his three long acts of heavy commonplace,
to say nothing of applauding it? There is not a
dramatic situation in it from beginning to end.
There is not a bit of fun, not a ripple of laughter,
not a dance, not a song, nor on© bon mot in the en*
tire performance; and—Heaven save us— in a two
hundred page picture of an American flirt, there
isn’t a shred of a suspicion of a flirtation. His people are all sticks, without any character whatever.41
The ill-mannered courier,Eugenio, and the
dawdling

Yorker, Reverdy, might change places, as
might Winterborune and) Giovnnelli, and nobody
would know the difference, so little are there any
national, moral or physical distinctions drawn ho

No. 37

M10

them,

And

no

half dozen actual live persons

together in society who perpetrated such irredeemably dull, stupid and monotonous dialogue as do the persons of this “Comedy.”
Mr. James has done some good things and fairly
won gome reputation as a writer of Action.
If it
had not been for this; and “Daisy Miller, A Come*
dy,” bad been presented to any publisher as the
effort of “An Unknown,” it would have been ruthlessly, but properly, consigned to the waste basket,
were ever

thrown

where much that is better has gone before it.

.

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,

tag ill’s Christian AssoTn,
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4g
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Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
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St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Us
Bonds and U. S.
Car Trust and
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Securities,

Friday Evenings.

Equipment
by

Oct. 12—ITALY.
The Three Cities at the North.

SWAY ft BARRETT

Oct. 19—THE HUDSON RIVER.
From Lake George to the Sen.

186 middle Sti eet.
POBTLAIP, ME.

ang2

Oct. 26—THE AVONDERS OF OUR
WESTERN WORLD.

_eodtf

MIDDLESEX BANKING
under the laws

NOV. 2-WILD LIFE IN NORWAY.

of

Reduction in Prices:

and

The price of Course Tickets for Benerved
Meat*, for the remaining Four Cecfuren, an
above, ban b ea reduced to only

QflRinQ

6 GUARANTEED

DUFMlIu

9 3.00

secured by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New fork. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will be H A F E and protitable,
•end for circular giving full information.

TO ALL PARTS OF THE HOUSE.

EVERETT

cents.
oct8

Evening Tickets, 35 cent.;

SimUS7£5K£3a
emeod

Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick. Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

a. W.

...

AT

Our line of Novelties in

Bradbury

Tailoring Department

Block)

Sts.

New Skates. Tine Surface. Music
by Chandler.

OBTI.MD, MAINE,

I

Herbert G.

d3m

lish Pantaloon

Briggs,

OF

Custom
Com-

now

Banker and

Goods, in all a line of

Exchange St, Portland, Me.

(leg^All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

ALLEN & CO.,

“ESTARROOK & KATUN’S”

CLOTHIERS,
Market

218

Retail,

eodtf

and other first .class bonds and stocks.

We shall open

Cours^of Five Experimental Lectures,

Elementary

To-day the most elegant line of

Brocade and Plaiu Velvets and Plushes

PIANO COVERS,
at

The aim of the course will be to review
of Common Life, and Chemical

istry

ALBERT

BLACK AND FANCY COLORS
shown

on our

Warerooaaas ol

BR0$T&

octiO

dtf

I

Plain

am now

prepared

Satin

and

Oinips,

Fringes, Laces, Ornaments

Manufacturers, New York.

cod2m

322 Commercial

lowest Markot

Street,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland,;®?**
Orders rgoelved by Telephone, No. 644,
aug7

d

PORTLAND FILE WORKS.
HAND-CUT

A AO FILES.

We manufacture and carry

a

large

stock of good

hand-cut Vile, aud Ka«p», aud ask consumers to
favor us with a trial.
We also Re-cut Files and
liasps in the best manner and as cheap as good work
can be done for.
Orders by mail or otherwL.
promptly atteddeJ to.

L. BRODIQAN &CO.
499 Fore Stree
octC

Portland,

Me

dim

Winter

Resorts

<5RAND EXCURSIONS.

Betw©©n

Oalt

and.

Oreen.

BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS.
Special Sales every day now at our New Store on
goods we are running in nearly every Department.

10

“

“

«

«*

“

$ .59
.12 1-2
1.2

1.00

«»

4 “
Gents’ Winter Underwear, (heavy)
“
“
“
2
Boys’
(damaged)
“
1
Ladies 50 cent Winter Hose,
“
«
“
«
1
37 •»
...
8 rolls Wool Batting for
10 yards all Linen Crash for
....

all

Silk,

In Nos.

5, 7. 9 and 12,

at

for this week.

BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, PORTO

RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA Mid
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
these trips, which they can make on anv route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
price of $3 per day, which includes all privileges
and Jiving on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may
to any
other passenger steamer of the line they may meet
For passage apply to
on the voyage.
FOR WOOD A CO.,
Agent*

transfer

octSd&n

22, 24 State Street, New tfork.

M'JSIC

Beginning Oct. 15th,

in

the

French

de Horen
by
funge
clock p. m.'on Mondays.

Mo«». Bene

o

or

made to

measure.

GOOD CLOAK 1IAKEKS WAITED.

RINES

THE TRIENNIAL FESTIVAL

Oct 9th, in Phmiology by Dr.
Ellen Palmer, at 9.50 a. hi. on Tues-

Oct. 12th, on Natural History by
hat D. Mniiih, at 12 m: on
Wednesdays.
Beginning Oct. 25th, on the Hi.ioryof Ait by
*r». tin.well, at 4 o’clock on Tuesdays.
Tickets to either course of twenty lectures $6.«0.
Single tickets 35 cents. Tickets may be obtained at
96 Park street between the bouts of two and three
Pscp29dtNorl
(

m._

MEETING*.
Annual

Melting.
the

subscribers to the
Meeting
THEFemale Orphan
Asylum of Portland, will be
Annual

of

held at the house of Mr. W. W.

Thomas,

103

l)an-

forthSt., on Tuesday, October 10th, at half past
three in the afternoon.
ABBY S. BARKETT
Portland, Oct. 8,1883.
Secretary.
°°t9
dbi

Thursday Evening,

COB. CONORESS
ectll

A

CASCO

STREETS.
dtf

Oct. 18, at 7
—

MECHANICS’ HALL.

Secretary,

616

Congress Street.

Note.—Tickets will be sent to widows of deceased
on cr before the loth.
Any widow not
then in receipt of the same, will be supplied by calling on the Secretary.
A F. GERRISH.
) Committee
CHAS. H. BLAKE, [
of
R. B. SWIFT.
octl2dlw
j Arrangements.

members,

Lime

—

SQ.,

(DAILY)

Juice Tablets,

Fine ChocoiateiDrops
—

fflDALGOGIGAR!
Guaranteed Havana Filled.

cents

.

BY-

Apothecai

y,

dtf

AND

—

A Great Variety of
OtlierJ'FirstrluS'. Confectionery.

GIVE 11IJVK A CALL !
my

The Beat Cigar in the Market for

t'or. Myrtle \ Congress Sis.
sepl7

AT

Caramels,

eodly

GOULD,

O’clock,

which occasion an address will be delivered by
William Kfl. Pennell, Esq., a n ember of the
Association, after which supper will be served in
the main hall, at which time toasts will be offered
and responded to. Ticket* 7} cm »
(members
tickets 6'» cents) to be had of Geo. A. Harmon and
Carter Bros., Mechanics' Building, or K. B. Swift,

MANUFACTURES

TOBACCO.

H. P. S.

—

13 MARKET

BOSS LUMP

SALE

AT

On

—

FOE

occurjon

will

I

C. 0. HUDSON

CHEW

five

BROS.,

CHANDLER.

M. C. M. Association.

Lnnat

New

Department for sale

B1

ALL,

16, 1883.

Band Concert from 8 to 9 o’clock. The Order of
Dances have been kindly donated by the Boston &
Portland Clothing Co. kefreshmen’to will be furnished in Reception Hall by T. L. Kimball, Caterer,
octll
dtd

Belliale,

sep26

Cloaks, Dolmans, Newmarkets and Russian
Circulars, also New Plush Sacks in our Cloak

—

EE

October

Street.

q«

retail at wholesale prices

—

uu ns iuiiuwb:

.42

satikTribbon-s

Made of

AT

—

CITY

The lectures given at Mrs. Caswell’s school will

*50

*75
*50

THE

Portland Police Department,

PARLOR LECTURES,

.55
.50

*05

OF

—

Beginning

*37

GJS.,

10TH ANNUAL BALL

BURNHAK,

Beginning

43 in. line French Dress Goods, in good line of colors at
“
26
Colored Dress Goods,
2 cases 36 in. Colored Dress Flannels,
«
4 “
54 » Heavy
2 “
White Bed Spreads,
2 “
Cassimeres for Gents and Boys,

ADMISSION 25

Congress St. where he is prepared to receive beginners and advanco l pupils.
Elementary instruction a specialty.
sep22dtf

Atlas Line of Mull Steamers.
For

dtf

Block,

and Buttons.

...

RASPS

A flue collection of Portrait Engravings
will be on Exhibition at the Rooms of
the Society, 507 1-2 COJiURESS 8T.,
OCT. 4th to 14th, from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Piano Rooms of W. M. Furbush &
TEACHER
Son,
Brown
643

Dr.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Prices.

COLCORD,

PROF. FRANK

Clienele

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St,

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

at

PORTLAND SOCIETY WARE

private! pupils by the subscriber

Em24_

usual. Tickets and reserved seats at the
Box office opeu Saturday, Oct. 13.
d7t

oct8_

143 Pearl Street.

days.

Specialty,

to

J. W.

Sarah

a

Prices as
box office.

in plain sewing. Will also
receive pupil&iu fancy w'ork. Apply at 119 Winter Street.
8012
dlwteodtf

Call and examine styles and prices; all goods shown with pleasure.

aept27

COAL.

and Correct Costumes.

Room 4.

96 Park

S. JACOBY & CO.*

Appropriate Scenery

08110_______dlw*

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

Beaded

P. J. McCALLltM

given

A (laintv Whiff fnr Pnnnniwnnrc

3 Dome, tic Coals

PENNELL, Ulr.

MRS. PERRY will resume lier
Classes in Sewing on SATURDAY
mornings. Thorough instruction

FALL OPENING TO-DAY.

WILL 1011 CALL

by All Dealers*

For the Benefit of

SEWING CLASSES.

(No. 3.)

AND FRAGRANT

SHAUGHRAUN,

the Chem

Instruction in English anti Classical Studies

BANCROFT.

Samuel Thurston

Sweet Bouquet
CIGARETTES.

the

Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Tburedavs. 457Ve Con-

gress street.

PIANO and ORGAN EASTMAN

15lli

The Grattan Literary Association will reproduce

Oratorio, English & Italian Singing

Our assortment is very full, and all in want of them
should call early, before the line of shades is broken.

ONLY,

Monday Evening, October

Cultivatiou of the Voice.

counters.

jgt

ONE NIGHT

Nomenclature,

E.

Managers.

PORTLANDJTHEATRE

At the High School Lecture Room, Cumberland St., on Friday Afternoons at
4 o’clock, commencing Oct. liMn.

given

aug24

on

**

Stockbridge's.

octs_

Tickets for the courseS1.26 (number limited). For
sale at Lor mg, short & Harmon’s.
octlOeodlw

Ill

ever

tall.B)

at

Burditt & North,

Chemistry,

Symbols,IKeactions, &c.

A large aaid^eicgaaat assortment

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

by the

ARTHUR B. MORRILL,

eodlm

prices

A

Royal Sebieh

“DwsniJDTTVR T.irc'ri'juui. i*JH Pyput MTWfF
Course Tickets $1.50 and $2.0C,

will be given by

HOTEL,

low

A

eodtf

POPULAR SCIEPiCE LECTURES

VELVETS ANQ PLUSHES.

W. ATWOOD.

astonlsliinsrlr

V—CONSTANTINOPLE.

bie rates.
HDLXAilONAL.

PATRICK & CO.

the

I—MADRID and LISBON.
II—PARIS.
HI—BERLIN and S4NS-SOUCI
IV—MUNICH and VIENNA.

nf Portland.

dec 14

EVENINGS,

October 15, 29,‘Nov. 5,12,19.

Sterling aud Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most farora-

Iff Ml DOWN!!
at

MONDAY

...

IW.&C. B. MILLIKEN,

l L.

Street,

......
Central
y».
Portland and Kennebec
tu.
flo.
Androecoggin and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdenuburg
On.

Can be found at the following places;

sopl9

Biddle

Maine

CIGARS t

t FALMOUTH

Places or Universal Interest,
Realistic Reminiscences or Travel,
Illustrations never Excelled in
Beautv or Skill op Manipulation.

BANKERS,

City

f C. H. GUPPY & CO..
H. I*. S. GOOLD,
Wholesale A. S. HINDS,
L, C. GILSON,
and
j. H. WHITNEY,
H’ H- HAY & sOi\,
L, J. PERKINS & SON.
J. It. LENT A CO.

SPITILSOF EUROPE,
comprising

1

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Spare, Portland.

sep26

(CONANT,

d3m

Offer Cor ^nl

Genuine La Normandi

]

STODDARD
LECTURES

Broker,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

octl

V

IT.\KY, Manager.

THE

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,

goods rarely Excelled in Portland.

—

|i. W it

Oity ja«.ll.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

American & Foreign Pateara,

Wholesale

oetSdtf_C.

3 Doors "West Canal Nat’l Dank.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

is

com-

or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
Deposits. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches 1 953 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by j Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
jly23eodtf

Imported Suitings, Choice
Overcoatings, Elegant Styles in Eng-

34 Exchange Street,
jy27

The Rink -trill continue open the remainder of the
season, every afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings. Sessions: Afternoons from 3 to
4 30 o’c ook;
Evenings 7 46 to 10.1 5. Admission:
Afternoons 15 cents; E«enings 25 cents. Skate
checks 10 cents. Package tickets 6 for 91.00. J nveuile assemblies every Saturday
afternoon, when
children under 12 years will be admitted for 16
cents, including ska’es. The Elevator wll 1 run f rom
7.30 to K.30 each evening.

Merchants.
on

Oponin*

SATURDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.

on

plete.

Law.

at

our

Commission

Alt

Grand.

eodtf

Products bought and sold

Admia.iou 33c.

ROLLER SKATING RINK,
(Htorer Kro,.’

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
and

Called at .T.OO.

Game
oetl 1

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

Securities aud
mission for cash

Dirigos,

vs.

PKEMC.VIPSCOT PARK,

Saturday Afternoon, Oct. 13

6s
7s
7s

Middle

BALL.

Bowdoins

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

Counsellors

with Reserved Seat. 50
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’s.
dtf
_

4s
4s
4s
6s
6s
6s

•

Portland Water Co.,
Bailroad Kquipment Co.,
St. Paul & So. Pacific (guaranteed by So. Pac. K. R.)
Maine Central B. R.

Bankers

Plum Street.

Bradbury.

Bion

New

tween

B O RTDS

Cleveland, Ohio,

For

minutes, hanging over

Four Superbly Illustrated and Brilliantly
Descriptive Lectures, under the
auspices of the

eodtf

BASE

488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET-

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.

Sold

Some time ago Mr. Henry James wrote a little
story entitled “Daisy Miller,” and now he appears
with an alleged comedy ot the same name. By a
simple flourish of tliegpcn Mr. James seems to have

Street.

HENRY CLEWS & CO..

this form pupular but accurate histories of the
States which have been influential in shaping* th*
character and destiny of the Nation.

“Daisy

Exchange

ooB_

apr21

5,

75c
85 c

Hall.

BANKERS.
32

PER CENT.

/

in

Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.

H. M. PAYSON & CO., City

STATE BANK COiHSIlSSIONERS.

Silks

AT

—

BV

sublect to the inspection of the

FOLLOWING

TURNER

one.

It is intended to

ILLUSTRATED 1ACTMS

_

This volume is the first of a series projected by
the publishers to which the general designation
“American Commonwealths” is given, and which
wiil be edited by Horace E. Scudder. The volumes
will be uniform in size and general style with the
“American Statesmen” series, and the “American
Men of Letters’’ series.

FOB SALE AT

PAR AND INTEREST

Corner Exchange A

“The

Troubles.” Beverly’
History,” et cetera; while for the third period, beginning with the middle of the eighteenth century
and endiDg after the close of the war, the authorities
are the writings of Washington, Jefferson, and the
Lees, book 8 of travel and observation in America,
like the work of the Marquis de Chastellux; and
“An

Harry W. French

BONDS

Connecticut
Middletown, COMPANY Connecticut,

(GENUINE)

65c

Silk at

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and ltoch
ester Depot.
autdtf

No. 93

“Virginia, A History of tbe People.” By John
Eaten Cooke. Beston; Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (Lor-

TIIE

Strong 6 Per Cent.

Incorporated

auspicious.
[Boston Herald ]
That it [the Demooratic ticket iu Ohio] was
successful must be attributed chiefly to the
dissatisfaction of the moderate voters, and tbe
alarm of the liquor interest at the extreme
views and great activity of the Prohibitionists
If the temperance people had been content
with tbe Scott law, imposing a tax upon the
traffic, tbe State would probably have accepted this as a fair settlement; but the push for
prohibition overdid the business, and the Republican victory, which seemed assured two
weeks ago, was turned into defeat.
National
issues entered bo slightly into the canvass that
tbe most that can be said is that tlie result
makes Ohio a doubtful State in the Presidential election.
[N. T. Post.]
There is slight opportunity for either Republican or Democratic jubilation over tbe results
of yesterday’s elections. The early returns indicate that both parties, so far aB general and
national issues are concerned, stand about
where they did before. Neither has made any
substantial gain, though both have succeeded
in holding their own under rather trying conditions.

■RTEBTAlNJlEltTS,

FINANCIAL.

UNPRECEDENTED EOW PRICES:

J.JJAYLOR.

Churches,
a

PIECES

Long Branch

PORTLAND, ME.
C. S.

Sale!

TO-DAY

eodly

AUSTIN & IAYLOB,
Fresco Painters,
NO.

OFFER

ex-

MULHALL,

TEMPLE STREET.

Silk

TURNER-BROS.

and Lettering: of Every Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

DELICATE,
What Kind of Novels Do the Innooent
Dear Ones Read?

T*Je extraordinary statements of Mr. B. F.
is, Dr. K. A. Gunn, Seth Green and other

Black

JanS

the Election.

on

By Mrs. Ollphant.

Ilaimer & Brothers.

__

M, T.

New Publications.

arduous.
Somewhere about here, we wish to suggest that this state of things has continued

long enough.

on
pickles and sweetallow her to wear paper-soled shoes
aDd an insufficiency of flannel, and we all
know whac the
consequences will he—dyspepsia and hectic cough. Does it never occur to you that the
analogy applies to her
mental sustenance aud
equipment?—that if
we feed her unformed and emotional nature
with high-spiced, morbid, uureal fiction she
will become incapable of
digesting better
literature, arid that by the time she is a
woman anything solid will be
rejected by
the pampered appetite?
Have you never
seen this, you mothers?

meats,

his Return to Duty.

five weeks, except when he had his terrible
accident by being dragged. It is an instance
how much a man will live, through sometimes, and how little at another may cripple him for life. He does not now feel particularly frisky; and would rather draw a
dividend than drive a wheelbarrow, but feels
competent to give a receipt fer any money
which may be paid in. As during the past
five months the expenses have steadily exceeded receipts, and during the last two
months been nearly twice as large, the duty
ftf.

other.
Feed your child

on

wnen tne author ot the slauders continues
to repeat them after they are shown to be
false, and if any thing can he worst in so

No,

nounces

Editor An-

frivolity, demoralizing coquetry, and unfortunate “affairs” which from time to time
startle the community and bring sorrow aud
disgrace on highly respectable families.
During the formative period of life, when
both mind and body are changing and unfolding from the chrysalis state of the child
into the completeness of the woman, the future stamina—moral powers of resistance
aud physical capacity of endurance, the purer mental tone and healthy bodily muscles
—are dependent
upon the manner in which
both body and mind are exercised, fed and
trained, aud to the quality and quantity of
the nutritious particles of matter, material
aud intellectual, which goes to1 make the
substance of the one and the spirit of the

30_
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THE HALLET & DAVIS PIANOFORTE
Is one of the best in the market,
for <«nle mikI rent at Win. P. Hast,
tugs’ 111 1-3 Exchange St. I have
two well furnishc«l chambers to
rent at SS Wllmot Street.
oct4

U2w

►

the

press.

FRIDAY MORNING. OCT. 12.

too small, but I now find it land
I have had to work hard too bard
some of the time, but I have found leisure
to read, enjoy life and keep up with the
acres was

Stock

enough.

of

May be obtained at the Periodi jal Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunoil & Co,. Armstrong,
Went' orth, Hodsaon, Robert C-jetcllo, Gilpatrick,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, btrange, Stim»on, Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bro-.,on

all

trains that

out of

run

the

city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News CO,

Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersoo.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. VerrilL
Dam&rtlscotta. E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
Frye burg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jaa. H. Irish & Op,
Hallowell, C. L. -ipaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. H ughee.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyee.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JelliMB,
Bar

♦

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew*,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & 0©.,
Springvale, 0. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss,
Waterville, J. S. Carter.

T.&s. F....
Boston & Maine.
...,

A.

Making and keeping Sweet Cider.

=1-

Brilliants.
The fallen leaves are with raindrops pearled,
And southward flies the swallow,
Is song then pissed from the silent world?
Is there no Spring to follow?

—Anon.

Now came the brilliant mornings, kindling all
The woody hills with pinnacles of fire.
—Bayard Taylor.
The year's departing beauty hides
Of wintry storms the sullen
threat,
But in thy sterne.-t frown abides
A look of kindly promise yet.

October and November, according ft the
climate, or when light autumn frosts are occurring and the fruit is in all the perfection
of its ripeness, is the time to make a prime
article of cider. Cider from late apples is of
better quality and possesses more body than
It will also keep
that from early apples.
much longer. Cider varies in character not
the
with
season
of
the
only
year at which it
Is made, but with the quality of the apple.
The best cider Is made from apples which
are somewhat
astringent In their properties
of flesh and juice—apples, the juice of which
contains the largest per cent, of alcohol.
The strongest cider
comes, as a rule, from
apples which contain the least amount of
juice. The Hessian, Canfield, Virginia and
other of the crab varieties are chiefly esteemed as cider apples; so are the russet and
pippin varieties, while small sound apples
of almost all sorts make a fairly good article.
The opinion is general that the best cider
that reaches the' larger markets is made at
•team mills, where the fruit is crushed in
large bulk. Cider made in a large press,
other things being equal, keeps better than
A richer,
that made in a small hand-press.
fuller-flavored and better-colored beverage is
obtained when the pomice is allowed to re-

casionally to induce fermentation before the
juice is expi eased. The color of the juice is
influenced by the management of the pulp.
Different varieties of apples impart different
flavors, but from any one kind two distinct
varieties of cider may be produced—the one
by expressing the juice before any change of
color occurs from exposure of the pomice to
the atmosphere, and the other, after this
exposure. In making what is called champagne cider, therefore, when a light-colored
liquor is desired, the juice is pressed from
the pomice immediately after grinding the
'latter. Professional cider-makers employ
cider-cloth for the press. The best barrels
for storing cider are whiskfey or brandy barrels.

-Bryant.

The busy shuttle comes and goes
Aoross ihe rhymes, and deftly weaves
A tissue out of Autumn leaves,
With here a thistle, there a rose.
—T. B. Aldrich.
I see again as one in vision sees
The blossoms and the bees,
And hear the children’s voices shout and
And the brown chestnuts fall.

When these cannot be obtained, great
care
should be observed
to
thoronghly
cleanse with lime or wood ashes and water
the barrels to be used.
In addition to this
cleansing, it is best to fumigate with matches of rolled brimstone dropped into the bar-

rel, afterwards rinsing the barrel with hot
water and draining it dry.—Exchange.
Wit and Wisdom.

call,

—Longfellow.
Whither

awav.

_—E.
was

Pipe

Autumn,

breast,

C. Stedman.
HORSFORO'S ACID PHOSPHATE.

and incessant

quails from shocks and sheaves,
And like living coals ,the apples
Burned among the withering leaves.
—Longfellow.
the

The maple swamps glow like a sunset sea,
Each leaf a ripple with its separate flush.
—J. R. Lowell.
The summer passed, the autuinu came; the
Of lilies blackened in the garden walks;
The leaves fell, russet golden and biood red.
Love letters, thought the poet, fancy led.
_

stalks

—Longfellow,

The bird wanders careless while summer is green,
The leaf-h'ddeu cradle that rocked him unseen;
Autumn’s rude lingers the woods have un-

dre‘sed,

The houghs may look bare, but they show him his
nest.
—Holmes.
Think not. when the wailing winds of Autumn
Drive the shivering leaflets from the tree—
Think not all is over; Spring returnetb.
Buds and leaves and blossoms thou shall see.
—Slits. Stowe.
__

AGRICULTURAL.
Fruit Insects.
A young cultitator, who is about to set
out, a fruit garden with a general supply of
fruits, wishes to know what are the most
formidable insects to he generally feared,
and how to meet them to best advantage; and
also if there are auy other troubles to guard
against, in answer, a book might very
properly be written on the subject; aud we
can, therefore, on the present occasion give
only a few condensed and leading statements.
The Apple. The most formidable enemy
is the codiiug moth, and the remedy is spraying with Paris green iii seven hundred times
as much water, two or three times when the
apples are as large as cherries. The canker
worm is killed by the same treatment earlier
in the season.
The orchard caterpillar is
easily destroyed by well known means. The
borer is killed by punching in its hole with a
flexible wire. With these remedies promptly applied it is not difficult to have good
crops of apples; but good culture and manure are also indispensable.
The Pear.
The great drawback is the
blight. A remedy, pretty efficacious, is cutting off promptly all the affected limbs and
burning them; and the best preventative is
planting those sorts least liable to the disease as the Seckel, Winter Nelis, Duchesse,
Clairgeau, Anjou, etc. In some places the
curcullo disfigures the crop; and the young
fruit is to be treated the same as for the
plum, and the codling worm the same as for
the apple.
The plum has its great enemy, the curculio, usually regarded as too formidable to be
conquered. We have for many years found
the insects easily destroyed by jarring down
on a stiffened sheet carried on the operator's
left arm, while striking with a heavy hammer in his right hand on an iron plug, when
they are quickly killed with a pinch of
thumb and finger. The whole expense for a
season is about six cents a
tree; but there
must be no intermission.
Failure results
from the use of padded mallets and other
feeble appliances.
The black knot sometimes destroys plum trees; but it is easily
off
excision.
kept
by prompt
The great drawback of peach culture is
the yellows.
When first seen in an orchard,
the diseased trees must be grubbed up and
burned. The grub in the bark at the root is
To keep a
easily cut out and destroyed.
peach orchard in good bearing condition, the
ground must be kept mellow by cultivation,
and the limbs must be kept short by cutting
back in spring.
The cherry is troubled with the cUrculio
and with birds. The former is prevented by
the same method as described for the plum.
It is hard to say what is the best treatment
for the birds. Some cultivators assert that
they are more formidable than all insects
taken together in their attacks on cherries,

strawberries, blackberries, and often on early pears and peaches.
Currants are easily protected from the
current worms by dusting or spraying with
white hellebore; but the operation must
never be deferred till next day after they are
first seen. The same remedy protects gooseberries.

Nearly all these remedies, if promptly, intelligently and unremittingly applied, answer their intended purposes well,
and do
not require so much labor as the proper cultivation of the soil. The preceding are the
principal euemies of the fruit crop, although
a number of others of less importance might
be named.—Country Gentleman.
fiigrta Acres Enough.
When I acquired title to the old homestead aud the great barns of the hundrednow whittled down to eight,
acre farm,
doubts appeared as to the ability of succeeding on a small surface, where a former
proprietor had a required a much larger
area.
Beginning with a retail route to a
neighboring city, I commenced to sell vegetables; and supplied a steady and growing
demand for “fresh goods right from the garden.-’ This finally took the form of fancy
gardening, in my determination each year to
add to my list of products such new varieties of vegetables as the popular taste demanded, aud which were unsupplied iu the
home market. This necessitated learning a
great deal m experiments, both by success
aud failure in raising the articles called for;
but as the articles raised were
ew, aud I
held all the supply, my trade grew apace.
Some things were dropped from the list as
unprofitable, by reason of the very limited
demand; for I have found that if a market
can be created any vegetable can be sold at
I determined on unia remunerative price.
form and medium prices, which would ensure confidence in the customers, and deter
competition while ensured a safe and steady
market for my products. My greatest trouble
was in lack of ready money to buy what 1
imperatively needed in the prosecution of
such a form of gardening; these were sashes
for hot beds, and a place to store In a half
growing condition such crops as I wished to
market in winter iu a fresh stale, such as

cauliflower, lettuce, endive, parsley, leeks,
celery, etc., but time has at last overcome

those disfficulties and l have now, after
twenty years of labor, secured a business in
my nearest city, four miles away, which has
so far distanced all competition.

what is the moralV
Simply this,
that where the light conditions exist a man
can support a family of six persons and
sometimes more on eight acres, aud do it
year after year. Besides I keep three and
sometimes five cows, and always one horse;
The land grows
all this on eight acres.
richer, the buildings are in as good repair as
at first; and the working force, besides myself, is equal to one man eigut moutbs, and
1 have lately added
one boy twelve months,
a hot-house; have fifty pear trees and twenty-five grape vines in hearing, with a liue
orchard coming on; all fruit I have Bet with
my own hands. I thought at first that eight

Now,

“So Mrs. Sharbone wears long sleeves beshe is afraid of mosquitoes, does she?”
said the lady at the watering place.
"H’ml
if her arms were plump, all the mosquitoes on
earth couldn’t scare her.”

QOI/
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Marquette common..
Marquette preferred..

1018;

smith.....27%

Marquette, Hugh ton & Out. common
32
Mexican Central 7s..
00%
New York & New Eng.21
....

NEW YORK STOCKS.
Denver & R. G...
Missouri Pef.

26
94^
Omaha common. 35^
Wabash preferred....
.31%

Omaha preferred.96
Northern Pactic prefei a oil..
64%
N orthern Pacific common.
30%
Pacific Mail .. ... 37
Ixmi8 & Nash ... 403/

Central Pacific..
Texas

Pacific...

...

Mo. K. & Texas..

64%
2t%
22

Unanimous

Approval of Medical Staff.

Dr.

T. G. Comstock, Physician at Good
Samaritan Hospital, St. Louis, Mo., says: “For
years we have used it in this hospital, in dyspepsia and nervous diseases, and as a drink
during the decline and in the convalescence of
lingering fevers. It has the unanimous approval of our medical staff.”
The man of sixty who has been a failure all
his life is just the man to take a fellow of fiveand-tweuty aside and tell him how to get rich
and mention what a fortune he would make if
he were only ten or fifteen years younger.
Colden’s Liquid Beef Tonic combines all
the elements of nutritious food.
A»k for
Colden’s, of druggists.
“Your check is an awful temptation to me!”
he exclaimed as he looked admiringly at her
fresh young face.
“Your cheek must be an
awful burden to you!” she replied, glancing at
him suspiciously: and the fresh young man
withdrew.
DANDRUFF.
Is Removed by the Use

of Cocoalne,

And it stimulates and promotes the growth
the hair.
Burnett’s

Flavoring

of

Extracts are the best.

“You ought to be in our room now,” said
Amy; “we have a teacher that rules the
roost.” “Well,” replied the high schoolgirl,
"I’d be ashamed of myself; you should say,
‘governs the horizontal perch on which the
fowl reposes,’ not ‘rules the roost.’ ”—Oil City
Derrick.

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weeks. You can also keep milk a week or
bv stirring in
brand.”
more

a

little of the “Snow Flake

An [employe of the Lehigh Valley railroad
in Pennsylvania has six fingers and a thumb
on each hand.
Providence evidently intended
that he should couple cars.
Ten Yeabs before any of tbe baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder bad a large sale

throughout New England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
5>uiJ? Wholesale Jlaiket.
PORTLAND, Oct. 11.
In Glam, Corn opened with a stronger tone to-day
Portland?

in the

primary

markets and sales

were

made at

an

advance; prices beie are without material change
but there has been a decided improvement in trade
thus far this month compared with that of SeptemPork and Lard

ber.

maintained.

weak and

are

Flour is quiet with

a

are

hardly

drooping

tone-

prices

have been out of
stock for several days. Sweet potatoes are plenty
at 3 00@3 76. The jobbing trade in Sugar is light
at 9%c for granulated and 85/»c for Extra C. At
Liverpool Wheat moves slow with Corn firmer and
held higher.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.

Eggs

higher

are

and

some

dealers

Grain
Flour.
H.M.Corn, car lots.66
Superfine and
low grades. .3 60@4 601 Mix Corn,car lots @66
I Corn, bag lots
X Spring and
XX Spring. .6 00@6 00(New Oati, car lots..41
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots. 46
7‘
Wheats
7 60@8 00 Meal
.68
WinCottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Michigan
ter straightsB 25@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller... 6 25@6 60 SackedBran car lot,
19 50@20 00
St. Louis Winter straight 6 00@6 26 j do bag lots.23 50
Do roller... 6 60@6 761 Mids, car lots.
Winter Wheat
|
$24%@25ya
atente.6 75@7 25; do bag lots
26 60
Produce.
Provisions.
I Pork—
Cranberries, p bbl—
LI 00@12 00|
Maine
Backs. .16 76;
Cape Cod.12 50:3:13 501 Clear.16 76
Pea Beans
285@300| Mess......14 Oi
Mediums....2 76@2 90(Mess Beef.. 11 Oi
German med2 jO@2 261 Ex Mess..l2 O'
Yellow Eyes3 00@3 12
Plate.12 76;
Onions pbbl. 2 00@2 76
Ex Plate.13 76 a 14 00
Irifch Potatoes
47>@50 Hams. 13%@14o
SweetPotatoes3 00 »i3 75 Hams,covered 16
:16c
Eggs P doz.25@26c Lard-

?0@72

....

..

...

Turkeys, p lb.00c

Chickens.16@18c
Fowl.14@16c
Butter.

(Needs.
Creamery.30@31c
Gilt Edge Ver....29a30c Red Top.3 00@3 26
Choice.22@23c Timothy.1 65@1 80
Good.16@16c Clover.10 @11
Ktaisiu*.
Store.12@14c
C’lieese.
Muscatel.1 90@2 75
Venn not —10% @18% London Lay’r 2 20@2 85
N Y Fact’y.. 10%"a 13% Ondura Val..lO%@ll%
Apples.
!
Oranges.
Eating p bbl.. 3 00@350 Valencia
@
Evaporatedlb 16% @18% Florida........
@
Dried Apples.. ..9%@10 jMessina.
@
Sliced
10@10 % j Palermo.6 60@6 00

Ceusous.
9y« Messina.4 50(3)6 00
I'aiermo.4 DO@6 * “•»

—

DjXzta u..

The following quotations of American stocks at
were received to-day by cable:
Atlantic & Great Western firsts. 50%
Do seconds. 15
New York,Ontario & Western.22%
Illinois Central.
.13194
Erie. 31 Vs
New York Central.;.118%

London

Foreign Export*.
BUENCS AYRES. Bark John Johnson—564,-

043 ft lumber.

(Cailroad

Ileceipf^,

Portland, Oct. 11.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
40 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for
connecting
roads, 130 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
,.

I>rv Goods

Wholesale Utarkei.

Mil liken &

Co.,

New York, Oct. 11.—Money on call was easj|a
2(0-2 '4; prime mercanile paper at 6 n,7. Exchangi
steady a^ 481% for long and 484% for short. Gov
ernments were lower at tne seoond call, but closet
strong at best of day. State bonds lower. Raiiroat
bonds lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 319.000 shares.
The to!lowing are to-day’s closing quotations 01
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
100%
do
do
do
4V28, reg.114%
do
do
do
4% s, coup...114%
do
do
do
4s, reg .120%
do
do
do
4s, coup...120%

Heavy 36 in. 7i @ 8 'Fine 7-4.... 33%@18
36 in. 8%@ 7%iFino8-4.18@21
Light 36 in. 6%@ 6
\ Fine 9-4.22@27%
Fine 40;tn. 7
@ 8%’Fine 10-4....25 @30
BLEACHED COTTONS.
Best 4-4.... 10% @12% Fine 6-4.16
Med. 4-4.... 7% @10%
7-4.18
8-4.20
Light 4-4... 6 @ 7
Fine 9-4.22%
1 Fine 10-4 ...25

|Fine
[Fine

@18
@22%

@26
a

27%

@32*

TICKINGS, ETC.

Tickings,

Drills. 8@ 9
@36% Corset Jeans.. 6 V3 « 8%
Medium...10% @13% Satteens. @
Light.i.... 7 @9
Cambrics. 6@ 5%
Denims,best 13% @16% Silesiae.10% a 18
Duoks.. 9
@13% CottonFlannelp,Brown
"
Fancy 11%@14
7 a, 14%
|
Best.14

Bleached, 8@ 16%

Batting.8@9xl0@iu*@ y3 »12V2
Warps..176 2
Hide* and
The

following

are

Tullotv.
Portland quotations

Hides

and Tallow:
Ox an Steer Hid s over 90 tbs weight.. 7c
39* ft
Ox anti Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. 6c
lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 5%cK>lb
Cow Hides, ail weights.
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4e
4> lb
Calfskins.10c
lb
Light and Deacon Skins.25 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.• *. 7%clb

5y3c|>
^

Britanic

..

C/'alifornln

Mining **tockv.
(By Telegraph.)
San Fbjcncisco, Oct. 11.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Belcher. lVz
Alta
1%j
Best & Belcher.] 3%
Eureka. 6%
Gould & Curry. 2%
Hale & Norcross.
3%
Mexican.. 2Va
.* 46/s
Ophir
1%
Savage.
Northern Belle. 6%
Sierra Nevada.
4%
4

Union Con.
Yellow Jacket.

.Havana.[Oct

.New York

’verpool.Oct

I

0

3%

Market.

Boston, Oct. 11.—The following were to-day’s
o Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote Wejtern creameries at 28@
30c for choice, 22@27c lor fair and good: Northern
quotations

creameries at 28@ Oc for choice, 22@27c for fair
and good; New York %nd Vermont dairies 24@28c
i* lb for choice, 17@23c for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21o and Western ladle packed lG@18c
^ lb "Steady and firm.
Cheese is firm; 12@13c for choice, 10@llc for
fair and good; 0@9c for common.
Eggs quoted at 26c for Eastern, 24@25 for New
York and Vermont, 23@25c for Nova Scotia and

PEI.

Potatoes—Eastern at

Chicago

60@68c

bush.

Live Stock Market.

(By TelegraohJ
Chicago. Oct. 11—Hogs—Receipts 18 600 head;
shipments 60<x» head; steady, packing 4 306)4 90,
packing and shipping at 4 76@5 26; light at 4 50@
6 25; skips at 3 25@4 15.
Cattle—Receipts 10,000 head;$hipmenta 4500 hd
best strong, others 10c lower; exports 6 20@6 00;
good to choice slipping at 5 30@6 00.
Sheep—Receipts 3700 headjshipments 2400 head;
weak; inferior to fair 2 10@2 90; good 3 50; choice
3 75.
_

Domestic Markets.
I By Telegraph.)
York, Oct. 11.— Flour market—Receipts
22|504 bbls; exports 8830 bbls; dull and still in
buyers favor with light export and local trade demand; sales 14.700 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30@3 30; Superfine
Western and State at'3 16@3 66; common to good
extra Western and State 3 75@4 36; good to choice
do at 4 40@7 00; common to ohoice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 50; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 80@0 60; common
Nkw

to choice extra St. Louis at 3 80@7 00: Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 60<@G 60: choic
to double extra do at 6 80@7 36; including 1700
bbls City Mill a 6 60@6 76 1900 bbls No 2 at 2 30
@3 30; 2300 bbls Superfine at 3 16(63 65:900 bbls
low extra at 3 76@4 20; 3100 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at h t:0@7 00; 3600 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 806)7 40, Southern fiou quiet; common to fair at
3 9<)@5 10; good t > q£oioo o t5@6 62%. Wheat

receipts 77,100 busli; ^xporfce~987 bush; barely
steady without quotable change; options opene Vi
(ctiVzc lower, afterwards ruled stronger and" reacted
Vz@% ,-closed steady at V4@Vj under best figures;
sales 4,414,000 bush futures,229,000 bush on spot;
No 4 Red at 90c; No 3 Red 1 02*4(6)1 03%; No 2
at 1 10*/2@1 10% in elev, 110% al 12 afloat and
delivered; No 1 Red State atl lGyj ;Wbite do 1 19;
No 1 White, 600 bush at 115. I*\
is steady ;sales
6oO Western at 64c. Corn—spot %@% higher,
weak:
opened
options
V4&V2 lower, afterclosing
wards advanced %@1, closing steady with reaction
of *4@%; trade less active; receipts 103,200 bush;
exports 83,950 hush; sales 2,304,000 bush future.
274,000 on spot; No 3 at 66*4@50%c; No 2 at 69
@6Oc in store and elev, 69V2@60c afloat; No 2
—

KUVt: Now Y^rlf Yallnw at f»1«;low Mixed
58*4c; No 2 for October at 59*/8@60c. closing at
69%c. November 59@59%, closing 693/sc; December 583/8@59y8,closing at 68%, January at 67y>@
58%c, closing at 68c. OatN *4@%c higher and
Whito at

modshadely active, closing strong; receipts 81,600
Du; sales 41,000 bush bush; futures 13,000 Dush
spot: No 3 at 33@33y£c; White at 36y*@66c: No 2
at 34%@34%c. White 37*4c;No 1 at 34%c;White
44y£c; No 2 Chicago 35y2@35%c; |Mixed Western
at 32@36c White at 37@42c White State at 41@
43V'2C. Nugar is quiet, refining at 6 11-16@6 1316c; refined weak; Extra C at 7%@7 Vfcc; White do
7

Vollnw ftlA

A 76a>«iH1A-

(n

ard A 8y8@8s/8c; powdered at8%@9c: granulated at 8%@8 ll-16c; Confectioners A 8%; cut loaf
and crushed at 9y8c; Cubes at 8%c. Molasses is
Petroleum—united 1 09Va. Tallow is
quiet.
Pork declined;
»tte:tdy; sales 55,OUO lbs 7 11-16.
226 bbls mess spot at 11 62Va@ll 75;40 bbls clear
b ick 16 00; 16 bbls family mess at 14 75.
L*nrcl
6(6.13 points lower, less active and weak; sales 475
tcs prune steam spot 8 00: 80 city steam at 7 75;
refined for continent at 8 30; S A at 8 75.
Butter
quiet^State at 17@30c; Western at 11 @30; Penn.
Creamery at 29@30c. Cheese is steady; State 9%
@12; Western flat 10@11 34.
Freights to Liverpool steady.

Chicago, Oct 11.—Flour is quiet; common tc
Spring Wheat at 3 50@5 00; Minnesota 3 50
@4 25; bakers 4 76@6 75: patents at 6 60@7 00;
Wintei Wheat, Southern Illinois and Missouri 4 75
@5 75. Wheat, regular generally lower at 91% c
for October; 93Vsc for November; 94% c for December; 953/a c for January; No 2 Chicago Spring 92c
No 3 at 82%c; No 2 Ked Winter at l 00%
Corn
is higher at 4834 c cash and October;48c tor November. 46%c for December; 46y8c for January, oats
firm at 27%@27i*4C for cash. 28c for October;28ya
for November, 28%c for December.
llyo firm at
64c. Barley quiet at 60c.
Pork steady at 10 75@
11 00 cash;lu 62% gl 66 0ctober;10 37%@10 40
for November and December; 10 86®@10 87y2 for
choice

January.

Lard weaker at 7

45@7

60 cash; 7 456
7 47% for October;? 30@7 32% for November and
December: 7 35@7 37V* January. Bulk Meat* iu
fair demand; shoulders at 4 7o; short rib at 7 00;
short clear 6 60.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined % for November and January. Corn
declined % for October and ysc for November and
December. Oats declined ys for October. Pork declined 2% for October, December and January.
Lard in fair demand.
Receipts—Flour 13,000 bbls wheat 98,000 bush,
corn 187,000 bush, oats 118,000 bu, rye 18,000 bu.
barley 68,000 bush.
Shipraent*—Flour13,000 bbls,wheat 42 000 bush,
corn 274,000 bush, oat* 188,000 bu, rye 12,000 bu.
barley 69,000 bush.

Louis, Oct. 11.—Flour steadv. Wheat closed
steady; No 2 Ked Fall at 1 OOVijgl 00% for cash;
1 08% n 1 01% for November;
02% December.
1 O
for January; No 3 at 94% c. Lard is quiet
St.

at 7 60 bid.

Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whoa. 33,000 busli;
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 00,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls, wheat 18,000 bu,
com 00,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0000 bush

barley 0000 bush.
Detroit, Oet. 11.—Wheat weak;No 1 White fall,
at 1 03ys; October 1 03; November 1 4%[December 1 08Vs; No 2 White at 98V2c; No 2 Ked Winter 1 0t%.
Wheat—Receipts 47,000 bu;shipmonts 28,000 bu.
New Orleans. Oet. 11.—Cotton firm; Middling
6
uplands 10 ll-16c.
Mobile, Oet. 11 .—Cotton is quiet; Middling
b uplands 10%o.
Memphis, Oct. 11.—Cotton firm: Middling uplands 10% c.
Savannah, Oct. 11.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 10%c.
iiawa

nvtn.

(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool, Oot. 11 -12.30 P. M-Cotton market
active and firmer; nj iands at 6d; Orleans at OVed;
Bales 18,000 bales; speculation and export 2,000
bales.

MARRIAGES.

♦
In

Mary

Naples, Sept. 27,

Artemas

A. Crockett.

Moody

and

Mrs.

In Norway, Sept. 21, Augustus Noyes of Greonwood and Mrs. F. 0. Bird of Norway,
In Bath, Sept. 20, Jos. O, Hicks of Bath and Miss
Oletha T. Cutler ot Lawrence.
In Brunswick, Sept. 29, Capt. Chas S. Dunning
and Mrs. Itebecca Gillespie.
In West Poland. Sept. Id, Goo. A. Bray and Misa
Elizabeth G. Mason, both of Poland.
In Bath, Oc;. 4, Win. H. Mampel and Miss Carrie
P. Reed.
In Boothbay, Oet. 2, George
Billings and Miss
Olevia M. Moore, both of Bath.

DEATHS.
Willard,

Nobleboro,

78

years'oa8B€^’

oo11
92 years

ft4,

®* ft*rB* Caroline Robison, aged
6

2 months.
In Ellsworth Oct. 7, Mrs.
Nancy G.
94 years, relict of Walter Jordan.
In Tremout, Sept. 25. Mrs.
Lucy
84 years.

Jordan, aged
Hullen, aged

24
26
27

..

ISTEWS.

MARINE

funeral service of the late
Samuel F.
Haggett will take p a e at 2 o’clock on Sunday afernoonat his late residence, Np. lo Hill street.
OS"

•

FBOM
Toronto.

New

WTliA.flHIIlPS.
FOB

York..Havana.Oct 13

Quebec.Liverpool

...

Oct 13

Anchoria.New York .Glasgow. Oct 33
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool_Oct 13
.New

York..Hamburg....Oct 13
Belgeuland.New York..Antwerp.Oet 13
Silesia.

.Quebec.Liverpool
.Oct
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool ....Oct
Arizona.New York..Liverpool.Oct
Aivo.New York..Kingston, Ja..Oct
Bothnia.*New York..Liverpool.Oct
Werra.New York Bremen.Get
Parisian

...

13
13
16
16
17
17

'Akim*
POWDER

Cleared.

Barque John Johnson,(Br) Pickles,

Buenos Ayres,
Milllken.
Lizzie
Brig
Wyman, Gaul, Laguna, Mex—Ryan &

W & C R

Kelsey.
Sch Commander, Carver, New York—Geo

S

Co.

Willard. Doughty, Newark—N M Wood-

Sch E G
man.

8cn Mariel, Anderson, Boston—N O Cram.
Sch Lannia Cobb, Cobb. Bangor—S W Tbaxter.
Sch Hope Haynes, Meady, Wiscasset— S Nickerson

Sch Maggie Dalllng, Capt Dalling, has lately made
the passage from Portland to Windsor, NS, and
thence to Philadelphia with a full loiid of plaster,
in 13

This Powder never varies. A marvel o purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary lcim's, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight
mum or phosphate
powders. Sold only in cans.
Rottal BAKDfQ Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.
mch6
dlyr

!I PYIi'jj

days.

FROM

Pure.

Absolutely

Hunt

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET, Oct 8—Ar, sch Boxer, Pinbham,
Boston.
Sld, soh J D Robinson, Otis. Norfolk.
Oct 10—Ar, sch Isabella, Lewis, Boston.
Oct 11—Sld. sch Matilda Kranz, Rich, for Buenos
Ayres.
SAOO, Oct 11—Ar, sch Eastejn Belle, Pratt, from
Port Johnson.
Sld, sch Franconia. Falker, Providenee.
CRANBERRY' ISLES, Oct 5th— Ar, fch
ilver
Heels, Bulger, CalaiB for New York, (and sld 9th.)
EAST MACHIAS, Oct 8-Sld, sell A McNichols.

FROM

MERCnANT’SEXCHANQE.l

Passed Cape Henry 11th, ship Columbia, from

Havre for New York.

Ar at Port Spain 17th, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
Oakes, New York.
Sld 3 9th, barque Mignou, Paterson, Washington.
Sld fm Antigua 25th, sch Olive Crosby, HutcbinMaw Vnrtr

Passed St Helena Oct 10th, ship Leading Wind,
Hinckley, from Iloilo for Boston.
Ar at Ascension prev to 11th Inst, barque Abbie
Carver, Pendleton, Hong Kong for New York.

memobaivda,
Ship Tillie E Starbuck, Rogers, from New York
for Portland, O, pnt into Stanley, FI, previous to
and

lltb, with loss of some sails
ging damaged. Cargo all right.
Oct

standing rig-

Snip Ivy, Morse, from New York for San Francisco, put into Sianley, FI, previons to Oct 11 with
rudder damaged.
Barque Nellie May, Austin, at Adelaide from Boston, reports, July 6, lat 40 23 S, ion 28 12 E. had
a heavy gale and lost some sails; also bad decks
swept and cabin flooded.
Sch J Whitehouse. of St George, reported ashore
at Portsmouth was floatod 10th by blasting a rock
under her stern. No damage to vessel.
Capt A B Pendleton, of the lost barque Wealthy
Pendleton, has arrived borne at Searsport, and

states that the masts of bis vessel were rotten and
were carried away during bad weather.
The crew
were on the wreck several days, and could not have
survived much longer.

THE

BEST THING KNOWN

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
NTo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Delicate and Feeble Ladies.

^ose lanquld,

tiresome sensations, causing you

scarcely able to be on your feet; that constant drain that is taking from your system all its
former elasticity; driving the bloom from your
cheehs; that continual strain upon your vital forces, rendering you irritable and fretful, can easily
be removed by the use of that marvelous remedy,
Hop Bitters. Irregularities and obstructions of
your system are relieved at once, while the special
cause of periodical pain are permanently
removed.
None receive so much benefit, and none are so profoundly grateful and show such an interest in recommending Hop Bitters as women.
to feel

Boston, t© load for Curacoa.
BEAUFORT, SC- Ar 9tb, sch

Vineyard,

brook, Boston.

Rose-

CHARLESTON, SC—Ar 10th, sch J P Wyman,
Urann, Boston, 6 days.
RICHMOND—Ar
Rockland.

8tb,

sch D H

Ingraham, Mullin,

BALTIMORE—Ar 9th, sch Viola Reppard, Ogier,

Brunswick,

Ga.
Cld 9th, sch Winner, Frye, New
Passed York 6th, in tow, ship

London.

Florence,

for San

Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA Ar 9th, sch Lavinia Campbell, Franklin, Boston.
Cld 9th, sch Julia S Bailey, Marion, Portsmouth.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 9th, schs Ella M
Hawes, Augustus Hunt, Thos N Stone, and Nellie J
Dinsmore.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, ship McNear, Frost. Liverpool 31 days; sehs Ma- y Siewart, Coombs, Bangor;
Josie Hook, Fickett, Bangor; Annje Butler, Hodgdon; Adrianna, from Gardiner; E H Bayles, Dickinson, Kennebec; Ella, Gorham, Richmond. Me;
Silver Sprav. Chatfield, Rockland ; Sadie Corey,
—

It has cured

Cld40th, brig Stockton, Allen, Cow Bay, CB; sch
Melissa A Willey, Willey, Apalachicola.
Sid 10th, barque Leventer, for Bath, to repair;
Ralph M Hayward, for New York.
Old iltb, schs Mima A Reed, Frye, St John, NB;
A F Crockett. Thorndike. Windsor, NS.
NEWBURYPORT—Cld 9tb, sch H J Cottrell,
Haskell, Darien, to load for New York.
BANGOR-Ar 8th, seh E Closson, Haskell, from

Seward, do.
Cld at Hantsport.

NS, inst, sch Alfred Keen,
Greeley, Richmond. Va.
Cld at St John. NB, 10th inst, sch T W Allea.
Carter, New York.
SPOKEN
Aug 21, lat 37 S, Ion 37 W, a ship supposed the
Soltaire, Otis, from Cardiff for San Francisco.
Sept 24, lat S3 45, Ion 74 15. sch W R Chester,

Thompson,

from New York for Nuevitas.

Sept 25. lat 29 13 N, Ion 54 45 W, ship Astoria,
Anderson, from New York for Seatle.
Oct 8. oft Block Island, brig Antelope, from Kennebec for

Philadelphia.

THE PROFESSION A UNIT’.
C. H. Draper, of No. 223 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass., volunteers the following:—
Mr.

“Having occasion recently to use a remedy for
kidney disease, t applied to my druggist, Mr. D. B.
Williams, of Lincoln Square, this city, and request-

of several

diseases,

such

as

—

Raum, U. S. Com. Inter’l Rev.
So. Bloomingville, Om May 1, *79

Green B.

Sirs—I have been

suffering

ten years and I tried
me more good than

your Hop Bitters and it done
allthe doctors.

Miss

SUNDAY TRAINS.

We

are so

thankful to say that our nursing
cured of a dangerous and

baby
protracted constipation and irregularity of the bowels
by the use of Hop Bitters by a mother, which at

permanentlp

was

the

same

**

time restored her

perfect health and

strength.—The Parents, Rochester,
octl

N. Y.

MWF&w4w40nrm

10
,
Rheumatism, disordered blood, general
dehility, and many chronic diseases pronounced incurable, are often relieved by
Brown’s Iron Bitters.”
Huntsville, Ala.—Dr. J. C. Spotswood
says: “I highly recommend Brown’s Iron
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatism, and general debility.”
Fairfield, Iowa.—Dr. J. L. Myers says:
“Brown’s Iron Bitters is the best iron preparation I have ever known in my thirty
"
years of practice.’’

DR. L. T.

cases

interference with labor.
can be seen
Consultation

at the office. 43 MILK ST., BOSTON.
hours. 10 to 12 A. M., 3 to 5 P. M.

INSERTED.

Important

strength

belt, and the stitches
the plastic rubber, that they can-

is added to the

drawn into
not wear olf on tho outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
are so

O. Sc

on

I.,

Trains arrive

Portland

u>

:

10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10 00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

Ogdensburg &c.

Superintendent.

J. 11A VI11.TON.

CHAN. If. FOVE, O. T. A.
oot2

dtf

Portland and Worcester M»e.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. ft

Arrangement
I

of Trains.

On and after

________

Monday, June 18.

X?..-?"-!-SI1883, Passenger Trains will
pSw®^■nwPfnlaad at 7.30 u. in.,

leave
and
p. na
arriving at Worcester
at 3,15 p, m. and 7.80 p.
m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a,
m., arrlTlng at Portland at 1.85 p.m. and 6.40 p.

“*“1.03

fing at 7.30 a. ns. and 1.03 p. no.
Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.03 p. tn.
For Rochester, Npringvale, Alfred, Waterbereand Naco River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 n. in. Returning
ave Roehestor at (mixed) 8.45 a. m- 11.16
a.m., and 3.36 p.m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m
For lisrham, Haccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at7.30 a. m.,
1.03. 0.30 and (mixed)
For

•0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. ttaln from Portland connects at
Tunnel Soule for
bcWest,
Depot, Worcester, tor
New York via Norwich
and all rail,
’Ii8pringfield, also with N. Y. & N. 1C. R.
R .("Steamer Maryland Route”) for FhlladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
on tn and with Boston A' Albanv R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving JPortland
atl.OS p.m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00
with Iguusue
Aye-Juw*.
t
and at baton

Cine,

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offloes and at Bolling A Adams’ No. 22 Ex
lhange Street.
• Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.
jufl

173

rectly
“Being afflicted with ailments
manity is subject sooner or later,

to

which all hu-

I road

carefully

to

my

having used
own

case exactly, 1 purchased a bottle of the
Jannery’s drug store in this city, and

it

with most beneficial results in my

case, my wife and

son

also commenced its use,

and it has most
and

we

decidedly improved their health,
shall continue its use in our family under

Smoked Ffsh Business heretofore carried
°n
tho flrm ram0 of d.
£y my seif hereafter
be Q'irried on l»T

THE

Syleof gAVYER&’cO?der
Portland, October 8tli,

“a“e

1883.

DAA 1D Wi EK’

ou

nrm name and
carry it on under

style

DRIJQQIttT’S EVIDENCE.
Mr. George W.
Holcomb, druggist, 129 and
131 Congress Street, Troy, N.
writes April 7,

Y.,

1883:—

„

M

Portland,

oct8

of D. V/YER & CO., and
the s&o&'j name and style.

shall

GE o. A. WYER.
dlw

constantly selling Hunt’s Remqfly for
the kidneys, liver, bladder, end urinary
to my trade and
iriends, and find that it

am

diseases of
organs,

gives general satisfaction

to all who

use

Dr, KEMSttVS

it.”

OFFICE,

Tor Sale.
YACHT. Thirty three feet long,
eleven feet breadth. Xuquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
aug22dtf
No., Custom IXouse Wharf.

SCHOONER

_

Ocf

aug2“a“

^

01>eu from Oct. 13th to
utf

SPHING

AKKAKGBMCNTft.

TRIpIsTpER

THREE

WEEK.

ON ANB AFTER MON*
P »AV, MAV I4«h Oraw
er.
of
.as—?
thi.
I.in.
'-S3!*
will
I.enve Uailroa.1 Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday,
Wednesday
.warai.w

,.

wiUi’ooiinection* for

Jolm,

Andrews

OalalT,*”hob?ln.toa, It

Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstook, Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolle, Yarmonth.
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Arnhem
Pleton, Sbediao, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Char
lottetown rort Fairfield, Grand Falla, and othet
stations on the Nee Brunswick and Canada, Interenlonlal, Windsor, and Annapolis, Weetern Conntlee, Kali Roads, and Stage Ron tee.
Kif Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any intarnation regarding the same may be had at the
otloe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Erenrslon Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and farther information apply a

Company’s Office,
T.O. KK,
mavl"

*0

Exchange St.

KEF. President, and Manager'
a,.

Company.

Evening

MOINE;

KCTI R'> |,lVs.,will
leaveMachiasport at4.80
Monday, and Millbridge every Monday and
Thursday at 8.00 a m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, aud receive passengers
fr°m Bungor ^u<1 Kiver Landings for Portlancfkt

North Bridgton.

a. m.

President.
Gen. Pom. Agi.

Will. F. PERKY,
J. A. BENNETT,

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
p. M.

A. m.

7.46
7.52

2.65
3.02

f8.07
f8.13
t8.17
t8.45

t3 17
t3.23
t3.27
t3.56

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek,
Ingall's Road,

(Perley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’s,)
East Denmark

Rankin’s,
8.60
Bridgton Junction—Arrive
10.45
Portland—Arrive
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

P. M.
3.00
4.46

A. M.

f4.62
t5.16
t5.22
f5.28
6.43
11.15
5.60
oct2dtf

Rankin's

Sebago (Witham’s,)
EastDenmark (Perley’sMills,)
JngaU’s Road,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
|Flag Stations,

Sept. ‘44th, 1883,
follows:

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a.m.,
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, mixed, 9.40'a. m., 6.00^>.m.

12.S5

uivuirriii

«««

p.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night trait and
Parlor Cara on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Canada, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. Coin*. O lunha, SagittSt. Paul, Salt I.ake City,
ate
Denver, San Francisco,
and all point* In the

To

STEPHENSON,

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Sidney Tbaxter,.74 Deering Street.

Joseph Bussell,.31 Hign Street.
Addison Libby,.64 Clark Street.
Alfred Staples,.176 Neal Street.

H P. S Gould,.387 Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown, (Artist,).400 Danfortk Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.367 Spring Street.
Charles Good ridge,.
Deering
C. H. Gilbert,...Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton Steam Mills Co.
J. B. Vance.Alfred, Me.
W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry,.
.Pembroke, Me.
F. C. Johnston.469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden.84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,.144 Pine Street.
S. W. Tbaxter.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney.162 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow,
.28o Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett, .6 Deering Street.
i/j. vituuuci

H. T.

sep8

uuu»ig|.

w.

G. P. A.

Bank.

dtf

s;

a.

WOLFE’S

*ep24dtf

SCHNAPPS.

-BETWEEN-

As

vegetable decomposition

Double Track, Stons Bal las
Express Trains, ticket*
railroad
t buy
(at any
boat office in New England) via

or

steam-

Way, $4.30.
Philadelphia, ( Excursion, -1.00.

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

our

A public

country of Ddolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medieal faculty and

NEW ENGLANDAGENCV,

Washington Street, Boston.

‘ill

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

as

section of

[One

York

other causes,

saltr of over 30 vears duration in every

FARE
New

or

other alcoholic preparation.

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

and

general beverage and necessary

a

corrective of water rendered iinpnre by

Philadelphia

NINTH AND GREEN g l REETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

sure

by

a

sale unequalec

any other alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

O.G. HANCOCK,
J. E. WOOTTEN,
Gen. Paea. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN. Gen. Eastern Pag*. Agt.

claimed for it.

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

£

a.

tt

ill

tt

in

a

18 BEAVER

r*

fw

r\

STREET,

NEW YORK.

m.,

receipt

i;9:iJ>ruS?only

IMPORTED

WINES &

At 7.30

of
*

Cars
and Port-

Through pu Uman Sleeping
leaving Bo.,i°n

Jrui ongh^cltel.
**
J me

17 1883

O. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.

juulOdtl

at

7.00 p.

m.,

LIQUORS

all liiudM, In the

*io,“h n“,,
to *“ Poin<"

R. STANLEY & SON,

PORT-

Also, General Managers for N'ewJEuglanJ,
FOR THE CRLEURATED

oLUv

"I6UsrTUTTLfer£.»-*?*
i.fn 1 Pass

r

Mineral Spring Water,

FROM

auflO

IIAKRINON,

leave

night.
O^Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various

Rail aud

Sound Lines for sale.

Freight taken

as

usual.

J. B. LOYIjEv Jr., CSeneral Agent.

At*

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.
TO

CALIFORNIA,
china,

MuJwlrii

faiaaila,

Mew

S.eelmmd

...

Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall cm
the 1st, 10th, and 20tb of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
C\ Ms. BARTLETT A CO.,
I!3 8tate8ireet, Cor. Broad Nt., Betlos.
or to W. D. LITTLE A
CO.,
febSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portiaud.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
Change of Time.
Sept. 17. 1883, the steamer Gordo.
ON willleave Harpswell
daily, Sunday’s excepted
and after

at 8

a. m., arriving at Portland at 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House Wh rf, Portland at 3 p. m,

arriving at Harpswell at 6 p. m.
For Freight or Passage apply on hoard to

CAP r. SCOTT OLIVER.

sepl5

dtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of pat-ssage tickets by the White Star,
Cunard. Anchor, State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class

FOR
fast

passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and

prepaid

ticket*

from

Portland

at

lowest

rates.

Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. And other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exohange St. P. O. Box 979.

TanlOIf
WHITE STAR LINE.

U. I. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex*
treme southerly routes, a voiding
all danger* from icebergs. Cabin $60, $80 and 100:
Return tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144 ; Steerage at low rates
The sailings are
as follows:
Britannic .Sept 22 | Republic....,, .Sept. 27
Celtio.-.Oct. 6 | Germanic....Oct. 18
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
to J. L.

del 9

FARMER,

22

Exchange St.
dly

OOD'

l

HOW THYSELF
A Book for Every Man ! Young, Middle*
aged and Old.
The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
Thoso
in oarlj life may bo alleviated and cured.
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the Pen bod'
the now medical work published
Medicnl Inmitnte. Boston, entitled The Het*
en<T off Ijifr; or, Melf-Prewervation.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and
Physical Debility
Premature Decline In man, Errors of Youth, ete^
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for Acute and cbronie diseases, each one
off which iw invaluable,so proved by the author
whose
for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician,
ft
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other w ork retailed in this
countiy for
$2.60, or the money will be refunded.
Price only
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDIC AL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bultlnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
my80d*wly22
requiring skill and experience.

by

experience

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harr «rd, 18421. ar.d
ROBERT M. HEAD (M.D., Hu «»rd, 18761,
tCvnn. If •u»r, 17.1 Trum.ui -trert, llo.ion,
sire «pecial attention to the treatn ent of FIWTH1. «, PM.KN »N«» *1.1. DIt KANRN OF
TilE HMTI'.tl, without detection from bnsU
Abundant reference given.
nee*.
Pamphlet sent
on

*.

Agent

alternately

will

at

Importers,

410 NEW NO. FORE NITtEET,
LAND, MAINE.

Summit

FAl/SON TUCKER,

TREMONT and favorite

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line arc reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

_

ORIGINAL, PACKAGES,
-FOR SALK BY

On Trains leavli. <5 Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
12.66 and 0.30 p. m
m. and Pordanu' 8-46 »•

The elegant new steamer
steamer JOHN BROOKS

drafts, apply

box contains one month's treatment. $Lal»ox.<r
cv
6 boxes for $3.00; sent by mail prepaid on
With
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case.
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $•».
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the moT"~’r if the treatment does no', effect
a cure. J. U. Wkst & Co.. Proprietors, issue guarunices throush II. II. OAT *
JUtddlc and b rec btsagents. Portland,Me.Junction

and
6.30

'Trains Leave Boston

FARE *1-00.

dly

Dr. H. (J. W.5HT 9 NkJ’.VB AM/ JiUAI.N 1 ULATMINT, a guaranteed spec ficfor Hysteria, Diziutss
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental Depression, SSi itBrain resulting in Insanity and leading
eningofthe
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea cause! by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each

nz.

9.(K> a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.66
At 12.30 p. in. and arrive
a. m. a. "“I 12.66 p. m.
m.
Ilaiiv
At 7.00 p
in Porti 1,1111 6.00 p. m
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

Steamers I

I

connecting with Fall River Line for New

On Trains

Ag’t.

iiiiT

i

3VE .xSl 1XT

|■

connecting with Rail Does for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston
principal Way Stations, arriving at 3oston

Wednesday,

COYLE, JR.,

sep21

For sale by all Druggist

and Grocers.

Daily (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth, Newburvport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Well*, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburvport. Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At I £.55 p* ui. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Berwick.
Kennebunk,
| No.
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, Arriving at 4.65 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.30 p. n>. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
At

on

and Saturdays at R p. m..
Returning leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4p.m.
.J. B.
Gen’i

uuivwigiraa.owOTii

Blaokstone,...Canal

Bound Brook Route.

Be

For Yew York.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,

W.T. Sargent,.148 Spring Street.
J. F. Sherry,...467 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S. Libby,. .160 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellon Street.
O. K. Gorriah,.212 State Street.
Samuel ltolf..98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart.2*6 State Street.

Pliii | READING R. 1. Schiedam Aromatic
Stations in

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Square,

new furnace I bog to direct your
Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority over all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at n y store. The following well known
persons haTe the Kohler:

p.m.
JFor Oorhain, JVontreui, Quebec and Chicago 1.30 p.m.
abbi yalk.

unitu^w,
id.

22 Market

If in want of

DEPAKTIJBEI:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. in,, 1.15
m.
and 5.20 p.
For GorhRiu, 9.00 a.m., 3.30(mixed land 5,20

I'rora

AMES,

attention to th

CHAKOEOF TIME.
an

W. D.

OF

TO THE PUBLIC,

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On and after Monday,
Tiiiini will riiu

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas, and General Ticket Agent
E. LUSHING, General Agent
Portland, Oct. 1,1883.
oetSdtf
___

OFFICE

4.00
10 00

8.26
10.00
110.17
tl0.41
flO.47
tl0.63
11,08

Portland—Leave
Bridgton Junction—Leave

Machlasport via all landings.

with Steamer for BLUE
ELLSWORTH.
At BAR
HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO’ LASULLIVAN
wdEij*
HANCOCK,
WORIH each
tnp.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at
Rockland. going
^
for
River
East,
Landings.

Only first-class 2-feet auage Railroad in
the World.
Stage connection at Bridgton for
Harrison and Waterford.

lor

if

at ROCKLAND
„Connect
HILL, SURREY and

pn Union Parlor Cars

Oct. 8th, IV 83.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND.
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison,will lean
Kali road Wharf, Portland, every
*
n|« MUCgr-i TUESDAY
Evening, at 11.lS
o’clock or nn arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Kockiand,
Castlne, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from sedjwlek to Bine Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar
Harbors.
Milbrtdge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY

Junction.

Bridgton

R. R. at

bnrg

YCrk‘

taken the Smoked f igh business heretoI HAVE
fore carried
by DAVI q WYEH, under the

April 17,1883.

“X

eod3m

NOTjCL

advertisement regarding the remarkable curative powers of Hunt’s Remedy, and as it seemed to
medicine at

St., Boston.

sep28

the

apply

175 Devonshire

57 Rcade Mt., New York.
Factories at Chelseu, Mass.

the point:—

ex-

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., Nu
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

;

October list, 1883.
Connects with Portland & Ogdens-

application.

REVERE RUBBER CO.,

Scandinavian

FARMER, Agent. it
22 Exchange St.

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Commencing Oct. 2d.

Trains leave Portland

WE ALL SAY SO.
Mr. George A. Bcbdett, No. 1G6 Front Street,
Worcester, Mass., has just sent us the following, di-

and
Sterling
J. L.

f, It Desert

ARRANGEMENT.

:
on

der 12 half fare.
low rates.
jan 24dtf

change at

And HaehlAs Steamboat

TAKES EFFECT

Satisfaction.
Samples and quotations furnished

deal ring

ALL

K.

Eastern Railroad.

April 11,1883.

nd for friends in the Old Counto
try will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake, hr
namber) at the sign or the big Locomotive, at prt
sent reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast fin.
class mail steamers coming direct across the ocean
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus avoiding afl
dangers from iee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, London*
derry and Belfast for $21.00: Dublin. $22.00; London, Bristol, Card id and Galwa>, $24.00; flamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ko
terdani, Paris, Bremen and liar ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi; isand, Borgs*
Trondhjem. Goteborg, Mai mo, $28 JO; children nn

Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Ef-

way, and the plies being so firmly utitched, as well
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
and
Leave Jan ton lor Portland
as many belts made in the old way will, after being
Lewiston 4.45 ard 9.45 a. m.
at
9.00
for
a
when
for
used
a
run at
Leave Portland
Canton,
ed him to furnish me the best kidney medicine that
time, especially
great
a. m. and 1.30 p. in.
speed or in damp places.
lie knew of, and he handed mo a bottle of Hunt’s
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
We particularly tall the attention of all Mill ownStage connections with Byron. Mexico, Dixfield,
Remedy, stating that it was considered the best be- ers to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt Pern,
Livermore. West 8nmner and Turner,
L.L. LINCOLN 8npt.
i
cause he had sold many bottles of it to his customthey can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
oct!4dtf
Portland. June. 16. 1883
ers in
Worcester, and they all speak of it in the | per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
We belieVe it will wear more than double the
highest terms, and pronounce it always reliable. I way.
length of time. For heavy main belts you will find
took the bottle home and commenced taking it, and j
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
iind that it does the work
Fndlcs* Belts, as we stitch the Kplice lit such a
effectually; and I am
*
that it cannot separate*
pleased to recommend to all who have kidney or way
liver disease the use of Hunt’s Remedy, the sure
Try Our Giaut Belt. We will Warrant
cure.”

OCEAN~TI€KETS.

CHEAP

For

8r dgton & SacLHiver Railroad,

WINTER

This

with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in Its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the stroDg cord with which it is stitched mate-

points

,m~

GIANT BELTING.
Belting is made up with the ususfl plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, it is stitched in seams one ine-.h apart

and all

a. m.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

We have Just patented a new article in Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name c£

rial

Burlington, Ogdensburg

C. R. B., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.w. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Belting.

Every Wednesday and Satarday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

8,33 A. M.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. 0. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,

PAYSON TUCKER.
General Manager.

oetSdlw

[NG.

to alTwtio use

On nnd after
Monday Oct. Stli,
1883, until further notice Pnssengrr
Trains leare Portland ns follows:

The Winter Schedule takes Effect October 14.
1883, for details of which reference should he had
to Posters ami other advertising matter at Stations
and other Public places and to Advertisements in
the Newspapers of the State.

EYES

RUBBER

BEL'

AMD nONTREAL.

Sbia,

in

Change in Aragemsit of Trains

perfect, both In color and
movement. OFFICE.7STREMONT ST.,Boston.
Warranted

it

mu mm i it.

J.

beforehand after cured

ARTIFICIAL

n ni7mT\

W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

LUBIN’S method, without
or

TiTTi

Nortbtveat, West and Soathweet.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

Rupture

by
truss, torture, operation
CURED
Likenesses of

ir

From SO T |»S

m.

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOR
PO RTL AND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston Sc Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maobias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First olass Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Laurence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, »u<i i*t itUi«u
Ticket Office, 40
St.
J. T. FURBKR, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
octll
dtf

S. S. Boone.

Bnby Saved!

VT.,
OGDEKSBVUG, «. V.,

Not«—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Welle, and the 1.00 p. m. train wilt stop at these
stations only to take passengers for Boston.
*

Change at Dover and take next train following.
®“The 1 00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mteamer* for IVew
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Rail Line* for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Can on all through trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

—

Direct §teamslii|> Mne.;

BIRLIIYOTOIY

8.30 and 10.05.

at

AND

PHILADELPHIA

-TO—

not

ner-

bitters.

land, Delaware Breakwater,

In port 4th inst, barque
Havana, Mitchell, for
New York 9th.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 10th inst.
barque AO
Bean, Foster, from Liverpool; brig Josefa, Goodwin, from Bristol.
Cld at North Sydney 8th
inst, brig F F Todd, McGnire, New York.
Cld at Windsor, NS. 4th inst. barque Alex
Camp
bell, Bunker, New York; 9th, sch Annie F Corbin *

me

‘Bitters; they also cured my wife of fifteen year’s
“nervous weakness, sleeplessness and dyspepsia.”
R. M., Auburn, N. Y.
High Authority.
Hop Bitters is not, in any sense, an alcoholic
beverage or liquor, and could not be sold for use
except to persons desirous of obtaining a medicinal

Portland.
Cld 8th, sch Addie JorJan, Herriman, Philadelphia; F A Sawyer. Freethy, New York.
BATH—Sid 10th, schs Sarah & Ellen, York, for
Philadelphia; J S Ingraham, Brock way, do; Enterprise, Robinson, Boston.
FOREMAN PORTS.
At Rosario Sept 1, barque Archer, Mitchell, from
Buenos Ayres, ar Aug 1. for United States,
ldg.
At Dominica Sept 17tb, sch Luella A
Snow, for
Orchilla aud Portsmouth.
Ar at Autigna Sept 29, sch L F Warren, Johnson.
New York.
Ar at Manzanila Sept 27, sch Lizzie Major, Foster
iNewYork.
Sid fm Havana 2d inst, barque Jose R
Lopez, Le-

was

vousness, sickness at the stomach, monthly troubles, etc. I have not seen a sick day in a year, since
I took Hop Bitters. All my neighbors use them.
Mrs. Fannie Green.
$3,000 Lost.—A tour of Europe that cost me
“$3,000, done me less good than one bottle of Hop

Nickerson, Boston.
Ar 10th, scbs Kate Walker, Herrick,

fm Bangor;
Florence Randall, Randall, Portland.
Ar 11th, ship Hercules, fiom Hull, E.
Sid 9th, barque Stephen G Hart, for New Orleans;
sch Nellie T Morse, for Galveston; Ulrica R Smith,
for Newburyport; Mary A Hall,-.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 9th, sob John Bird, Bird.
New York.
Sid 8th. schs Clara Leavitt, Lombard, Portland;
Chromo, Bunker, Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, schs Wm Duren, Gove,
Calais; Abbie E Willard, Blake, Bangor; Ellen
Merriman, Morrissey, do; Laura H Jones, Stevens,
and Margie, Gulliver, do.
Ar 9tb, sch Mary Augusta, Holt, Calais; Lewis
Clark, Bartlett. Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 10th, sch Canton, Whittier,
New Yerk.
VINEYARD-HAVEN -Ar 9th, schs S J Gillmore.
iiuui new xor* ior
uoston; jumma, Littlejohn, fm
Philadelphia for Portland; Francis Edwards, Penh
Amboy for Gardiner.
Sid. schs Am Eagle, S E Nightingale, Maggie Bell,
and S J GillmoreEDGARTOVVN—Ar 9th, Bch Fannie & Edith,Warren, New York for Boston; Maggie Bell. Torrey,
New York for Weymouth; J S Lindsay, Abbott, do
for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 10th. barque Nellie E Rumball,
Smith, Cienfuegos; sch D M French, Childs, Koodout.

Young Again.

afflicted for a long time with
“My
Neuralgia and a dull, heavy, inactive condition of
the whole system; headache, nervous prostration,
and was almost helpless. No physicians or medicines did her any good. Three months ago she began to use Hop Bitters with such good effect that
she seerna and feel young again, although over 70
years old. We think there is no other medicine fit
to use in the family.’*-A lady, in Providence.
Bradford, Pa., May 8, 1875.
mother

JACKSONVILLE—In port 6th, sobs A S Snare,
Smith, for New Yor next day; P Hazeltine, Lyrnburner, from Belfast, for Palatka 8th.
ST AUGUSTINE. FLA—Ar 7th, schs C H Fabens,
Curtis. Bath; W H Card, Crabtree. New York
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 8th,scn Penobscot, Carter,
Belfast, 11 days passage; Dione, Booth bay; Wm
Buck. Miller, Boston.
SAVANNAH —Ar 10th, brig Moiancy, Wass,

»»

WASHING^BLEACHING

Feels
DOMESTIC PORTS.

PASNENGERTBA1NH will leave
PORTLAND for BOSTON
8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
(»5,:?vr.3y:.Nn. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,
—®tB——aB—a. m„ 1.16, 5.10, and 7.15 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 8..30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
8.05 and 11.00 | p. m.
at
5.00,
1.00,
PORTLAND FOR 8CARBOBO, PINE
POINT AND OLD ORCHARD BEACH
at 6.16,8,46.8. m„ 8.00, 6.45 p. m. (See note.)
FOB SACO AND RIDDEFOBD at 6.16,
8.46 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3 30 and 6.45 p. m. FOB
KENNEBCNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00,3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.1B, 8.46 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BFRWICR AND DOVER, at 6.16,8.46 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and S.30 p. m. FOB SALMON
FALLS and GREAT FALLS, at 6.16, 8.45
a. m., 1 00 and 3.00 p.m.
FOB NEWMARKET at 6.16, 8.46 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOR EXETER, HAVERHILL, LAWRENCE
AND Lowell at 6.16, 8.46 a. m„ 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHESTER. FARMINGTON. N. H, AND ALTON BA*, at
8.45a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. H.. (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a. m., 3.30 p. m, (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TKAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNE HUNK at 7.25, and DOVERat8.00 ARBIVINGalPORTLAND

Exchange

Flynn, New York.
Oct 9—Sld, sch Hortensia, Sanborn, New York.
Oct 7—Ar, sch Reno, Colbeth, Boston.

such favorable results.”

HTThe

Boston

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

TSKsHBHefjat 6.15,

..

to

Emery
only
ehlJd ot Capt. Meltiah and Carrie
M. Richardson.
aged about 3 0 yeais.
°Ct 9* Mr’ **arueB
Ham» a8etl 63 years
7
lu South Paris,
Sept. 23, George F. Greene, aged
o»> years#
In
8ept. 16, Benjamin Palmer, aged
o7 years.
^2, Mrs. Mary Ann Foye, aged

STEAMER*.

& Ogdeimrg li. It.

__

23
23

MINIATURE ALMANAC_OCTOBER 12.
8on rises..
6.11 I High water, (P M).. 8.06
1*37
San sets.6.22 i Moon sets.

srm

Boston Produce

I'm'

On and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1888,

...

& Son.

Quincy...124

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Valencia.New York..Laguavra.... .Oct 27
..New York Liverpool.Oct27
City of Rome

Erie.-29%
76%
pref.
Illinois Central.127%
Lake Shore. 99%
78%
Michigan Central.
81 %
New Jersey Central
Northwestern.
.119%
Northwestern pref.
138%
New York Central.114%i
Rock Island...
....119
St. Paul..
99%
St. Paul pref ..-.. 116%
Union Pacific Stock.
87%
Western Union Tel
79%

Niagara.

on

York.

Arden.New York. .Port Prince. .Oct
Jerome ..New York.. Para.Oct
Pavonia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct
British Empire... New York.. Havana.Oct

Erie

Cranbcrry Isies, Oct. 8,

Med.

Santiago.New

&

Burr &

RAlLBOADit.

....

Pacific 6s, ’96.129
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.131%
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref.146

Chicago,

RAILROADS.

Sarnia....Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 20
Sarmatian.Quebee.Liverpool.... Oct 20
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 20
City of Berlin
.New York..Liverpool.Oct 20
Bolivia...New York..Glasgow.Oot 20
.New York. .Bremen.. ....Oct 20
Switzerland.New York. .Antwerp.
.Oct 20

THURSDAY, Oot. 11.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, Tia Eastport for Boston.
Sch Bramhall, Harrington, New York—Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Sch A H Lennox, Sterling, off shore, with 75
bbls mackerel.

158 Middle street:

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

_fflltlCELLANEOim.
18

PORT OF PORTLAND.

-The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Peer-

ing,

...

(By Telegraph.)

...

Sugar.
Granulate<i p ib

Morida.New York. .Havana.Oot
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool.Oet
H ammonia.New
Oct
York..Hamburg

New York Stock and Money Market*

cause

Robin.

Whitncr away?
Is it through envy of the maple leaf,
Whose blushes mock the crimson of thy
Thou wilt not stay?

It

Flint & Pere
Flint & Pere
l. k.& Ft

main in the vat a few hours and turned oc-

Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

^

following quotations of stocks aro roportoc
daily by Woodbury & Moulton, corue
Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.

times.—N. T. Tribune.
THE P*E86.

market.

The

MAINE.

applieatlon.
Honr»—11 a.m.^to 4 p.m.( except Sondavi).,

office

feblOdly

—

STEPPED OUT.

PRiESS

THE

George D. Prescott Walks Out of Portland Jail—A Very Ingenious Plan.

CITY AND VIC NITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAV.

A few iweeks ago it will be remembered
George D. Prescott stopped at the Falmouth
Hotel, stole Mr. J. B. Baker’s diamond studs,
a shirt from
a commercial traveler named

ENTERTAINMENTS.
M. C. M. A. -Triennial Festival.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT*
& Co.
TamO'Shantlrs—Owen, Mo
Milieu & Little.
Picked Vp- Yawl Boat.
Steclal Sale—Frank S. Clark
Wanted Row Boat.
Look in Horatio Staples, Window.
Found- v awl Boat.
Cnange of Time M. C. R. K.
Great Success—Wyer Greene, & Co.

Wells, and money from a woman whose acquaintance he had made and whose evidence
convicted him, althoagh the tag of the shirt

Wanted—Women.
Grand Trunk

Railway-Special

Fotice.

F. O. Bailey'& Co. will sell at their Rooms
at 10 and[2.30 today a stock of Tailor’s Woolens,
Boots and Shoes, &c. See notice in anction
column.
Ivy Lodge, D. of R. excursion to Saco, Saturday, 7.30 p. m. on Boston & Maine. Round
trip tickets 50 cents.
Hub Punch is a most convenient addition
to family stores, and beads of families in making up their list of supplies should not forget
to order it from Grocers, Druggists or Wine

oc8M,Tb,F&w

Merchants.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Thursday.—Cornelius Ilsley et al vs. H. J.
Stone.
Assumpsit upon an account annexed for
casket and usual undertakers’ work in laying out
the body of Thomas Fleetwood, who died suddenly
at the Merchants’ Exchange Hotel. The defendant
claimed that be did not agree to be personally responsible for the bill. The plaintiffs claimed that
he did.

Decision for

Mealier for

plaintiffs.

pltffs.

Stone pro

sc.

Charles A. Thoits et al vs. James H. Ryan et
Action on a promissory note for $40.40, signed
by defendants, payable to order of Graves and
Tucker, and by them endorsed for collection. Defence that plaintiffs never had any interest* in the
note, and never authorized the institution of the
suit. Decision reserved.
Frank lor pitas.
Looney for defts.
Robert S. Gould vs. American Express Company.
Assumpsit upon an account annexed to reeover a
balance of $21.83, due for services as driver for the
defendant company.
Defendant claims to recoup
damages suffered by the company by reason of the
negligence of the plaintiff in losing a bundle of
cloth, forjwhich the company bad to pay $50. Derision reserved.
C. F. Libby for defts.
D. A. Meaher for pltff.
al.

Municipal Court.
RECORDER

BEFORE

DYER.

Thursday.—Hugh Doherty. Search and

seizure.

Fined $100 and costs. Paid.
Search and seizure.
John O’Connor.
$100 and coats. Paid.
Edward Conroy.
Search and seizure.
$100 and costs. Paid.
Jefferson Holley and James Kelieher.
iuiu

Bcizmc.

nucu

$.luu

auu

cubus

Fined
Fined
Search

cacu.

pealed.
Fined
Search and seizure.
*100 and costs. Appealed.
James Dunphy and Kate Dunphy. Search and
seizure. Continued to Oct. 12.

Mary O’Donnell.

Brief Jot tinge.
Summerish yesterday. Mercury 62° at sunrise, ft0 at noon, 64° at 4 p. m., 60° at sunset;
wind north.
Ellen Woodford a native of Portland, died in
Lowell, Mass Wednesday, aged 38 years.
Hon.

Joseph Smith, Secretary

in town yesterday.
The turntable on

of State, was

Spring street, near Mr.
Wednesday night by the

was removed
Horse Railroad Company.
The annual meeting of the Provident Association was adjourned yesterday for one
week.
We are glad to hear that Miss Davis’ injuries
were not so bad as at first reported.
Her back
was injured but not broken, and her arms and
legs are well as ever.
The committee on new wooden buildings
have come to no decision on Andrew Bennett’s
petition for a building on the corner of Pine

Dyer’s,

and Brackett streets.
Superintendent Fnrber says the BostoD &
Maine will not construct a third track from
Boston to Reading until the double track to
Portland is completed.
Zenas Thompson has been appointed one of
the committee to look over the accounts and
stocks of Kimball Bros., who lately failed in
WOKUU| auu

lOJIUi

V

IU IlUO lllCUIUUiD.

Thursday noon the depot at White Rock, including the portoffice and store owned by WilThe fire caught
liam Buxton, waa burned.
on the roof from sparks from the engine of the
gravel train of the P. & O. road. Loss $2,000.
Stone’s History of England, by A. P. Stone,
formerly of Portland, and now Superintendent
of Schools in Springfield, Mass., was adopted
Tuesday evening by the Boston School Board
for use in the grammar schools of the city.
The adjusters of the loss to the Portland
Rolling Mills buildingB commenced work yesterday. The company will have the new buildings

erected and be ready to fill all orders
early in November.
At a meeting of Shepley Camp, S. of V.,
last evening, Capt. E. E. Philbrook was presented by Col. A. S. Libby, in behalf of the

Camp,

with an elegant hand painted China
set.
The captain was taken by surprise
and could only stammer thanks.
At the insolvency court in Auburn Wednestea

day there was a meeting of the creditors of
Julius McCorbett.
Hon. J. E.
Moore of
Thomaston, represented several creditors, and
Hon. Joseph A. Looke was present for Portland creditors.

Seth

M. Carter was chosen

assignee.
One of the large columns or pillars, serving
support to the great stove of Howes, Hilton & Harris on Commercial street, settled a
little yesterday morning pressing out
the
bricks.
Jack screws were placed under the
as a

building
building

and the column made secure. The
was constructed by New York masons.
It is owned by J. B. Brown’s heirs.
Preble Chapel.
Preble Chapel last evening
was well attended and
must have materially
aided a deserving charity. The First Parish

The

concert at

choir, under

the management of Mr. John L.
Shaw, asBisted by Mrs. Beals and David Moulton, Esq., (Elder Crawford,) who read several
pleasing selections, made up an excellent programme which was well presented and heartily
applauded. In the concerted pieces Mr. Colby
took Mr. Thurston’s place, who was unavoid-

ably absent, and sang finely. Mrs. Cushing
sang with her customary taste and expression
and Mrs. Morrison rendered her solo to the
great pleasure of all. Messrs. Shaw, Colby
and Bowdoin ssng in several
enjoyable selections, and the readings of Mrs. Beals and Mr.

Monlton were extremely well given. The
offloers of the society return thanks to the perfnrmfvrfl f nr

tkaiu

Jui.t_1.

stolen from Wells identified him as the thief.
Prescott got a two months’ sentence for larceny
and would have received longer sentences
when the Superior Court met iu January.
Yesterday, at uoon, when Prescott went to
work in the jail workshop, he was attired as
Soon after Superinnsnal in his prison garb.
tendent Hale missed him but supposed Prescott had obtained leave from Mr. Norman
True, the turnkey, to return to his cell on account of sickness as this had been the case
with some others at other times.
About 3
o’clock the engineer called through the speaking tube and asked Hale who the friend of
Sanford’s was that had been selling Sanford
so much “pancake.” (Pancake is a sort of

shoddy leather.) Hale asked what he meant
by that and Mr. Marr, the engineer, replied,
“Why, the friend of Sanford’s he had let out
of the engine room into the street at Sanford’s
request.” Hale then suspected Prescott had
escaped and found his suspicions correct.
It appears that Sheriff True
gave orders
some time ago that when
prisoners came to
the jail that their clotheB should either
be
sent home, or placed in a room in the
jail and
handed to them after their term of service expired. This order it appears has not been
strictly enforced. Yesterday morning wben
Prescott went to work Mr. Norman True
noticed ho had on his black trousers and asked
him where his prison tronsers were.
Prescott
replied they had become soiled and Se washed
them and left them to dry.
This shows that
Prescott had not had his civilian dress taken
from him.
It has been discovered that almost immediately Bfter entering the workshop Prescott
left, and descended to the next story below
where surplus stock for the workshop is kept.
If he had been seen there his presence would
not have been noticed as it was customary for
to go down after stock.
As soon as
he reached that floor he palled off his prison
dress and hid it in a barrel where it was
fonnd, and then stepped down into the engine
room, located in the basement, clad in his citizen’s dress and wearing a stiff black hat. He
told the engineer, Mr. Marr, that he represented a large firm in Boston who had bought
up about all the pancake leather in the

prisoners

m

nvlraf

elected:

Sudden Deaths.
Clair, about 64 years of age, a
baker by trade, and employed by Thos. Dear*
ine, dropped dead last night while at work in
the bakery. He has been troubled with heart
disease for some time, but had been in good
health for the past two weeks.
He was a widower, but has a son who is steward on one of
the International Line steamers.
Coroner
Bobert St.

necessary.
Cornelias

Ward,

a

au

inquest

un-

laborer, dropped

Wednesday night, at his home,
street, from heart disease.

dead
No. 129 York

The French Lectures.
The second lectare in the French coarse
will be given tonight at City Hall on Italy.
Mr. French’s former lecture on the “Wild
New England Coast” gave great satisfaction
and all who were present on that occasion will
The Italian views
be sure to appear on this.
are susoeptible of excellent treatment by the
stereoptioon and Mr. Stephenson, who has
charge of the instrument, is a most skilful operator. Tickets can be procured during the

day at Stockbridge’s.

♦
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or

nervousness.

After

a

little while Prescott said Sanford told him he
could get out of the building that way instead
of going all the way round to the front
and

door,
Marr, unsuspicious, notwithstanding no

officer accompanied Prescott and authorized
his departure, unlocked the door and let Prescott out. Prescott politely raised his hat, bade
Mr. Marr good afternoon and walked off.

police were informed and police and
deputies are on the lookout for Prascott. A
man resembling him was seen in
Cape ElizaThe

beth in the afternoon.

A

Pleasant Day

NOTES.

The sale of seats for the “Shaughraun” will
begin tomorrow morning at Portland Theatre,
not this morning as
previously advertised.
The "Summer Boarders” gave their second
and last performance last night.
The hits of the season in New York are Joe
Jefferson’s Caleb Plummer in “The Cricket on
the Hearth,” and Miss Cornelia Jackson’s
Tilly Slowboy, at the.Tnion Square, Monday

ing

Presumpscot
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The contest
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Raid even to have au interesting lace; she
looks like a good, honest little German woman,
who takes very matter of fact views of life
and intends to make hay while the sun shines.
Campanini, the tenor, has also arrived in
New York, looking the picture of health, alJ
though he complains of not having slept for a
week. He had a furnished house rented for
him in advance and moved right from the
steamer to his own house,
bringing with him
an Italian cook and two servants.
He has
never yet discovered a hotel where his meals
have been quite to his liking, and for several
years past he has never traveled without his
own cook. He has had a year’s
rest, and says
that he has not sung even a scale for six
months, and does not know whether he has
any voice or not; but he hopes that there is
something left.
Cleofonte Campanini, his
younger brother, whom he has had educated
as an orchestral
conductor, he brings with him
as assistant to Vianesi,
who will have chief
direction. Mr. Abbey’s forces are now all
here, with the exception of Mme. Valleria.
Work upon the new building goes on at a tremendous pace. The programme for the first
week consists of “Faust” for Monday, the 22d
of October,
with Nilsson and Campanini;
“Lucia” on Wednesday, with Sembrich and
Campanini; “II Trovatore” on Friday, with
Valleria and Stagus, the new
tenor; and
“Faust” again at the Saturday afternoon performance. The second week will begin with
“Mignon,” in which Nilsson is incomparable.
Frank Curtis is having great success at his
New York theatre.
It is crowded nightly.
The Rankins are playing “The Danites.”
Mme. Bentham Fernandez, whom Mr. McCaull has engaged for the Bijou Opera Company is esteemed in London au accomplished
and charming artist.
She is a soprano singer.
Mr. Robert Mantell, who has made such a
hit in New York in Fedora, with Miss Davenport, has been engaged for three years after
the Davenport season by Daniel Frohman,
manager of the MadiBon Square Theatre. The
contract was signed Monday night.
Miss Davenport has met with remarkable
success as Fedora.
The Fourteenth Street
Theatre, New York, is crowded every night.
The Wednesday matinee at that house is
dropped—as a needful precaution to relieve
the strain upon Miss Davenport’s strength.
Sardou, having been informed of the lady’s
success, has, the Tribune says, promised to
her the refusal of bis next play.

Monthly Meeting of the Y. M. C. A.
The first social gathering at the new rooms
of the Y. M. C. A. came off last evening.
Quite a large number of members were in attendance with their friends and the rooms pre.
sented a very attractive and inviting
apIn the reading room we found
pearance.
many young men enjoying the papers and
periodicals at the different tables while the
lijjfary was also filled with lovers of good
At

ft ftVlftPlr

tlio Peooirlant

rt«

Kimball, called the members to order.

Alter

singing and prayer by Rev. J. M. Williams of the Pine street church the audience
were entertained bj Masters Bain, Howard
and Libby with a trio on the organ. Ante and
Mr. Winter read the names of one
violin.

hundred and eighty-four new members who
duly elected. Short addresses followed
by Eev. Mr. Williams, Mr. Geo. P. French,
were

very pleasant interchange
fore the members retired.

of greetings be-

Society of Art.
Mr. Lowell, the art printer, will be present
at the Society of Art rooms to-night and Satur
day evening, and has kindly consented to give

practical illustration of the workings of the
press used in printing etchings and engtavings.
The opportunity will be improved by art
students as well as art lovers generally. The
attendance at the exhibition steadily increases.
The four famous heads will be placed together, giving an opportunity for close comparison. The engravings on exhibition also
give a good idea of the costumes of that day,
a

and are interesting on that account. The wood
cut of Erasmus in the exhibition is the one
alluded to in the article on Luther in the last

Century Magazine.
Real Estate TransrerB.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry sf
Deeds:

«

Naples—Miriam C. Green to James G. Morton, land. Consideration $250.
Gorham—David Riley to Clinton D. W.
Shaw, land. Consideration $50.
Deering—Joshua Saunders et al. to Mary A.
Elwell, land. Consideration $250.
Portland—Almira J. Russell to Sophia L.
Haskell, laud. Consideration $525.
WestDrook—Edmund K. Morse to Peter J.
Cregan, land and bhildings. Consideration
$2,000.
William W. Lamb to Edmund K. Morse,
land. Consideration $150.

Presumpscot Park

was a

Park

race

afternoon.
miles by Ken-

yesterday

of ten

tucky race horses ridden by Miss Myrtie Peek,
a sprightly and rather
pretty lady, and Mme.
Marantette, a lady of more experience in years
and

good judgment, although her competitor is
the champion. The day was fine and the attendance good, but had the
public been
properly informed it certainly

must

have been

much larger. As it was there was a large array of fashionable vehicles in which were
many well known citizens. The track waB in
fair condition though heavy in many parts.
The crowd jvere inclined to be impatient,
for it had passed the hour, when a line of
blanketed

led by colored and plain
grooms, soothed them into expectation.
Then a barouche appoared containing the

heroines. They were attired in rich velvet riding costumes, Miss Peek with purple and the
Madame in garnet. The ladies were promptly
seated in the saddles of their awaiting and
impatient steeds and with slight preliminary
exercise the race began. Mr. W. C. Bich,
representing the Spirit of the Times, acting as
time-keeper and judge.
The horses would hardly find favor in the
eye of the spectator who had not the intelligence to look for speed and endurance.
They

I

EW ADVERTISEMENTS.

course, and nervous, with
and many other
points well known to the breeders of thoroughbred horses.
The ladies were mounted and rode before the

large eyes, small, quiqk ears

judges’stand,

where they were introduced.
Then, without farther ceremony, they were
The first mile was ran in 2.01 3 4,
startnd.
which was the fastest except the last. Changes
were made at every full mile by tbe riders, but
some of the horses appeared twice, the gallant
A little bay that had
grey mare for instance.
never shown the
white leather before, quit
badly, and a sorrel stallion that can be counted upon for 1.45, helped fill in the gap on the
next mile. The riders were bounced from one
saddle to the other so lively that there seemed
scarcely a wait before they were off again. On
the tenth mile, Madame Marantette seemed to
IniA Viat

QAnt. at. tha at art Kr,

41m

I.._

ing of her horse.

She caught his neck, however, and the groom replaced her on the seat,
all of which was accomplished almost in an instant.
The final tenth mile was bo close that some
it a dead heat, both riders using whip
and voice at the finish.
It was decided that
the Madame won by half a neck, in the re-

markably good time, all things considered, of
20.03. This is within two seconds of the best
time that Miss Peek, the champion, has ever
made.
The last mile was run in 1.53. The
fine Btud of horses, nine in number, are the
property of Mr. D. H. Harris, and the manager of the exhibitions is Mr. Frank H. Hale.
They ride at Lewiston on Saturday, which
will be their last appearance in Maine.
The following is the time made yesterday in
the aggregate:
First mile .. 2.04*4
Second mile. 4.20*. j

BYstmurcB.

aUCTIOH NALEM.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

e. o. baijl.lv & co.s
Luctioueei‘8 and Commission Merchant

a

block

on

yesterday morning
Lincoln Street, jLewiston, owned

by Mr. Jerry Cronin. It is a block of four
large two Btory and half wooden houses. The
four houses

connected in the rear by two
long ells, forming a small court in their midst,
entrance to which is gained by two narrow passage ways between the buildings. It was exceedingly difficult for the tenants to save themselves by this exit. The buildings were occupied by Mr. Cronin and family and nine ether
families, mostly French. Probably 150 persons
lived in the buildings.
Tho fire, when first

Will exhibit their

8.64
.10.37%
.12.41
.14.61

aut gave

Cranberry Isles.
Potato digging is over. The tubers turned
ont well as a rale, nice, dry and mealy and
free from rot; the one thing the drought seemed to agree with.

the chance.
The weather has been unfavorable for fishing so far this month.

lOO dozen all linen

piece, worth 25

IF EATI1VG WERE A FELONY
IT C'lULD NOT BE MORE TERRIBLY PUNISHED THAN BY THE TORTURES OP INDIGEST ON. WHY ENDURE THEM? EVERY DYSPEPTIC KNOWS, OR OUGHT TO KNOW, THAT
TARBANT’m EFFERVEBCEN r NEI.TZEK APERIENT IS A SPECIFIC FOR THE
COMPLAINT.
WHY THEN SUFFER? IT IS
SHEER FOLLY. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
oot5
eod2w

at

Ml OPENED
A

invoice of the latest publi.
cations, direct from the importers, some of the finest
new

v

stepped
they found the planks hot to
their feet. As much was done toward checking the fire as was possible to be done with the
limited means at hand. On the arrival of the
fire department Chief Littlefield found much
difficulty in getting the hose tt> the steamer.
The doors of the warehouse were locked, but
the lines of hose were run up over the building
on

board

J. T.
400

All the

Gloves,

was on the ebb, and there was not enough
water to float her. The timbers were burned
in varying degrees, as far back as the cabin on

the lower deck.

The boat

was

new

boat

was

tnlonhoned

for.

lint

nn

to

Aid for the Mission.
some friends of the Gospel
Mission took advantage of the absence of the
Rev S. F. Pearson, (who is away at the
hjanch
Mission at Lawrence, Mass.) to meet and dishow
cuss
funds for its support could be raieed,
Last

Kie

city.
Most of the attendants of the Mission are
poor people, and it should only be neoessary for
onr well to do and benevolent citizens to know
that this place is really in need of support to
to its aid and help it financially, especially when we learn that last year alone the
Mission was the means of assistm&»'the poor
come

and distressed of Portland by nearly $300 judiciously distributed in cash,besides food, fuel,
clothing, boots, shoes and medicine, and also
furnished many watchers for the sick; and we
understand that Mr. Pearson made during the
year about TOO visits as a missionary among the
sick, poor and dying. All this was in addition
to keeping a place of worship open every evening, where very many who could not be induced to enter a church elsewhere attend, are
thus kept under good influences, and where

last year alone over 1200 names were added to
the temperance pledge in addition to the religious branch of work, so it wiil be ssen that
every dollar contributed to the support of the
Mission is well spent. There should be many
who would feel it a pleasure to help in ike
happy some less fortunate and poorer families,
and who will lend their aid this winter by assisting this work, which has been quietly but
surely doing so much good in our midst for
over four years without making a public appeal for aid, but simply trusting in “Him who

be

so

surren-

payable;

surplus.

For Cash and paid Policy values, iuquire of

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agb
30 Exchange 8lr»el,

Portland, Me.

■

10 dozen very extra fine quality at $2.50 per pair.
75 dozen Dent’s Tyrol best quality 3-button Kid at $1.00 per pair,
worth 1.75. These gloves we shall sell at this low price at retail only.
Children’s Cashmere Gloves.
Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves in black and colors,
Ladies’ Silk Fleeced Gloves in black and colors.
Ladies’ Sifk Mittens.
Children’s Woolen Mittens.

H. N.

FAIRBANKS,

CONGRESS

St.

Congress

are

nun

OP NEW

INSURE

Premiums

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 31st December,

on

on Policies not marked off
let January, 1882.

STREET.
d3t

ASSETS,====
$13,17076.0 2
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 9,1883.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1883,

40 PER CENT.

Losses

•

PaM in Thirty
After Proof.

1.30

m.,

p.

Skowbegan

WINDOW!
Against It.
There Worth

Seeing.
(Store Windows is meant, uotHonse.)
0ctl2

eodtf

m.,
and

(11.15

Remember the

26 Tipis St.,

Treat sum

Portland, Mb.

closing

out sale

OF

Formerly Vubb, lire*.

■

Ju ^

BOOTS& SHOES

•

the first of October, a thirteen foot
dory.
Owner can have the same by proving property
and paying charges. Call at R.
BROWN, east end
of E street, Knightville.
ootlOdlw*

ON

_TO

To be Let.
rooms to let in
PLEASANT
Enquire at 14 GRAT ST.
octlO

Bison Cloth, Ottoman,

Trlcotte,

Cardinette, Drap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,

Sealskin and Matelasse Cloakings,
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear. Buttons &c.

J. M. DYER & CO’S
511 Congress street,
octleodtf

of doub’e house (seven
rooms); also
ONE-HALF
stable
Inquire of Rev. J. Dinemore.
room.

Brunswick, Me., or

B B Bk I 40b Sole Agent for the new Par
her Trap Gun.Frank WesBE
Sr U w w son’s Pocket
Rifles, ana the
celebrated “Ilolubird” Hunting Suits. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth
furnished.
Also, the new composition Target Kalla: better
and cheaper than Glass. English and American Double and Single Guns, together with a general assort,
ment

A

—

a

DECREASED

a.

A

of

221 Middle street
Opp. Falmouth Hotel.

G.
A

L.

BAILEY.

gent for the “Henley”
sep3

Holler Skate.
dtf

HISS CARRIE A. mm
MILLINER.

Having

secured

room

6.16;

J. P.

—

be made

oft' time will
on and after

Monday

next.

Change

TOLEXt
Store iSos. 117 & 119 Middle St,
the Post Office where
BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing Houses

all the large
are located, in dry
Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect
repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 364
Brackett St. where the keys may.be found.
dtf

goods, Fancy and

with

Dryden, 465 Congress St.,
her friends and
to
will be
happy see
patrons after
OCTOBER 1st.
eod3w

IN

d3t*

Found,
Monday, on the south-west end of Long
Inland; a Yawl Boat painted Lad color, arch

LAST

board stove in and two top plank broken. Owner
have the same by proving property and paying
charges. Inquire of C. H. CUSHING, Long Is and
U3t*
oetl2

Boat Wanted.

A

other

FOR

SALE.

—

FERRIS,

treated confidentially
JpP*Commtmication8
desired. Gentlemen who would

when
like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite
company

whose popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from

every section of tbe State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid iu securing and building up a perm a
nent business.
may8£odt<

EHDOfflENT IMUM
-INfcTHE-

Assignee’s

oner ior saie at fudjic
Auction, at NORSt. Lawrence Co., N. Y., on the SEVENTH
OF NO\ EMBER, 1883, at 10 o’clock a. m. all
^nd Personal property of the late NORWOOD LUMBER COMPANY consisting In part o
the following property:
41,410 acres of Timber Lands, situate on and near
Racket River; three Gang Saw Alii
Is, Box and Tub
a wua

WOOD,

®ash an^ Door Factory, with water
rights
booinieg privilege ample to accommodate the
3,600,000 feet Pine Lumber, 4 000,000 feet
Lumber; 600 cords Staves; 200,000
Spruce
Shingle; 1,600 cords Wood; Logs in river; a quantity of Hemlock, Ash and Cherry Lumber, also
Wagons, Sleighs, Harnesses, 23 Horses, Camp
Equipage, Cars, 1 Fire Engine, Hose and Cart and
&nd

mills.

personal property. The above property la in
condition.
For further and more minute
LOREN R. ASHLEY, Assignee,
Norwood, St. Lawrence Co.. N. Y.
octlldlw

near the depot, the two
occupied by Air*.
latelyirom
Phinehas Barnes, on main road
Saccarappa to
Portland. Contains 10 rooms with ample closet
room, in good repair. A pleasant sunny house in
desirable neighborhood, Sebago water on both
floors, perfect drainage, lot of land 5i>xl50. For
sale at a bargain, immediate possession
given.
Terms easy, inquire of
J«HN C. PROCTER,
oct9d3w
93 Exchange St., Portland.

FOR SALE.
well known Oxnard Block of four
Stores,
(two of which are now rented,) situated at
Freeport Corner, a good loca ity for trade. Said
Stores are well calculated for almost
any kind of
business or manufacturing.
For full particulars
apply to the subscriber

THE

GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.
Portland, Aug. 21, 1883,
aug22eodtf

For Sale Very Low.
lot with stable four stalls and shed
House
Franklin street; having
for
will
sell at

on

no use

a

bargain. Inquire at 161

&
G. H.

cial Street.

rctSdlw*
SEE HERE!
show any
in want ol
nice
CaN
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2
one

GOOD row boat but little used and good model.
oot!2dlw
Address A, this office.

a

terest.

premium pays

about

ol land.
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 60x116, fruit trees, currant*
&c., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withuraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

i

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

ST.

as shown

eodtf

Wanted.

To Let.
Apply

desirable Rooms in tbe St. Julian.
the JANITOR.
octl2dlw

to

"TBLEf LEADHH.”
A Pure Havana Cigar.
the firm of McMain & Weston,
TF.McMAIN.of
would call the attention of
buyers and smokers
•

to the New Cigar whieh they are iutroducing to this
market. It is a pure cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring ot tlie stock, and absolutely free from poL*
son ol any kind.
It is a tirst-class, clean, and guaruiteedtobe of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston’s
strictly hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called “Cupid” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the Leader,” and note the difference between the
r'ure and the imitation.
Address

“Leader,”

ttcMAIN A WESTON, Wcatfield, ITVau.
For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth IIoseplldSm
;el, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.
j.

by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.

reliable

A few

acre

story

G. 1). WEEKS, Auo. and Real Estate
Agent.
Gorham, Me.
ty House lots for Sa
j731dtf
—

islandT

bought and sold by
W. H WAEDdON, 180 Middle St.

lots

dtf

FOR

3Va per cent. In-

THE NORTHWESTERN
has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6%per cent, compound interest.
1THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxos. an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
irHE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,
s

a

4

dot
^

JINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than
any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to he
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

JLIVE

AGENTS WANTED.

II'lie above

Endowment Policies
for sale by

residence

a

story house, “L,” and stable,

At

SAJLE

.A.

^

desirable two story bouse in the west°5n» Pftr^ of the city; flrstclass location;
ireseoed
throughout in oil; in perfect repair: a gem
oold w»ter
room.
For

rooms

Which At

and bindings and offer them
at very low prices.

woman for general housework
a family of three- two
miles from Portland. Address “E D. B.
Deering
Me with references and cai abilities. Good
wages

same

163 CommerPURINGTON.

AVERY
Better than a 4 per cent. GOTernment Bond upon
aDd
nl^Wh!argeUeWfUrna0e'h0t
both floors; ten
with bath

styles

and assist in
A GOOD,
sewing in

Sale!

DAY

Mutual

i have just received direct from
the Importers, a large and elegant
assortment of these goods in all

CONGRESS

\

LUMBER PROPERTY!

oiAiUomn

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

515

SALE

OF—

Dated Oct. 6th, 1883.

so

Photograph Albums.

d3t

Picked Up.
Portland Harbor, a Yawl Boat, iuside painted
and
outside black with a blue stripe.
blue,
green
The owner can have the same by calling on E. T.
House
Island, Portland Harbor.
Holbrook, Jr.,
0Ctl2

—

Rooms to Let.
of tbtee nicely furnished rooms on second
floor; front, sunny all day. 86 STATE, corner
of Gray street.
octSeodtf

Building

Pald-ootl2d3t*

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
^

OB

The rooms will be rented separately
This house is In complete order throughout and Is
one of the best in the
city, and can not be surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. D. M. Sweat, 226
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octfidtf

_

Manager for Me. & X. H.

rates,

SPECIAUiOTICE.

ocl2

LET,

House No. 175 State Street,
HB.MsntD
OR
CNFlRNIfinED,

Sood
escription. address

of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

MW&Ftf

can

Mrs.
octl

ST.,

Tfid W Railway.

Agent for RuPonl’a Powder, Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Order,
from the trade tilled at lowest prices.

HILL, Woodford's Me.
dlw*

TO

all

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

a. m.

at

10.00

FOR

-OF-

PORTLAND MAINE.

Hunting and Fishing Goods.
Holier and Ice Skates.

of A. E.

pc*9_

IMMENSE

Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth

SPECIAL SALE

480 CONGRESS

Kj

d3t*

For Sale.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Tioket Agt.
Portland. Oet. 12, 1883.
octl2dtf

Now is the time to clothe
your feet cheap, and save
money.

0Ctl2
Argus copy.

private familv

a

To Let—at Woodford’s.

itt|g21

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.

LET,

Cumberland

1.66 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
a. m. Augustn.
6.00 a.
11.66 p. m.;
m., 2.46, and
tsardiuer, 6,17 a. m., 10.18 a. m., 3.07
and 11.14 p. m.: Bath. 6.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.i
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66
p. m.
Brunswick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m, 4 30
p. m. 12.36 a. m„ (night.) Back land. 8.16 a. in.,
l. 16 pm. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m..
4.16p. m.11.20 pm.; Phillips, 6.66 a. m.
Farmington. 8.20 a.m.; Winthrop, 10.13 a.
m. being due In Portland
as follows :Tho morning trains from Angnsta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. The
afternoon trains from WaterriUo, Angnsta, Bath,
Kockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.
The
Night Pail man Express train at 1.60 a.m.
Limited Tickets flrst and second clast far
S*. John and Halifax on sale at redneed

II k

—OF—

a

Neck Tie, Shirts, Collars, tests Ac,
The Under
will be liberally rewarded by
leaving the same at
the Hotel.
octlodlw

AT and half storyMills,
house,

a. m„ 6.16 p. m.; St. John.
Halifax,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Uonlton. 9.30 a. m..
8.30 p. m.; St. Stephen. 10.16 a. m.
9.30 p. m.; Vanceboro. 1.35 a. m. 1.30

AT

PUBLIC OPENING

two months

valise from the United
ago,
SOME
States Hotel, containing Dental Goods, Geiit’s

—

HOME

Bncksport, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.;
Bnugor, 7.16 a. m., 7.45 p. in.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m,6.10 p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.;
Skowbegan, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Water-

Attends the

Fine Brackets and Wall'Pockets.
E0pl4__eodtf

15

WORK

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
8.10

Mondays

lace.

an

HOLDERS and all seonred at
EXPENDITURE.

From

m.

Specialties.

plaoe it

in

PLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY

p. m,;

Framing
my

and

oTbe
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now is its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time lias it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last year was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSIINCREASED
INCREASED
NESS,
SUR.
ASSETS,

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

ville. 9.16

are

-_i_a

oct2_

HOME
COMPANY.

wlck
7.00 a. m.,
1.30
p. m.,
6.16.
(11.16 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m„ 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox A- Lincoln R. R.,
7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m. Auburn and Lewiston. 8.16 a. m. 1.25 p. m., 5,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00a.m.,
(11.16p.m.;
llonmoutb.
Farmington,
Winthrop,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.26 p.m. Farmington, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
(The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

New Subjects in

Artists’ Materials

MUNGER,

Augusta, Hallowell,(iardinerand Hruns-

dtf

—

West

octlldSt*

SAVE 1o» R lYMONEY

follows

p.
for
p.

and French Photos, Cabinet
Frames—an Endless Variety,

AND

ST.

CO It RESPONDENT

Foitlnni! for Dexter, Bangor
Vanceboro, St John, Halifax
and
the Province*, St. Andrews, St. Stephen,
Fredericton. Aroostook County, and all
stations on K. A Piscataquis ft. ft., 1.26

Engravings

—

npstr fJlftrV

Days

^EXCHANGE

PORTLAND:

Leave

Something

G1ULS WASTED]
i’ortlaud Star Hatch Co.,
Commercial Street.

SUITE

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vloe President
W. H, H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

On and
after MONDAY, Oct.
15th, Passenger Trains will run
ns

Temple Street,

Fine

1,616,844 86

Total Marine Premiums.*6,029,638 43

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

No Law

tiANVASSERS

68

Premiums

—

Algernon Stubbs’
All the

MARINE

AGAINST

January
1882.*4,412,603

m.:
p.
Belfast
1.26
1.30
m.,
(11.16
p. m.,
p.
m.;
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. ni„ 1.30
p. m. 11.16 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m.

-AT-

YORK

This Company will take risks at their offlee, New
Fork, od Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

wear.

Our Brocade Velvets in colors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress Goods
constantly on hand.

JUST RECEIVED

d3w

Wanted.
to sell Eagle
Wringers on install/
meats. Good salary or commialon paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MART IS, Manager.
aug30dtf
35 Temple Street.

Lost.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

We also call attention to onr line ol
Plain and Brocade Velvets, both blach
and colors.

451 Congress Street.

Qct3__

dlt

price.

»ep29

situations. We are the oldest instimtion in New
England uml our facilities and equipments are unexcelled.
For particulars call or address with
stamp Boston Telegraph Institute and Metropolitan
Telegraph Co. 230 Washington St., Boston.

Bpddipg-

RISKS ONLY.

OWEN, MOORE ft CO.

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED,

V

Found.

uispiay me uuesi

reuuy

Immediately.

YOUNG- LADIES aud 75 gentlemen to learn
Telegraphy, a business that affords unequal
ed opportunities for steady and paving employment.
Salaries to competent operators are from §45 to
SI25 monthly and there is a great aud continuous
demand for our graduates. Over 6* O ii ling paying

*25 to *30. The Under
,„v..J!ODtfl"ingfr?m
ed b? Raving the same with
“ul. b?
o* ■^■■ LEIGHTON, 1 nion Mutual Life Insurance

Mutual Insurance Co.

We have about fifty good
quality Tam O’Shanter Caps
which will be sold Friday
and Saturday at 25 cents
each. The quality is same
as formerly sold at $1.00.
Desirable for Boys’ and

dtf

octddtf

Lost.

TAM O’SHMTERS

STUBBS,

Maine.

Wanted

TN Deerino'.

MILLETT & LITTLE,
ocl2

Franco Amei‘1-

_myl2-dtf

We arc receiving new novelties in each of our Cloak Departments
every day.
We shall sell, SATURDAY, 25 all wool Black Cloth Dolmans trimmed with fur at $5.00 each, worth $12.00 each. We shall sell these
at Ihisprice for SATURDAY only.
We also offer the same day 25 Rhadamas covered Circulars at
$12.50 each, worth $20.00 each.

516

to call and examine the

LOST AND FOUND.

CLOAKS.

assortment of Fall and Winter Dress
Goods that we have ever kept, and wt
call special attention to the various
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard
They are very choice goods for that

evening

and we understand that a system of weekly
contributions was inaugurated to help him to
carry on this work which has been the means
in God’s hands of doing so much good in onr

are

—

10 nVlnrlr

had failed to respond.
Sugar to the valuo of
about $5,000, was stored in tho warehouse, at
the end of which the Gazelle lays. The insurance on the boat
was given by Capt. Willard as $9,000, placed in the office of Morse &
Pinkbaui. The cause of the fire is unknown.
It wzb rumored that boys and mon were in the
habit of making the boat a sort of rendezvous
where they went to smoke and play cards.

for

or

They are Non-fortheir entire continuance.
feiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or more annual premiums, Paid-up
Policies, without surrender or care on the part of
tho Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
Policy, and made a part of it, and participating in

shades of Mousquetaire, dressed and undressed Kid
length, at $2.00 per pair.

0C12

fairly deluged

with water, and undoubtedly the loss will be
quite serious. The firemen worked well under
rather unfavorable circumstance?.
The fire

in

lO button

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED,

The sugar
way before it was discovered.
house men attempted, at first, tcrcast off the
lines of the steamer and set her adrift, but the
tide

(for the whole term of life, thus

written

J. W.

was

thonghat 10 o'clock, an hour and a half after
stiiking the alarm, the fire was not wholly under control. The fire undoubtedly originated
in the forward hold. The boat was thoroughly
shut in with canvas, and so gained strong head-

wear

T ADIES

perfect instrument and system
rb:T.can Fon”' » and
?.'P™cutting
fitting. Patented July 1883.
Gives
tit.

Place, Portland,

the, term of years for which the
or of any subsequent period
of five years, for a Guaranteed Cash Value Indorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
Jare based upon a larger reserve than tlio policies
of any other company of this country, **ius giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned during
premiums

GLOVES.

Girls’ present

if the vessel must burn. A hole
was promptly knocked through the deck, just
astern of the wheel-house, and soon the flames
were checked, while iu their place a dense
smoke arose. But the fire would break out iu
different places, and at one time the how, on
the starboard side, was brilliant with flame.

knocked several holes in it and turned the water into the hold, it was steadily subdued,

are

d3t

Wanted.

Adjustable

THE———

dered at the end of

American and French Hosiery for Children's and Ladies’

_'__

LOWEST I¥ET COST.
They

HOSIERY.

Wanted

housework. Fam
PA„BLE *irl for ?eiler;l1
AC,f
y °f tW°‘
App1y at No' 708 Uougrel*
itreet

perfect
French Dart and
Sleevei learned easily.
Dress cutting and flitine
a specialty
MDL,£e. E. E. WOOD,
Tolmsn

PERFECT PROTECTION

sontinuing the insurance without limit,
long as it may be desirable,or they may

DRESS GOODS.

seemed as

continually made, however, and
after the firemen reached the lower deck,

which afford

-AT

WANTS.

—

Premium Life Policies

ILimited

all its branches. Fine GOLD
and BRONZE work a specialty.

and thence to the boat, and means were fouDd
to pass a line in another way.
Flames were
coming from aronnd the pilot house and smoke
stack when the men went to work, and it

Progress

THE NEW

500 dozen Ladies’ and Gent’s fancy bordered and plain white embroidered Handkerchiefs, price 25 cents per piece to $1.50 per piece,
all new styles.
25 dozen Gents’ Initial Handkerchiefs, elegant goot's.

ever shown in this city,
consisting of Steel Engravoidngs, Etchings, Photogravures, Artists’ Proofs, Photographs
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, and I am prepared to do framing in

60p25

1

mis Company has established an
Agency In this city and oilers

1

E'nM'
°»tlO_
■*

ATLANTIC

About 8.30 o’clock last night, the fire alarm
rang out from box 53. Considerable excite-

L.'.L

piece.
per piece,

for Suits,
[ultable
Overcoats,
(vors eds, &o.

percent.

JACOB L. GREENE. President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

cents per

25 dozen white embroidered Handkerchiefs at 25 cents

ously Damaged.

1.

1882,8.76

o( Fine Tailor's Woolens,
Coat aud Pant Goods,
Have lot of misfit, clothing, Suits,
'r®sts. &c. Also at same time about
io?.1**’
FrluA8'
too pairs Bcots and Shoes. Sale
positive.
4 CO., Anclioneera.
d3t

“feet,

1840.

iSSETS, January 1. 1883.$51,002,422.78
Connecticut Standard..
3,724,844.21
sSurplus by New York Standard (estimated)
6,850,000.00
Ratio of expense of management to receipts In

bordered Handkerchiefs at 15 cents per

piece, worth 20

»U on FRIDAY. Oet. 12tb, at 10 a.
W1 ahaHasd
2 Mi p. m., at salesroom No. 18 ExJ’ D*»
a stock

—

Plain Hand- iSurplus bv

worth 50 cents.

The Gazelle, of the Forest City Line, Seri

4.1.

fancy

cents per piece.
50 dozen bordered at to cents per

OF

.Organized.

great variety.

FIRE LAST NIGHT.

-f

Little,

line of Fancy and
kerchiefs.

S
r

AUCTION.

BY

HARTFORD, CONN.

Special Bargains.

Sea fowl are being taken in great numbers
oespite the late windy weather. Mr. D. I. E.
Stanley of this place took 22 birds Saturday
afternoon, which was doing well considering

.18.60
.20.03

house of the sugar refinery stands. A few
minutes after 8 o’clock smoke was seen coming
from the boat by men looking from some of
the sugar bouBe windows. They promptly gave
the alarm, the hose of the sugar house was run
out, and the side of the building fronting the
wharf thoroughly wet down.
The men then
turned their attention to the Gazelle. As they

new

discovered,

.16.29*4

ment was occasioned in the city by the alarm,
as the fire was supposed to be in the Forest
City Sugar Refinery, and on the track running
parallel with the building was a train of
freight cars loaded with sugar, to the value
of 85,000, ready to start this morning, over the
F. & O. railroad to Chicago.
Neither the refinery nor the warehouse was the cause of the
alarm, but the old steamer Gazelle.
The Gazelle was moored at her winter quarters, at the

&

0. W. AXAXV

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merohao*
Lise every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock b.
octddtf
q.
Consignments solicited

INSURANCE CO.,
—

Millett

Sal^m oom 19 Exd angc Ms.
IP. 0. BAILBY,

Woolens, Boots .x Shoes, &c.

SLOVES.

are

was uuder good
headway. A teuthe alarm and then rushed to save
his wife and children.
The fire made such
rapid progress that many of the tenants had
barely time to save themselves. They rushed
ont into the street, without
stopping to dress.
It was au excitiug time. Children were rolled
up in bed sheets, and passed out of the windows. Women were hustled into the street
with their clothing in their bands.
The fire
was got under control, but not before
two of
the houses were ruined. Cronin’s loss is $3800;
fully insured. The loss by the other tenants
is about $100.

■it_t- ^
1Connecticut Mutual,

HOSIERY,

Fire was discovered early
in

6.38

..

liinth
Tenth

HhHDKERCHIES,

Fire in Lewiston.

thought

Eighth

Any information regarding

the work will be cheerfully given by addressing Mr. F. J. Hassell, 1G2 Congress street, or
Kev. S. F. Pearson, 223 1-2 Cumberland street,
*
Portland.

of

thin

were

rily contributed.

horses,

night.

Great linterest exists in New York in the
opening of the rival opera houses to come off
the 22d inst.
The artists are on the ground.
Mme. Sembrich, the foremost living
representative of a kind of singing passing out of
vogue, has arrived in New York, and she expects to interest the public once more in the
woes of Lucia, Elvira, Amina and other heroines of the canary bird order.
She is not a

at

“Time and tide cannot be tethered” according to poetical assertion, bat horsemen seem
slow to be convinced of it as an established
fact. "J. I. C.” trots a mile in 2.103-4 and in
‘ye olden times 2.40 was regarded as the acme.
Banning races are a novelty in New England, though the favorite sport in the South.
All the people there can give yoa the exact
time of Lexington, 7.28 in a four mile race, or
that of the fastest mile on record run by Harry
Perrett at New Orleans, 1.41.
But our people had a taste of running rac-

Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

a

Treasurer—John Murphy.
Tbe Bev. Father Brennan delighted his
hearers with his well chosen aDd argumentative remarks. Tbe meeting was brought to a
close with a comic song, ably rendered by Mr.
O’Hara. The meeting adjourned till Thursday next, at 7.30 p. m.

called, but deemed

V V,

Dr. Geo. A. Clark, Mr. Eastman, Dr. Kimball and Mr. Winter.
The meeting closed
with singing and benediction, when there was

President—A. J. Walsh.
First Prefect—Joseph Ahern.
Second Prefect—Frank E. McGowan.
Secretary—Joseph McGowan.

was

,1J

for Sanford j and knew all about the business.]
Mr. Marr, the engineer, never sees the prisoners, and never suspected Prescott was one, and
ohatted away with him for some time, Prescott

ton

The Young Men’s Sodality.
The above sodality, alter meeting at tbe Bo
man
Catholic Cathedral, adjourned to the I.
A. B. A. hall on Plum street, last evening,
where the election of officers for the ensuing
year took place. The meeting being called to
order by the president, Mr. Walsh, a vote was
taken, and the following gentlemen were

a

made Borne excellent contracts with Mr. Job
Sanford. lltBeemsthat Prescott once worked

hnnlffl

service.

Gonld

doeth things well”. The Mission has no infrom anywhere, bo is not in receipt of
funds from a »y source except what is voluntacome

OCT. 12.

FRIDAY MORNING,

GILPIN’S.

FEMININE

to N. S.

the boose, 125 Emery st. or
03 Exchange St. sep26d»f

at

GARDINER,

Farm For Sale or To Let.
of the best farms in the County of Cumber
land, situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S,
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Port*

ONE

and, Me.

marBdtf

DO JOT HESITATE!
If yon want

Jewelry

or

Watches, Clocks,

Silverware go to

IcKENNEY THE JEWELER
And he will

prices.

sell yon

at

bottom

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00

Mainspring

the best only $1.00.
warranted for one year.
All work

strictly first-class.

Special Agent.

IcKENNEY THE JEWELER,
547 CONGRESS

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
«odtt
1««>23

Next above Brown's New Block.

ILEWIS

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

STREET,

<*5t5
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